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"Electro -Voice NIDYM Mics Provide the Consistency
R

Looking

for,

and Flexibility We Were

and They Deliver the Highest Gain Before Feedback

of Any Mics We've Used."
The Hooters are one of the most musically diverse groups performing today. The
band's unique sound is produced utilizing a variety of acoustic instruments rarging from
the mandolin, recorder, accordion, dulcimer and melodica to the more conventional
"tools of the trade," guitars, drums, keyboards and vocals. With such an incredible
assortment of miking possibilities, The Hooters needed several specific functicnal characteristics in a microphone to fully enhance the group's musical versatility.
Although no microphone is perfect for all applications, The Hooters found exactly what
they needed with N/DYM® Series II. The EV N/DYM® Series Il product line consists of five
vocal microphones and two instrument mics, ranging from the world's ultimate concert vocal
microphone, the N/D857, to the value performance leader, the N /D257A. Each N/DYM® mic
features a particular performance criteria and function. From vocals to drums, acoustic and
amplified instruments, no other manufacturer offers a wider selection of
high -performance microphones.
Electro -Voice N /DYM® Series II
"The Professional's Choice."
For additional information, see your local Electro-Voice

-

dealer or call Mike Tortone, Electro-Voice market development
manager, at 616/695 -6831.

Bectroi/oice

Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107, 616/695 -6831

Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc., 345 Herbert St., Gananoque, ON K7G2V1, 613/382 -2141
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LEXICON 300
LEXICON

:

A unique digital effects pro-

cessor with analog and digital
inputs and outputs, time code
automation, and magnificent
sound.
There may be digital effects processors that rival some of the
300's features, but you'll never
find one with them all. The 300
delivers precise delay and stereo
pitch shifting, as well as stunning

reverb and ambience. It automates sound changes with
SMPTE /EBU time code. And it
inputs and outputs analog, as well
as consumer and professional digital formats
in any combination.
All with magnificent Lexicon Sound.
The 300 is a powerful tool in
audio for video applications
where time code synchronization
is essential. And in digital video
editing, the 300 ensures that
scene changes are handled
in the digital domain.
smoothly
Because the 300 has digital inputs and outputs, it's the perfect
choice for RDAT and CD mastering. And for music production
there is an incomparable set of
sounds, as you would expect
from Lexicon.

-

Total MIDI control
THE ART

AND

SCIENCE OF SOUND

Connectivity redefined
The 300 redefines connectivity
standards for digital signal processors. Unique analog and
digital circuits accept analog
signals or digital signals in the
consumer SPDIF or professional

AES/EBU formats. Whether the
source is a CD player, RDAT
recorder, or open reel digital
deck the 300 identifies and
locks onto the incoming format.
You can then select between
analog and consumer or
professional output formats,
regardless of the
input format.

-

With the 300's real time MIDI automation you can record parameter
changes on most any sequencer.
The 300 also includes Lexicon's
Dynamic MIDI® allowing you to
control the 300's effects parameters from any MIDI controller.
And of course, the sound is
superb. The 300 delivers nearly unmeasurable distortion and

exceptional phase linearity
through the use of state -of- the -art
converters.
They're so advanced you
can use their outputs as a
system reference.
The 300 joins the
Lexicon family of digital
effects processors. From
the economical LXP-1 to the
world renowned 480L, they all
share the Lexicon Sound.
For more information about the
300 or any of Lexicon's products, call
(617) 736 -0300, FAX (617) 891 -0340,
or write Lexicon, Inc., 100 Beaver St.,
Waltham, MA 02154.

-

Consumer in, professional out,
analog in, digital out. The 300
handles them all. You can even
mix analog and digital siignals.
This kind of connectivity just
isn't available anywhere else.
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We'd been working
hard in the studio

for 14 years.
It was time we got
out for a night.

Spending years on end cooped up
in small, clark rooms with a bunch

of

engineers takes certain special qualities.
Durability, for one. We've always been

known for that. Of course, incredibly
clear, uncolored

sound quality doesn't

hurt, either. Or hand-assembled components, with gap precision to plus or minus

one -millionth of an inch.

These features got TAD speakers
into studios like Record Plant, NOMIS

and Masterfonics. And the same features
are now getting us out

of them.

See, we had this funny idea that
if TAD could make music sound terrific
in a small room, we could make music

sound terrific in a huge arena. And every
outing we've had with Maryland Sound
has proved us right.

Not that

we won't still work our

woofers off in studios from London to

L.A. all day. But, at night, we'd like to
get out and jam more often.
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1000 Pioncer Electronics

Technical
Audio Devices

Pioncer l'rulrs.iuntll I'IYItlllt'IN

I)i isirnl

USA) ln,.,2265E. 220th Street, Long Beach,CA 90810,(213) 816 -0415, Fax: (213) 830 -9367
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Recording Instrument
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The PVM" 5201N gets down to
it also maintains
where the bottom is
superior off -axis rejection of other sounds.
When you mike the kick drum with the 520,
the low frequency
that's what you get
fundamental and the snap.
The pick -up pattern is cardioid while the
polar response control is maintained to below 100 Hz, which
makes it ideal for recording where isolation and separation
are required.

...

...

Peavey Electronics Corporation

© 1990

711

A Street

The extremely high outpLt
plus accurate response produces exceptionally "natural" performance with the brass
and woodwind families.
It can even do vocals! If you want studio accurate vocal reproduction for live situations
with all the crisp edge on top and warmth on
the low end ... then get the low down on the PVM 520TN.

Musicians' Edge

Meridian, MS 39302 -2898 U.S.A.
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Like no other.
No other digital workstation fits this picture because no
other system matches the flexibility and productivity of

the Sonic System.
The Sonic System offers a series of "firsts." The first
(and only) digital audio workstation that can record
directly to a compact disc. The first to offer background
loading and unloading to hard disk. And no other system gives you from 16 to 24 bit audio at such a reason-

mums - Our Mixing Desk includes a broad array
of filters, dynamics, and full automation. You can
change filter settings and audition your EQ in real time.
NoNOISE - The NoNOISE system has restored
thousands of recordings. Now you can
add any NoNOISE "tool" for de- clicking
and noise reduction to the Sonic System.
Whether you edit or mix music, dialog and sound
`

able price.
The Sonic System offers unprecedented ease, speed, and
power. All editing and mixing can be previewed
in real time, so there's no waiting for the system to com-

effects, or multi -track recordings, chances are there is a
Sonic System package that could enhance your productivity without breaking your budget.

pute edits and write them to the hard disk.
EDITING - We surrender complete control over
crossfades, allowing you to make smooth edits which
are impossible on other systems. All editing is "nondestructive," so you can make changes quickly and
save multiple versions for those finicky producers.

Call us for more information:
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Sonic Solutions
1902 Van Ness Avenue

San Francisco, California 94109
Tel (415) 394 -8100

Fax (i 15) 394-8099
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Punch in an Eagles reunion concert on
PPV for the price of one ticket, and you

Economic
Turmoil?

You be the judge: What's wrong with this
picture?
You're at the audio industry's major convention. As an audio journalist (I know,
"audio journalist" is an oxymoron) you
make the rounds of the industry's manufacturers.
"Well, Mr. Manufacturer, how has this
year been ?" you ask.
"Great year:' he replies. `Sales have
been really solid:'
Always thinking of the tough questions
(remember, you're an audio journalist),
you ask, "What do you think about next
year?"
"Man, I'm really worried :' our friend
says. "With the economy and this Middle
East thing, it could be a bad year :'
What's this? Bad feelings in the sunny
audio industry? The aisles were full of it
at September's AES Convention. In what
has normally been thought of as a
recession -proof industry, the feeling this
time around is that we may not be as

lucky.
There's no unified opinion, of course. It's
hard to get people in the audio industry
to agree on breakfast, let alone something
as complicated as the economy. As Wynne

Smith's story in this month's Random Access shows, a lot of people are apprehensive about the economy's future performance, but opinion varies about its effects.
For this industry, you have to look at the
issue on two levels. On one level, you have
the facilities, which are supplying audio
services for the end -products of the enterrecords, movies,
tainment business
videos, TV shows, jingles, live performance. Sales of these items have traditionally been recession-proof.

-

However, consumer tastes have
changed. During the last recession, in
1981 -82, VCR penetration was not as deep
as it is today, the compact disc was just
being introduced, and such innovations as
pay-per -view didn't exist.
Today, it's cheaper to rent a video at
Blockbuster Video for $3 than to spend
the 40 or 50 bucks it would cost in some
areas of the country to take a family of
four to a movie (popcorn and drinks included).

can have as many people over as you
want. Plus, you don't have to wear one of
those age verification bracelets to drink
beer.
Your average yuppie couple is as likely
to unwind to VH -1 or their CD copy of
Fleetwood Mac's "Rumours:' that quintessential 1970s album (on which they know
and love every song). They're not as likely to shell out $15 for a CD from a new
act, which may only have a couple of decent songs.
Of course, any facility heavily into advertising work will be directly affected by
the amount of time bought in the broadcast media. Advertising is always the first
casualty in an economic downturn.
Bottom line: The business will be there,
but in a different form. Some facilities are
going to do well; others aren't.
The second part of the equation is the
manufacturers. In this product -driven business, it takes sales to drive the engine of
innovation. What happens to equipment
sales if interest rates get closer to 20%
rather than 10 %? Who will be able to afford to buy new equipment?
Tapeless audio systems, both stand -alone
systems or plug-in cards, are a great example of the problem before us. The number of companies making these systems
has exploded; there are at least 40 companies now jumping into the business.
That's about a fourfold increase from only
a year ago.
Technology marches on without much
regard to interest rates or GNP, and tapeless recording is clearly an area where
there is great interest. But you can't ignore
economic conditions. If the economy
sours, it is likely that facilities will buy systems later rather than sooner, which
would be bad news for companies that
need sales sooner.
How many of those 40 companies could
wait for conditions to improve?
So what's the answer? The same as
when economic times are good. Find your
niche. Provide the best service you can.
Acquire equipment wisely, to fill a specific need. Equipment purchases should
not be made from the heart in any economic time, much less during a recession.
Think smart; your business will thank you
for it.

Dan Torchia

Editor
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DCE Update
From: Jon Bosaw, sales manager, Valley
International, Franklin, TN.
We were very pleased with the review
of the Valley International DCE Digital
Compressor /Expander that appeared in
the July issue. Rick Schwartz did an excellent job of covering all the features that
the unit has to offer. I would like to clarify a few points that may help your readers better understand the philosophy behind the DCE.
Like most equipment designers, we are
torn between including many "extra" functions on a device, and the cost and com-

plexity that these functions might add.
One such extra that Rick mentioned,
multiple- format capability, is indeed useful, but adds greatly to unit expense. We
do not wish to make the user pay for functions that he might not need; multiple format interface may be accomplished using an add-on box. However, we will be
including AES /EBU interface capabilities
on our next generation of DCEs.
Because we feel the DCE is unlike any
other dynamics processor, it is expected
that the new user will require some time
to become acquainted with all of its features. A luxury such as dedicated "analogstyle" knobs to control a digital device
with many parameters is not cost-effective.
Since the functions of the DCE are determined by software, the unit may be reconfigured for functions such as de- essing or
frequency- sensitive gating. This programmable feature also makes possible the creation of new dynamics processing functions that are precise and repeatable.
On the topic of 16-bit performance, the
processing algorithms utilized in the DCE
retain the maximum available number of
significant digits by incorporating psuedo-

floating -point multiplication.

This
minimizes the amount of digital truncation (digital noise) added to the signal.
With the DCE, the user has the capability to create and tailor the type of compressor that is needed, instead of being
offered conventional compression modes
and effects.
Thanks for the opportunity to clarify
these points.

More Time Code
From: James Barber, director, Visionary
Communications, Punta Gorda Isles, FL.
In reply to Eric Wenocur's letter "Drop
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Frame Time Code" in the July issue: 30fps
DF time code is a variant that was created specifically for the purpose of filming
music videos with time -coded playback
tapes, to be edited on videotape. Some
clever sleight-of-hand is needed to cornpensate for the 1% slowdown of the film,
which normally occurs when it is transferred to videotape on a Rank or Bosch
telecine.
The 30fps DF capability was added to
the Nagra IV-SIC to permit "crossresolving" standard DF time code. The
playback tape, which is made from the studio master and carries the same master
time code, is played back on location during filming. With the Nagra IV STC set to
resolve at the artificial rate of 30fps, the
playback is speeded up by 1 %. This results
in a cancellation of the 1% slowdown from
telecine transfer, and ensures that the
resultant footage will sync with the
prerecorded studio tracks, which of course
are used as the soundtrack of the video.
Other techniques for playback, such as
using a DAT machine, will result in transferred footage that gradually drifts out of
sync with the studio master tracks. However, if there are a lot of quick cuts, this
won't necessarily be a problem. At a drift
rate of 1 %, a shot that begins in sync will
be one frame out of sync in about 33 seconds. In rock videos, individual shots are
rarely held for more than a fraction of
that.
Nonetheless, cross -resolving the playback tape with the Nagra IV-STC remains
the preferred method.

Lip Syncing
From: Jack Poky, Indianapolis.
I found David Scheirman's "Live & Direct" column in August to be interesting
and informative, and I offer one viable reason why lip-syncing should be revealed
when concerts are staged: In this (as he
suggested) very gloss -over and impatient
world, it would be relatively easy to have
non -singers and non -players syncing /acting to the music with sufficient skill, but
in fact have no connection with the making of the music they were interacting
with.
This would seem to carry the notion of
lip- syncing to a fraudulent level, and one
can envision a scenario inspired by the
movie "Capricorn 1;' where people on a
stage are lip- syncing and dancing to someone else's music. Or, like Santa Claus im-
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www.americanradiohistory.com

postors at Yuletide, we have Band X appearing at 10 different venues
simultaneously. Which one is the real
Band X? Is the New York version, like
Broadway plays, always the one to see?
So, it is also necessary to assure the
crowd that the personnel they see on the
stage are truly the personnel who created the music. Pretty soon, we'll have hologram concerts, with user -definable player substitutions. Maybe we'll be able to
suppress the singer whose part we'd like
to lip -sync to (including a lip-transpose feature, of course).
With tongue -in -cheek and lip -in -sync.

Opining on Opinions
From: Les Brockmann, Les Brockmann
Music Engineering, Reseda, CA.
I

am writing with regard to your review

of the new Pretenders album, "Packed!"
in the August issue. I thought Mitchell

Froom's comments were interesting, but
I must take issue with a comment made
in the sidebar review of the album: "The
earlier Pretenders album 'Get Close; (produced by Jimmy bovine), was not a particularly likable record
too big and
arena -sounding :'
I am not involved or acquainted with
anyone related to either of these albums.
I realize that if every person's opinions
were a teaspoon of water, we could all go
surfing, but I happen to think "Get Close"
is a great sounding album!
Its engineering is a good example of
how to make studio tracks sound strong
and loud, even at quiet listening levels, and
how to keep the sometimes heavy textures from getting muddy (with Bob Clearmountain at the faders, exactly what I
have come to expect). That CD lives in my
permanent "listen again" pile. By contrast,
"Packed!" sounds a bit small, dry and
sleepy. After listening once, I put it in my
pile of CDs to go to the used CD store.
I don't mean to insult anyone by my
comments, but I would like to point out
that you're making a mistake by putting
down an artist's older project to praise a
new one. I don't think that comment was
made by Mitchell Froom, although it's not
clear from the context. That brings me to
my primary point: All of the "Fresh
Tracks" reviews are obviously someone's
opinion, and as such, this column should
have an author's byline printed with it
from now on.

-
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TDK Demo -Length Tape. After all you've gone through to make sure your demo sounds better, put it on the
tape that makes your demo sound better. The TDK Professional Master SM Series. With its refined Super Avilyn
formulation and the widest dynamic range of any studio demo - length tape, the TDK Professional Master SM is the best
way for undiscovered talent to get heard. Which may explain why TDK high bias cassettes are
preferred by more top studio engineers than any other tape. So whether you're a musician, a
producer, or an engineer, and whether your demo is 10, 20, 30, or 60 minutes long,
ASSefla1SASYOUCanGet.
make every minute something everyone will want to know about. Stick to TDK.
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AKG
Audio -Technica
Beyer Dynamic

Talk to
me.

C -Ducer

Countryman
Crown
Electro-Voice
HME

The

Nady

REP staff replies:

aren't saying
we're right; we're saying what we think,
just as you did in your letter. Those who
agree with us that "Get Close" was "too
arena -sounding" will probably like
"Packed!"; those who disagreed with us
about "Get Close" are not likely to enjoy
"Packed!" as we did. Again, these are just
opinions.
In fact, we didn't need to go very far out
on a limb to call "Get Close" too arena sounding. We found this opinion to be
shared by people associated with the
band, people at the band's label and
Pretenders fans in general. Jimmy Iovine
stated near the time of the release of "Get
Close" that he was trying to impart an arena quality to the recording to simulate the
sound of the band's then -recent world tour.
When we started "Fresh Tracks :' we debated whether reviews should be signed.
"Fresh Tracks" is written by the REP
staff, by and large those people whose
names appear on the masthead. Collectively, our backgrounds include being recording engineers, producers, journalists,
musicians and record company executives. By remaining partially anonymous,
we can review honestly and fairly, without any fear of jeopardizing any future
relationships we may enter into.
What do you think, readers? Should
"Fresh Tracks" reviews be signed?
In stating our opinions, we

Singes
me.

jo
Samson
Sennheiser
Shure
Sony
Telex

Tram
Toa

University
Vega

Williams

At
Prices

That Can t Be
Upstaged!
As the nation's largest microphone
dealer, we offer a vast selection of
microphones at prices so low we
promised not to print them!

FAMOUS MIC SALE
ON NOW.
Call Now:

1- 800 -356 -5844
608 -271 -1100

300 LINES: AUDIO, VIDEO, LIGHTS

5618 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719
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TEF or no TEF?
From: Alan Fierstein, Acoustilog, New
York.
I would like to add some info to Mike
Joseph's article "Studio Design" in the July
"Five Questions :' First, readers should note
that many acoustic materials are merely
common building supplies that are customized, often inexpensively, by cutting
and spacing them correctly. I recommend
to customers that a consultant guide them
in this.
Second, I fully agree that an acoustic
consultant who had experience in the preTEF era "learned the hard way :' and that
a knowledge of TEF techniques is important. However, I would like to point out
that the answer readers will get if they ask
me if I use TEF measurements is a resounding "No!"
TEF measurements have almost no
place in a control room. Their relevance
is obvious when comparing the results
from two locations even one inch apart.
TEF is totally dependent upon precise

time arrivals of reflections, and if the
measurement microphone is moved, the
information is useless. Also, one, and only
one, mic is used to measure. When you,
an engineer, listen to music, your head is
not locked in one position. You probably
move your head. You probably have two
ears. They are probably more than one
inch apart.
TEF shares the spotlight these days with
many other state -of- the -art computerized
measurement systems, which dazzle the
studio owner and make the consultant
look like a genius. I've seen articles showing TEF results that, when interpreted
properly, contradict the claims of the author! This leads me to the conclusion that
there are charlatans out there. Anyone can
buy a computer and use it to snow clients.
I should know; I'm constantly being called
in to fix their rooms. In addition to asking, "What rooms have they done?" studio owners should perhaps ask, "What
rooms had to be re- done?"

Transfer Room
Clarifications
From: Vince Casper, system engineer, Saul
Zaentz Film Co., Berkeley, CA.
In my August article, "The Transfer
Room :' several typographical errors appeared in the printed article that were not
present in the copy I submitted.
In the first paragraph, flat -bed dubber
was substituted for the term dubber. Flatbed dubbers are rarely used in post production machine rooms. They are occasionally found in editorial suites for tern porary mixing.
In the transfer room format list on page
34, line 5 of the section on open -reel formats, Stereo 7.5/15ips SMPTE Center-trk
TC'/z -inch, should read Center -trk TC'Ainch. To my knowledge, there is no'/2 -inch
center -track time code format.
In the sprocket section of the chart; line
1, 16mm 7.2ips Sprocket should list 7.2ips
under the speed heading and sprocket under the sync heading. On line 2, 25mm
strip should read 35mm strip, 18ips

sprocket.

REP regrets

the errors.

Send letters to AVE -P, 9221 Quivira, Overland Park, KS
66215. Letters may be edited for length and clarity.

Introducing

the New & Exclusive
PQG Series Connectors

designer's "dream come true" from
Switchcraft. This revolutionary new PQG Series
PC mourt audio connector provides a host of
standard and optional bonus features that let
you obtain the exact level of electrical/
mechanical performance you require.
Now, a

The uniqueness of the PQG is a common panel cut -out and
simple PC ooard layouts, for both straight and right angle
configurations. You no longer have to change panel tooling
to go from an economical start -up unit to the top of the
performance charts for your equipment while retaining the
performance and integrity of the standard connector.
The PQG Series provides:

Cost Efficiency

- Utilizing competitive connectors means
using two self- tapping screws to hold the connector to the
PCB. This can be costly to install. In addition, there is the risk
of potential damage to the PCB during the assembly of the
self- tapping screws.

Separate- Shell -To- Ground Terminal - Can be specified
if desired.

Friction, Detent, Latchlock Retention - it's your choice!
Only the PQG from Switchcraft offers all three!

Switchcraft
Raytheon Company

Value - It s competitively priced versus other connector
manufacturers models.

A

Tri- Mountiing Plate

5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
For detailed information call Paul Winokur at (312) 792 -2700,
Ext. 398. Or, FAX us at (312) 792 -2129. Ask for New Product
Bulletin #410.

- This exclusive design features two
bifurcated PCB retainers with snap -in terminals to provide
ground connection from panel to PCB. It holds the connector
securely to PCB during wave soldering and adds strength
between parel /chassis and PCB during soldering by
"wicking" solder through the PCB and up sides of retainers.
Threaded panel mounting holes are also included for ease of
assembly.
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RIQUE ALONSO

ANDY JOHNS

DAVID ANDERSON

GEORGE KARRAS

MICHAEL BARBIERO

ACAR KEY

DAVE BARRATT

TIM KISH

DAVID BASCOMBE

DAVID KOWALSKI

DAE BENNETT

FERNANDO KRAL

HILARY BERCOVICI

GARY LANEY

DEVON BERNARDONI

MICHAEL LARDIE

MARTIN BIRCH

STEVE LIPSON

JOE BOGAN

TOM LORD -ALGE

MILAN BOGDAN

BOB LUDWIG

ROB BOZAS

JON MALLISON

BOB BROCKMANN

RICHARD MANWARING

JAMES BROMFIELD

LEWIS MARTINEÉ

GERRY BROWN

LEIF MASES

BERNARD BULLOCK

GARY MCGACHAN

BOB BULLOCK

RAFE MCKENNA

CRAIG BURBIDGE

CASEY MCMACKIN

RANDY BURNS

GLENN MEADOWS

MATT BUTLER

ANDREW MILANO

GREG CALBI

MARIO CALDATO

RODNEY MILLS
JR.

JOHN MORALES

PHIL CASTELLANO

TAAVI MOTE

BOB CLEARMOUNTAIN

BRYAN NEW

JIM COTTON

LYNN PETERZELL

MIKE COUZZI

CHRIS POTTER

ROSS CULLUM

DENNY PURCELL

DAVID DACHINGER

DAVE RIDEAU

TERRY DATE

BUD RIZZO

NICK DAVIS

BOB ROSA

VINCENT DAVIS

GLENN ROSENSTEIN

ANDRE DEBOURG

CHAS SANDFORD

DIETER DIERKS

JOE SCAIFE

NEIL DORFSMAN

BILL SMITH

DR. DRE

DONOVAN SMITH

ALFRED EATON

KEITH SWEAT

STEVE ETT

IAN TAYLOR

DON FEINBERG

TERRY THOMAS

TOBIAS FREUND

STEVE THOMPSON

NIGEL GREEN

RON TREAT

JAMES GUTHRIE

LESTER TROUTMAN

CHRIS HAMMOND
PETE

HAMMOND

ROGER TROUTMAN

ZAPP TROUTMAN

PHIL HARDING

KURT UPPER

TONY HARRIS

MICHAEL WAGENER

JAY HEALY

DUSTY WAKEMAN

SCOTT HENDRICKS

ANDY WALLACE

JAY HENRY

GREGORY WALSH

KAREN HEWITT

MICHAEL WANCHIC

BEAU HILL

MERVYN WARREN

ROSS HOGARTH

ALAN WATTS

STEVE HOYLAND

HANK WILLIAMS

Roo

DAVE WITTMAN

Hum

JON JACOBS

MARK WOLFSON

NORBERT JANICKE

D.J. YELLA

TED JENSEN

DAVID Z

IIP
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MORE ENGINEERS
GO GOLD ON AMPEX
(THAN ONALLOTHER
TAPES PUT TOGETHER
VERY ENGINEER LISTED HERE HAS EARNED THE PRESTIGIOUS

Ampex Golden Reel Award for engineering a gold album exclusively on Ampex
audio tape. In fact, of all the gold albums released last year -and the year before- most
of them were laid down exclusively on Ampex tape. And it's a good bet that most of the
others used Ampex for the majority of their tracks, too. At Ampex, we appreciate the
passion and precision demanded of audio engineers. It means pushing yourself to the
wall so that every note, every beat, every bar will be perfect. It means taking music... and
making magic happen.
We've made our own commitment to provide you with the
quality,
most
highest
consistent, most dependable audio tape in the world. A tape
engineered with the same uncompromising attention to detail that you bring to your
sound.
For all the details on what makes Ampex tape so technically advanced,
just call or write for a copy of our new 456 Technical Brochure, and see why
Grand Master® 456 is engineered like no other tape in the world.

AMPEX
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Circle (11) on Rapid Facts Card

Ampex Recording Media Corporation

401 Broadway, M.S. 22 -02 RE

Redwood City California 94063

(415) 367-3809
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The Economy

Audio Pros Win
Monitor Awards

Will lt Affect Pro Audio?

The

annual

International

Monitor

Awards were presented recently in New

There was a good deal of grousing about
the economy on the floor at this past September's AES convention, which was ironic because many companies have reported good sales years.
While the pro audio industry traditionally has been somewhat recession-proof,
the general feeling is that the industry will
feel at least some effects from the economic downturn. A scatter -shot poll of opinion throughout the industry revealed the
following:
John Carey, vice president of sales and
marketing at Otari, was reticent about
predicting the future. However, he did indictate that sales for the past 90 days have
been "soft:'
"Smaller companies are pulling in their
belts right now and are taking a wait -andsee stance," he said. "Accordingly, I don't
foresee this being a year with huge growth
potential. We're aiming at our industrial,
post -production and movie studio customers. Those customers will most probably spend as predicted:'
Carey said that the crisis in the Middle
East could have great consequences for
the industry because a lot of the equipment sold is imported.
"If the crisis becomes a war, then obviously our economic priorities in this country will be shifted and that will affect the
industry as well," he said.
Carla Campbell, the Eastern regional
sales manager for Panasonic /Ramsa, has

perceived greater caution in purchasing
among the dealers on the Eastern
Seaboard.
"I'm actually buoyed by the maturity
and preparedness I see this time around;'
Campbell said. "During the last recession
this industry went through, we saw dealers hit hard because they weren't as prepared. Although the Northeast seems to
be feeling it more than some other areas,
the dealers are responding overall to economic factors in their particular areas with
an aptitude that has been a pleasure to
work with:'
One dealer in the Northeast saw the
need to change priorities about a year and
a half ago because of changes in the
market.
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"This area really got hit hard at the outset of the recession:' said Craig Fennessey,
president of CSE Audio in Rochester, NY.

"Because the professional audio market
has changed so much over the past 10
years, it became apparent to me that we
were going to have to be more flexible in
the ways we do business and the types of
markets CSE services.
"Since my business philosophy has always been to strive for leadership, rather
than just following along, we opted to
branch out into areas we weren't previously known for:'
CSE has become heavily involved in
professional studio design and custom
home installations in the past 18 months
and plans to explore other avenues in order to continue their steady growth. Fen nessey thinks the market is improving
somewhat and should return to being
healthy "in the not too distant future:'
Mark Gander, vice president of marketing at JBL Professional, cited a recent New
York Times article that pointed out that
the true test of the economy is growth of
2% or more in any calendar year.
Those areas most affected by the current economic slump are the Northeast,
Ohio, parts of Michigan and Texas; on the
other hand, Florida, Pennsylvania, the
Northwest and California are experiencing greater than 2% annual growth. This
would indicate that the country as a whole
is not in recession, just sections of it.
"Specifically, this industry continues to
experience growth in visual /interactive
areas of audio;" he said. "There's stability
in contracting, whereas traditional music
and recording seem to be off and studio
turnkey type of installations appear to be
down :' he said. "Everyone is concerned
about the Middle East and the oil situation, and the general economy is not that
strong, but you cannot heap the whole
country together.
"Much of the economy of this industry
is driven by discretionary expenditures,
and (because of) the nature of that type
of expenditure, it's unlikely that the professional audio industry as a whole will suffer as big a hit as other industries have:"

-

WYNNE SMITH

Sponsored

York.

by the

International

Teleproduction Society, the awards honor
excellence in all parts of teleproduction,

including audio.
This year's audio winners were:
Best Post -Production in an Entertain-

ment Series: John Alberts and Joe Ferla,
Howard Schwartz Recording, New York,

for "Night Music #119."
Best Audio Post -Production in Film -

Originated Entertainment:

Richard Fair-

banks and Peter Roos, Transcom Digital,
New York, for "Taken Away."
Best Audio Post -Production in National

Commercials: John Binder, Editel /Chica-

go, for Bud Light's

"Dark Ages."

Best Audio Post -Production in Local

Commercials: Stephen Johnston and Lenny Rabinowitz, Limelite Video, Miami, for

Long Distance's "Joe Conklin

ATC

-

CPA"
Best Audio Post -Production in Chil-

dren's Programming: Peter Cole, Troy

Smith, Chris Trent, Ken Dahlinger and
John Walker, The Post Group, Los Angeles, and Matthew Knox, Frank Super stein and Steve Kirklys, Fun Amusements,
Los Angeles, for "Pee Wee's Playhouse,"

"Fire

in the

Best

Playhouse."

Audio

Post -Production

in

Documentaries: Michael David, Timothy
Kerr and Skip SoRelle, Powerhouse Stu-

dios, Washington, DC, for "Black Friday."
Best Audio Post -Production in Promo-

tional Non -Broadcast: Rob Hill and Dorrie Batten, The Post Group at Disney /MGM
Studios, Orlando, FL, for "Supercop.

"

People
American Helix has named Michael Dillingham production control manager and
Al Thornburg engineering manager;
Tracy Smith Files has been promoted to
sales coordinator ... New England Digital
product specialist Jim Bonevich has
moved from the home office in White River Junction, VT, to the NED sales office
in Los Angeles; Ted Pine has been
promoted to director of marketing; Frank
Sullivan has resigned as vice president of
marketing and product development ...
Shure
Brothers
has
promoted
Christopher Lyons to product line manager, wired microphones ... Meyer Sound
Laboratories has promoted Scott Gledhill
to customer service manager and George
Douglas to vice president of sales and
marketing ... Bob Ofenstein has joined
T.C. Electronic as technical sales director
... White Instruments has promoted Jeff
Van Ryswyk to sales manager ... John
M. Spencer has been appointed vice
president of Applied Audio Marketing.

Equipment Needed
For Volunteer Studio
Here's one of the worthier causes we've
come across lately: Bayview Recording
Studio, located in San Francisco's historic
Bayview Opera House, is a volunteer facility designed to provide local youth with
a creative outlet for music and recording.
Tentatively scheduled to open this
month, the studio needs mics, stands,
monitors, outboard equipment and anything else that a fully equipped, professional studio needs. Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart has donated a console
and 16 -track recorder, and the studio is
looking for Bay -area professionals to
volunteer time in addition to equipment.
In an age where about the only access
to entry -level recording experience is
through schools that charge thousands of
dollars, it is refreshing to see an effort such
as this.
For more information, contact Gail Reid
at 415 -824 -0386.

Lawsuits: Two suicide suits against
Ozzy Osbourne over subliminal lyrics are
moving through the federal court system
in Georgia. No trial date has been set in
either case. Judas Priest was relieved of
liability in August in a similar case. See
the October RE P for information on the
civil trial and verdict.

Obscenity: The September issue of the
newsletter Entertainment Law & Finance
draws a parallel between 2 Live Crew's
obscenityy case and the controversyy over
Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs. In
both cases, judges have focused on one
part in each work the seven sexually
explicit photos in the Mapplethorpe exhibit and the rap lyrics in Crew's "As Nasty As They Wanna Be" rather than the
work as a whole. These cases point to a
redefining of the Supreme Court's guidelines in determining what is obscene, according to the newsletter.
Meanwhile, in Broward County, FL,
where "Nasty" was declared to be obscene, a record store clerk who sold a
copy of the record to an undercover officer was convicted on obscenity charges
and faces up to a year in jail.

-

-

Computers: Big news for this Mac driven industry. At press time, Apple was
scheduled to introduce several low -cost
Macintoshes with various capabilities, including a model for less than $1,000.

Life is

dent.

In

Abdul?

unreal. The host of `Death Valley Days' became presilight of that, why shouldn't I produce a record for Paula

- Don

Was, quoted in Newsweek.
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STUDIO UPDATE
Details

Facility /Location

AKG Acoustics has acquired two more
companies. Just before the AES Convention, the company announced that it purchased a controlling interest in Edge Technology, which includes BSS Audio,
Turbosound and Precision Devices. At the

NORTHEAST
Soundwave /Washington, DC

Chris Paul named director of marketing.

SOUTHEAST
Flood Zone /Richmond, VA

New equipment: Dolby 361 SR /A.

MIDWEST
Ajax Recording Team /Fort Wayne, IN

New equipment: Ampex ATR 102 mastering

recorder.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Soundworks West /Los Angeles

Westlake Audio /Los Angeles

Otani acquired King Instrument, the auNew equipment: Akai ADAM.
New equipment: Neve VR72 with Flying
Faders automation and Mitsubishi X -86HS

digital 2- track.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Musical Infinities /San Francisco

New recording studio and music production
company. James Harrington is president; located at 123 Townsend St., Suite 112, San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415- 896 -6020.

Rocket Lab/San Francisco

John Acoca has joined the staff.

Hyde Street Studios /San Francisco

Susie Foot named studio manager. New
equipment: custom recall system in Studio D;
sampling update card for the Eventide
H3000S Ultra Harmonizer; and Seymour
Duncan 100W convertible amp.

MANUFACTURERS
Amek

Mozart console sales: The Bakery Recording
Studio (North Hollywood), Vineyard Ministries
International (Anaheim, CA), Loomis Productions (Carrollton, TX), High Heels Studio (Baltimore) and Tim Stanton Audio (Austin, TX).

Normandy Sound (Warren, RI) has purchased
Gauss 3588 coaxials and 4583 15 -inch

Gauss

woofers.
Mitsubishi

The Virgin Group has purchased a third
880 32 -track digital recorder.

Solid State Logic

Logic /FX compressor sales: producer /engineer Bob Rock (Vancouver) and Dick &

X-

Roger's Sound Studios (Vancouver). G Series
console and ScreenSound to Sounds Interchange (Toronto).
APR-24 recorders sales: Toy Matinee; Beat
Street Recording Studio; A to Z Studios; and
Dimension Sound Recording Studio. Sales of
PCM -3348 DASH machines: Sound Shop
(Nashville), Digital Pursuit (Nashville), Tim

Sony

Jordan Rentals and The Enterprise recording
studio. Other sales: Waves (Hollywood), two
MXP -3036 consoles; and Prime Ticket,
MXP- 3036VF.

Soundcraft
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announced the acquisition of
Quested Monitoring Systems.
AES, it

Installations of 200 Delta consoles: Location
Recording, Microsoft, Boeing (Seattle), Film
Counselors Associates (New York), Cinebar
Productions (Newport News, VA), and Black
Entertainment Television (Washington, DC).
Other installations: MIRA Film and Video,
600 console; Nike, 200 B /VE console; NW
Videoworks, T512 automation system; and Innervision Productions (St. Louis), 200 B /VE
console.

November 1990

www.americanradiohistory.com

dio cassette loader manufacturer, effective
in late September. According to Otani, it
is now the world's largest manufacturer of

audiotape and videotape loading machinery.

Linear Technology, a Canadian high
technology company, has acquired
Soundmaster International. Sound master's principals and staff will continue
with the company.
Techron's introduction of the TEF 20
means that used machines will be coming on the market. Experienced Audio
has become a clearing house for Techron's
used machines. Contact Bill Landow, Experienced Audio, 18582 U.S. Highway 20
E., Bristol, IN 46507; 219 -534 -4422; fax
219-533-8800.

Neve, the U.S. distributor of Mitsubishi
products, has consolidated the Neve and
Mitsubishi parts operations at the Bethel,
CT, headquarters. Previously, the Mitsubishi inventory was located in Los
Angeles.
Cliff Electronic Components of London
has established a North American sales offive located in Houston, offering jack sockets, connectors, cabinet hardware and other audio products for domestic audio
product manufacturers, studio contractors
The office is located at 9821
and suppliers.
pp
Whithorn Drive, Houston, TX 77095;
713- 855-6685.

Dolb Y Laboratories has been celebrating its 25th anniversary throughout 1990.
The company was founded by Ray Dolby
in May 1965.

FM Acoustics has announced that 98%
of all its individual spare parts will be avail able for shipment within 48 hours of placingg an order. President Manuel Huber says
y
more than 2,800 components are in stock
in quantities of up to 10,000 units each.

beautiful
Laser- trimmed resistor pucks and

1S -turn

puts maintain precise circuit tolerances.
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Large crystal
oxygen -free cables with
gold plated connecters
en_aare sonic clarity
and detail.

multi -scale metering shows
signa' levels tus loan as -60dß,
essential for digital recording.

Scaled,
steel -shaft

potentiometers
deliver
reliable
performance
for years.
1 [vide var ety of prcantp
and EQ ?no-lilies allouas
you to eas]lh configure
the consol! ti your needs.

Sony's own hybrid circuitry makes these
consoles among the quietest in the industry.

Sony marries superior components and intelligent engineering to

create the MXP -3000 series consoles.
The result is consoles

construction. It's why the MXP -3000 delivers performance that satisfies
even the most critical users in hundreds of facilities worldwide.

that offer the same high level of sonic excel-

lence as our digital multitrack recorders, as well as unsurpassed reliability.
!P11/99FffPññ/IlM/tern IN, ASP kGPNP!tt ICCC7 i'
To

Y22

achieve this, we selected only parts that meet the highest stan-

dards. Often, this required creating unique components.
This dedication to quality extends throughout the MXP -3000 series.
From our

Call us at 1- 800 -635 -SONY, to learn how you and the MXP -3000

series can make beautiful music together.

SONY

"minimal signal path" architecture to our advanced metal frame
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STUDIO UPDATE
Facility/Location

Details

Coast to the West Coast. Its new address
is 2401 Dogwood Way, Vista, CA 92083;
619-727 -3300; fax 619- 727 -3620.

MANUFACTURERS (cont.)

Soundmaster

Sunset Post has installed the Integrated Audio
Editing System.

Soundtracs

Rettberg Music Productions (Ontario) has purchased an In Line 3632 Production console.

DEALERS /DISTRIBUTORS
Audio Intervisual Design /Los Angeles

DESIGNERS
Steve Durr /Nashville
Russ Berger Design Group /Dallas

Facility sale: Scotland Yard Studios, DDA
DMR12 console, KRK close -field monitors,
Sony MUR -201 stereo reverb, BSS stereo dynamics quad gate and Audire power amps.

Audio Animation has moved to 6632
Central Ave. Pike, Knoxville, TN 37912;
615 -689 -2500; fax 615 -689 -7815.

Dr. T's Music Software has moved to
Suite 1B, 100 Crescent Road, Needham,
MA 02194; 617 -455 -1454.

Digital Dynamics has opened up a West
Coast sales office located at 123 S. Victory
Blvd., Burbank, CA 91502; 818-845 -8426.

Designed Windmark Recording studio (Virginia Beach, VA).

Construction completed at ABC -New York's
newest post-production facilities and Bill
Young Productions (Sugarland, TX). Designing a Music Technology and Resource Center
for University of Northern Colorado Music
School, an addition to General Television Network (Detroit), and additional edit suites and
acoustical direction for television set design
at NBC -Rockefeller Plaza and NBC's studio
renovation in Brooklyn.

Ampex marked the 16th anniversary of
the introduction of Grand Master 456 analog mastering tape at the AES Convention
in Los Angeles.

Everything Audio, the

Los Angeles pro
audio dealer, has celebrated its 15th anniversary.

Telarc has released the first compact disc

Worldwide sales for Trident Audio's Vector console have reached 32 one year after introduction. Recent orders include a
48- channel custom version, with full LCR
panning and eight mix buses, and a 56channel automated console. Additional orders have been placed from the major European markets, Japan and America.

Schmid Telecommunication has appointed nine North American sales
reps: Hemec Communications (Santa
Barbara, CA); Jefferson Audio Video
Systems (Louisville, KY); RKS Associates (Westglen Village, MO); Emmons
Associates (Burnsville, MN); Omega Pacific (Kallua, HI); MSC Electronics (Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada); Holzberg
Inc. (New Jersey); Professional Audio
Supply (Fort Worth, TX); and Electronic
Marketing Associates (Laurel, MD).
ABC Micros has been appointed
Schmid's first rep in South America,
with responsibility for Colombia. Glen
Allen & Co. has been appointed to cover Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
the Dominican Republic.

in Shure's Stereosurround format, on Spies'

"By Way of the World:"

Digidesign has organized the Third Party Developer Program, which consists of
more than 150 developers working on a
variety of projects, including image
processing, speech research and audio /video editing. Andrew Calvo has been

named director of developer relations.

Manny's Music was recently named Ash ly Audio Dealer of the Year for 1989-90.

QSC Audio Products has achieved record sales and profit levels for fiscal 1990,
with about 20% growth over fiscal 1989.
According to the company, it is its ninth
consecutive year for sales and profit level increases.

Avid Technology has sold 60 Avid /1 Media Composer editing systems in the
United States and Canada since its introduction last year.

WaveFrame says its fiscal 1990 sales increased 130% compared with 1989. A
strong fourth quarter was capped by sales
of

QMI is a distributor of professional audio
products, and has been appointed the exclusive U.S. distributor for Drawmer Distribution, FM Acoustics, Genelec, and SCV
Audio. Scott Berdell is president; the address is 15 Strathmore Road, Natick, MA
01760; 508-650 -9444; fax 508-650 -9476.
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$1

million in June.

RCI Sound Systems has relocated to
5615 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20852;
301 -984 -1800.

TimeLine has relocated from the East

Shure Brothers recently honored Pro
Tech Marketing (Salt Lake City) with its
Sales Representative of the Year award.

"I've been sold on Beta's superiority' since I first tried them.
I use them on vocals, drums, amps, and brass because their
sensitivity and resistance to feedback make them the
perfect fit for the groups I work with. And the Beta 58 Wireless
is the first system I've found that gives my artists the freedom
of a radio mic without sacrificing sound quality"
Paul Dalen, Sound Engineer for David Sanborn and Lisa Stansfield.

Beta 58 Wireless
Bct:1

;8
Bcta

Shure Beta Microphones.
Buy Them OnWord Of Mouth Alone.
Before you select a microphone, listen to the cading pros who use the Shure Beta Series on stage. They'll tell you about
the benefits of Shure Beta's advanced transducer cosign, extraordinary gain-before -feedback, and true supercardioid polar pattern, as well as its outstanding sensitivity and low handling noise. But most important, they'll tell you that nothing beats a
Beta for live performance. And that's not just talk. Try Shure Beta today and get the final word for yourself. Or call us for
more information at 1- 800 -25- SHURE. The Sound Of The Professionals :..Worldwide.
I

SHIRE B .4

Circle (12) on Rapid Facts Card

ft's time to buy a world -class console.
But until now, the two or three that you'd

consider all carried price tags that you
wouldn't.
Catch the M700, the console with
unbelievable sound at a price you'll find
hard to believe: About $70,000*
When you're looking for a world class console, your first consideration is,

what does ft sound ike. And because
the final instrument for testing sound
quality is your own two ears, you've
got to hear the M700. You'll then find
out how well it Corr Dares to the consoles that defined 'great sound"
Then get some hands -on experiis cosigned around
familiar industry standards with no
ence. The M700

NOW YOU CAN GET UNBELIEVABLE SOUND
ATA PRICE THAT SOUNDS UNBELIEVABLE.

surprises to slow you down. Everything is where it should
be, from full parametric EQ to its 12 auxiliary sends, wiich
makes operating speed another oil the M700's best features.
You'll get superb routing flexibility, with 40 in -line
monitors, 80 inputs, 32 subgroupings and quad outputs.
When you decide to move up to digital, to accorripany your console, one option to consider is the DASH
format DA800 24 -track digital recorder with award winning ZD circuitry Currently available for $99,000*

it's destined to be the best-sounding 24 -track around.
So before you invest in any console, you owe ft to

yourself to hear the M700. We think you'll agree that the
only thing more unbelievable than the sound of the M700
& DA800 combination is its price tag.
"Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price may vary from dealer to dealer

©1990 TEAC Arner'ca,

Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640, (213) 726 -0303.

Circle (13) on Rapid Faces Card

George Michael: "Listen
Without Prejudice Vol. 1"

Jack Teagarden:
"That's A Serious Thing"

Soul Asylum: "And The
Horse They Rode In On"

Label: RCA Bluebird
Reissue producer: Orrin Keepnews
Digital transfers and audio restoration:
Paul Goodman

SOUL ASYLUM AND THE NORSE TNEY RODE IN ON

SPARS Code: AAD

Comments: RCA is pursuing an aggressive program of old jazz reissues on its
Bluebird label; this is representative of the
program. Old in this case means that the
original source material is from metal
parts in all but three cases, dating back
to 1929. [Keepnews and Goodman are the
subjects of this month's interview Ed.]

-

A

TEAGARDEN
SERIOUSJT"''"'

Label: Columbia

Producer: George Michael
Engineered by: Chris Porter, assisted

Label:
by

Noel Haris and Pete Frith

Assistant Engineers:

Noel Haris and Pete

*11

Sarm West and Metropolis,

London

Mastered by: N/A
SPARS Code: DDD
Comments: Creating a follow -up recording to the hugely successful "Faith"
is no small feat, yet Michael's artistic and
production approach in "Listen Without
Prejudice" is dramatically different from
its predecessor when compared to his outings in Wham!
Of special interest: Michael has given up the contemporary and often abused
digi- technical stunts for a poignant wall of
sound landscape that washes the listener
in a formidable context. The recording's
clarity, however, is not subordinate to the
musical performance which, when stripped of hype, stands among some of the
great popular lead and supporting vocals
of recent years.

Recorded at:

Chaplin Soundstage, Soundworks West and A&M Studios, Los Angeles,
with the Record Plant Mobile Unit; Pachyderm
Discs, Cannon Falls, MN; and Sunset Sound, Los
Angeles
Mixed at: Electric Lady and the Hit Factory,
New York, and House of Music, West Orange,
NJ

Recorded by: Joe
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Blaney and Jonathan

Akre

Of special interest: The results of Sonic Solutions' NoNoise system are amazing.
Gone are the clicks, pops and others spurious noises (not to mention the whoosh
noise of needle on vinyl) normally associated with 60-year -old recordings. Keep news has assembled a nice package of
Teagarden's work with several different
groups. Paul Goodman has masterfully
brought music which might otherwise be
entirely unlistenable to a modern, discerning audience. Just one of many excellent
titles from a valuable series.

Mastered by: Greg Calbi at Sterling Sound
SPARS Code: AAD
Comments: Get grungy: this is down in-the -dirt and raw music, with classic recording techniques that stretch and stress
the medium with blistering guitars and
thrashing drums. Forget everything you
know about contemporary pop- record
production techniques, forget about MIDI,

forget about hours of rehash and
refinement.
Of special interest: This record shows
the effectiveness of the analog tape recorder as an enhancement and instrument, which is integrally linked to the recording process. That the majority of these
tracks were recorded live with minimal
dubs lends a spontaneity that seems terminally lacking in the present recording
culture.
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Steve Jordan, assisted by Joe

Blaney

Frith

Recorded at:

A&M

Produced by:

The R-DAT With
Features Others

Ask You To Pay For
JVC's DS- D-900N R -DAT recorder includes
professional features, as stancard equipment, that a-e optional or other machines.
Features like SMP -E time coda capability,
AES /EBU digital inputs and out3uts, and
parallel and serial -emote contro The
DS- DT900N meets the strict staidards of
the professional audio industry too. It's bui t
on JVC's state-of- the -art conversion technology to deliver tl-e highest le.el of digital
audio performance.
With a manufacturer's suggested list price
of less than $4,500, no other professional
R -DAT recorder gives you the -eatures and
performance of the DS- DT900\l.
For more nformation, call 1-e00 -JVC -5825
or write JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
COMPANY, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park,
New Jersey 07407.
.
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Don Dokken:
"Up From The Ashes"

FOCUS
WYN DAVIS, MELISSA SEWELL: Engineers,
"Up From The Ashes"
Wyn Davis mixed the first Dokken record and has produced Great White's
"Shot in the Dark:' Melissa Sewell is working on the new Great White record.

REP:

Label: Geffen

Produced by: Don Dokken and Wyn Davis
Engineered by: Wyn Davis, Melissa Sewell
and Eddie Ashworth

Mixed by: Wyn Davis
Recorded at: Total Access, Redondo Beach,
CA

Mastered by: George

Marino,

Sterling

Sound, New York

SPARS Code: ADD
Comments: This is a textbook example of heavy metal production: thundering, stereo Marshalls, wet toms, highregister vocals and ultra- compressed clean
chorused guitars.
Of special interest: The guitars have all
the power and crunch of early Van Halen
but without the distant, far away sound
that characterized Van Halen. We could
do without the obligatory "serious rock
ballads" but the power tunes more than
make up for it. There is nothing surprising or new here, but the guitar, bass and
drum tones are perfect examples of the
genre, and what's wrong with that?

The credit on the album reads "engineered by Wyn Davis, recorded by
Melissa Sewell." What were your roles?
MS: Wyn was responsible for getting all the sounds, the guitar tones, the drum
sounds and so on, and I was responsible for getting it all on tape, and making
sure the sounds remained consistent as they went to tape, as well as throughout
the project. I had a fairly large contribution to the engineering. Wyn left the
room once we got sounds so that he could keep his ears fresh as the producer.
WD: It got to the point actually where the guitar players were dependent on
Melissa being there, and preferred her. A lot of that has to do with Melissa's
temperament being so good. And from a creative standpoint, they didn't feel
intimidated by her having some long history of working with great guitarists. It
helped them to feel free to experiment and find their way through their work.

REP: How were the guitars recorded?
WD: We used different configurations of 100W and 50W Marshall heads. The
cabinets were vintage 1969 -70 Straight Marshall Cabs, 4x12. For most of the
solos, we used 25W Celestions through one cabinet, and for the rhythm parts,
85W Celestions from two cabinets.
MS: Each cab had two mics on it, either a Shure 57 and a Sennheiser 421 or a
57 and a Shure 58, depending on the guitarist.
WD: We moved the mics around a great deal to find the right spot, but basically
they were direct axis, trying to split the cone and the paper evenly. Also, for the
solos, we ran C12s as ambient mics in the room; the room is 21x30x14
about
10,000 cubic feet.

-

REP: What about guitar effects?
WD: Generally, I avoid recording any kind of reverb on the guitar, but depending
on the situation, we recorded some effects that the guitar players had dialed in,
certainly their EQ settings.
R EP: When the tom fills come in, they sound really clean and wet and big.
They don't sound gated but the drum track is so clean, it sounds like they would
have had to be.
WD: That's a technique I've developed over the years because I'm frustrated with
the sound of gates. The toms
and all the drums
are recorded wide open;
they're never gated. During the mix, I'll slow the tape down to half speed, and
figure out where all the tom fills are.
The automation in this console [Amek 2520] can read back data at half speed.
Then we use a group fader to bring the toms in when they're being played, and
then bring them back to a level where they're ambient but not obtrusive. In
order for the toms to ring out and sound wet enough when they're playing, there
has to be a lot of reverb on them; if you have that much reverb on those tom
mics when they're not playing, the rest of the drum kit starts to sound pretty
sloppy.

-

RE P:

-

Any special equipment you used on the record?
WD: We had three 480Ls during mixdown. And I have to credit a lot of the
sound of the record to three products which I love: Dean Jensen's mic pre -amps,
the ATR 124 and Monster Cable.
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The best place to keep track of your valuables.

Your most valued possessions had been
trusted to cocktail napkins. Biology notebooks.
Worse yet, to memory.
But you didn't realize just how important
they were till the day you finally got the chance to
put all the pieces in place.
It's why Yamaha designed the MT100II
Multitrack Recorder. A machine that records on
four tracks simultaneously, separately or in any
combination. With a dual channel 5 -band graphic
EO. Dual stereo outputs. Frequency response up
to 18 kHz. And mic /line level inputs on all four
channels. All at a price that puts home recording
within reach of every aspiring musician.
Visit your nearest Yamaha dealer to find out
more about the new MT100II. So the next time
you have something as valuable as a great idea,
you'll have the perfect place to keep it.
Pet Iona/ Studio Series

YAMAHA

Professional Audio Division

Milli
L
Yamaha Corporation of America, Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622 -6600.
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Zubin Mehta, Berliner Philharmoniker: Bartk, "Concerto for
Orchestra"; "Suite from the Mi-

FOCUS:

raculous Mandarin"

MARK VIGARS: Engineer,
"Suite from the Miraculous Mandarin"

Label: Sony Classical

Produced by: David Mottley
Engineered by: Michael Sheady

(Concer-

to); Mark Vigars (Suite)

Recorded at: Philharmonie,

Berlin (Concerto); Jesus Christus Kirche, Dahlem (Suite)

SPARS Code: DDD

Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra
Sung !rom tira

46ra4om Mandara

lit rlinrr Philharmoniker

Zubin Mehta

R -E -P: How were the mics set up?
MV: I used a basic open setup, using three B &K 4006s in a left -center-right

format, behind the conductor's head, about three or four feet apart from each
other, pointing toward the second desk of violins and cellos. And I had two
outriggers, Neumann KM84s or 86s, cardioid microphones, in line with the third
or fourth desk and about three or four feet away from that. Then two KM86s on
the woodwinds to focus the center of the orchestra.
That was particularly important because of the clarinet solos. I had a KM86 on
the horns which I used a minimal amount of. There was no brass microphone, I
had a couple of 84s for things like celeste, harp, and piano. I had a microphone
on the timpani ...

REP:

The timpani sounds huge ...
I didn't use very much of it. In the acoustics of this church in Dahlem, in
Berlin, the back of the orchestra comes through quite clearly. remember I did
need the mic on the piano to focus it through, because there was so much going
on elsewhere in the orchestra that it wouldn't have been heard otherwise. I had
two mics in the balcony in the back.
MV: But

I

R EP: What about some of the "air" noise?
MV: In this day and age

Comments: Bartok may be difficult for
those unaccustomed to 20th Century classical music, but this is an excellent performance of two of the composer's important works. This recording is interesting:
it is not pristine, and in fact there is a great
deal of hiss on the concerto. The engineering stays out of the way of the performance and the venue, and this in itself is
somewhat of a miracle in an age when engineers often try to inject as much of
themselves as possible into their recordings, sometimes to the detriment of the
music.
Of special interest: The mixes for both
selections (live to 2- track) are tight and create a cohesion not often found on modern classical recordings: The orchestra
really sounds like an orchestra, not a
group of individual instruments. The ambiences, painstakingly captured acoustically, are rich and warm.
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know there are some purists who are concerned about
such things, but my attitude is there is noise wherever you go, there is no such
thing as a quiet room. It's difficult to find a recording venue where you don't
have traffic noise or aircraft ... I don't worry about that. Some people do, but I
feel sorry for them if that's the way they feel. The music's the most important
thing.
I

RE P: One

of the remarkable things is how similar your recording and Michael's
sound. You really know that it's that orchestra with that conductor.
MV: Well that's the most important thing. As a recording engineer, we mustn't
think above our station. We have to remember that our job is to be truthful and
honest to the artist; that is all we are asked to do. Some engineers think
otherwise. I disagree with that. My feelings are I have to do my job to the best of
my ability, and to come up with what is asked by the conductor and the
orchestra. Zubin Mehta was very involved in the recording process and he
understands it very well. He knows when there's something that he's doing that's
not right, or when it's something that I'm doing that's not right.

RE -P:

How many takes did you do?

MV: Two or

three complete takes, and then little patches of things that hadn't

quite worked out.
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996

Audio
Masterirg Tape

e

Introducin4 3M 996 Analog Audio Mastering Tape. Its the first tripe that lets you
record as hot a5. you want (level +9), capturing the highest highs and lowest lows with
virtually no distortion or print Through. From its consistently clear sound. to its protective
TapeCare' Librny Box, 3M 996 audio tape takes analog recording where it's never been
before. Call 1-800-245-8332 for more information. We won't be satisfied until you are.
3A4

1)rofesAcunl

3M Center, St. Paul,

Ea)

Product, pw.
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SPARS Perspectives

In just a few short years, I have seen
many dramatic changes taking place in

Little Fish
Big Ponds

By Lee Murphy

Since

1984, I have been operating what
known as a "boutique" audio sweetening facility in New York City. For years I
had been a newscaster before deciding to
concentrate on production and recording.
The odd name for my organization,
Brigg's Bakery, comes from an old neon
sign I found on an abandoned storefront
I remembered from my childhood in Manhattan.
is

Murphy is president of Brigg's Bakery, New York, and
member of the SPARS Board of Directors.

a

our industry. From the large, multi-room,
music -based complexes of the 1960s and
1970s to the appearance of smaller, specialized facilities in the 1980s, there has
been a great deal of upset and confusion.
I can see a much different industry developing in the 1990s, which is settling
down and stratifying.
I'd like to recount my first encounter
with SPARS a few years ago. I was invited
to a meeting just 36 blocks away from my
studio. As the cab pulled up at Gallagher's
restaurant at 52nd and Broadway, I wondered what I had in common with the
midtown giants. That's the impression I
had studios with many rooms, big staffs
and powerful clientele. Needless to say, I
felt out of place.
I thought I recognized "what's- his -name"
from Power Station and Bruce "somethingor- other" from Clinton Recording. And
Howard Schwartz. Of that I was certain.
I met several more of these well -known

-

Get the perfect mix from Otari's
Series 34: Sonic integrity, quality
construction and affordable price.

four band equalizer with
sweepable frequency selection,
with each band allowing a range
of ±15dß.
A

When fitted with Otari's DISKMIX"
automation system, the Series 34C

provides computerized mixdown
with extensive off -line editing 41110
capabilities.
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figures of upscale recording and my rookie
head was spinning.
After I'd calmed down a bit, I thought
to myself. "So, this is SPARS. And they
don't seem to mind at all that my studio
is as far away from midtown Manhattan
as Vegas is from L.A."
Within a few months, I was proudly call ing my operation a "boutique" and feeling a lot better about being so off-scale
while vying for some of the same business
being sought by the big guys. If my experience is any gauge of broader reality,
there is a niche for small, specialized studios all over the country. If you've got the
drive and the talent, now is almost certainly the time to dig in and go for it.
As a young man, I started off with a love
of the "toys:' but I soon realized that it was
not a game I was playing. I persisted, because I truly loved the production environment. I started off recording radio commercials for regional clients of small

advertising agencies.
One day, I heard about something called

In a world of incredibly costly and overly
complex mixing consoles, the Sound Workshop Series 34C delivers wide dynamic
range in clean, easy-to-use layout.
Tapes cut on this sensibly designed console
preserve the intricacies of the original
session without adding distortion or
coloration.

"audio -post- for-video" and made some
equipment investments. Many of my existing customers greeted this expansion
with a resounding, "Huh?" Time and
again, I was told about 3 -inch TV speakers and "Why bother?"
But eventually, they did begin to bother, and my business began to grow. The
studio went from 8-track, to 16- to 24 -track
in three years. Before long, my work was
being broadcast on national television and
my sound design for the PBS series "Reading Rainbow" helped earn an Emmy.
A few years later, I was at Kennedy International, waiting to board a flight to
California for the AES Convention. I was
thinking about my career and all that I had
gained from SPARS and the camaraderie
! had shared with others trying to make
it in this business.
I had that usual primordial gut anxiety
I always felt prior to takeoff. It isn't unlike
the feelingg I gget in the ppit of myy stomach
when I am contemplating the purchase of
another piece of major recording gear.

Once in the air, I reminisced, contemplating how quickly things change. One
minute, you're on the ground. Next minute, you're thousands of feet in the air and
soaring upward. One minute, you're analog and the next thing you know, you're
digital. Linear seems to be state -of -the -art,
and then comes random access.
Off -the-wall thoughts were tumbling
around in my head. Why are we always
so late in our realization of what is taking
place in this industry? Of course, it's easy
to analyze by hindsight, but by communicating and sharing ideas we can do
a much better job of facing the facts. There
are only so many pieces of the pie and a
limited number of bakers. Are we the sun
looking for someplace to shine upon? Or
are we the clouds somehow obscuring our
own potentials?
Crazy thoughts? I didn't know. I wasn't
sure of anything, really. The only thing I
knew for sure was that I had innocentlyy
seen an opportunity for myself and gone
for it. Perhaps we should all be trying to

All circuitry in the Series 34C is high slew, yielding excellent transient response.
The line and mic inputs, as well as recording outputs. are transformerless designs

which use proprietary, laser -trimmed,
thick-film resistive networks. This provides
highly accurate tracking of the output stages,
which clip only at levels that exceed +27dBu.

find our niche. Define the possibilities.
Take stock of what's there, right there in
front of us, and then determine how to
make tomorrow's breakfast out of today's
groceries. I started making a list of ingredients: computers, console, clients, cash ...
and a good recipe, of course.
A bored voice squawked over the intercorn that we were ready to land. I'd slept
right over the Rockies, dreaming of new
ways to make my business
my small
boutique
pay for itself in an industry
that was clearly becoming more stiffly
competitive day by day.
I smiled to myself as the plane touched
down at LAX. I knew it would be OK. No,
on second thought, I knew I had a place
in this business
if I could just keep finding it.

-

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is
the audio industry s best source of business information.
For information on membership and activities, contact
SPARS at 4300 10th Ave. N., Lake Worth, FL 33461; 407 641 -6648: fax 407 -642 -8263.

Available in configurations from 24 to
50 inputs, the Series 34C may be equipped
with Otari's DISKMIXT" Moving Faders or
DISKMIX VCA automation systems. And
you may choose either high resolution LED
metering or VU mechanical metering.

Quality construction, superb sonic
performance, reasonable cost, and Otari
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High resolution metering

The master section concentrates

modules with forty segment,
three color LEDs displaying
both peak and average modes.

important control, switching,
metering and communications
functions in one human engineered area.

-

-

worldwide customer support make the
Series 34C the perfect choice for the
recordist, and for the studio owner.
Call Otari at 415 -341 -5900 for complete
information.
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A modular patch bay

with seven jacks per
I/O channel and
complete facilities
for an array of
external processing gear.

Dzizlett
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Multimedia &
Other Myths
By Rick Schwartz

Many of the demonstrations that used
computers did not work as planned. One
keynote speaker had to yell out slide
change commands. He also had to apologize for out-of -focus slides by saying,
"What this slide would show, if we could
see it, is ..
.

MULTIMEDIA WAR STORIES

The first ever CyberArts conference was
recently held in Los Angeles. You might
ask, what is CyberArts? According to the
show's program, "cyber" comes from
cybernetics and is defined as machine
augmentation of human beings. Combining the two words implies machine and
computer enhancement of the arts, from
music to the visual arts to literature.
Although the term CyberArts is about
as useful as buzzwords like virtual,
Hypermedia or artificial reality, I was looking forward to meeting the people who
coined those terms and possibly even gain
a better understanding of what they really mean.
Why was CyberArts important? The
event itself was a technology show, of importance to our ever more technologically adept production facilities. Innovative
studios are providing a wider mix of services than ever before. In addition to rec-

ord projects, many sessions now involve
other media like film or video.
Computer graphics and animation beg
for good audio. Some studios are branching into new areas such as providing MIDI
mix rooms and digital suites, or services
like books on tape, forensic audio and
others. In short, it's a whole new ball game
out there.
BRAVE NEW WORLD

CyberArts involves tools, techniques and
technology. If the presentations were any
indication, the tools and technology are
not as refined (and easy -to -use) as the
presenters would have everyone believe.
One self -proclaimed computer visionary
had to abandon most of his software demo
because he was having a difficult time
operating the Macintosh. Nothing seemed
to work. Audio was poor (ironic, as live
sound is one of our more "understood"
technologies), making it hard, if not impossible, to comprehend the presenters.
Rick Schwartz is a sound designer /engineer and director
of post-production for Music Animals, Los Angeles.
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Multimedia is easily a candidate for the
most overused word in the publishing
world. Right now, multimedia products are
getting a lot of interest. Some say that multimedia creators are doing a landslide business generating presentations for other
multimedia companies. Where's the market of end users?
Peter Gotcher from Digidesign talked
about the desktop obstacle course involved. One of his favorite multimedia war
stories relates the difficulty in getting
presentations to play at the same speed
on different computers.
"There is no SMPTE time code equivalent yet in multimedia," Gotcher says. "It
is very difficult to synchronize audio and
video events because they run at different speeds, causing the audio to go out of
sync:' (Having different internal clock
speeds, whether 8MHz in an SE or 40MHz
in an fx, computers run graphics and video animation, as well as audio, at differing rates.) If you develop software using
a Mac IIci, make sure to test it on a plain
vanilla Mac to check for worst -case performance and speed compatibility.
Additionally, because of the difficulty in
importing source material and producing
animation in general, Peter recommends
the use of simple graphics or slides that
are punctuated with sound hits. He warns
that there are no hardware requirement
absolutes, although a hard disk with an access time of 28ms is generally considered
fast enough to be used for digital audio applications.
Sometimes, however, a hard disk with
an acceptable access time will not work
because of poorly written disk driver
software.
"People ask me what platform multimedia runs best on, and my answer has got
to be videotape :' Gotcher says. "Multimedia is more work than you think, much
more :' In short, don't believe the television commercial where some young executive sits down at his computer an hour
before a board meeting and whips up a
show -stealing presentation.
WHAT'S NEW?

A

number of new technologies were

shown at CyberArts. Allen Adkins of Optical Media International demonstrated
how easy it was to make write -once CDs
using the Macintosh. He wasn't the only
one. James Moorer (of DroidWorks fame)
created his demo material using similar
techniques on a Sonic Solutions CD Maker System. [For more on CD -R, see SepEd.]
tember's Digital Domain
Several promising new musical instrument technologies were discussed. Adrian Freed demonstrated a very realistic
sound modeling technique using resonance synthesis, made possible by eight
56000 DSP chips. The sounds, which included piano, upright bass and tubular
bells, had incredibly long decay times with
complex overtone structures and none of
the side effects exhibited by today's digital samplers.
James Moorer demonstrated voice synthesis technology that could one day be
used to synthesize background vocals in
the voice of your choice. As he put it, "Imagine having Orson Welles' voice with
Pavarotti's vibrato:' Moorer also explained
how multi -mode synthesis, using a combination of FM synthesis, resynthesis, and
other hybrid techniques, would be applied
more extensively in synthesizers of the
future.

-

THE WORLD LIBRARY

Brace yourself. If you thought the World
Book was an encyclopedia, you're wrong.
Ted Nelson, arguably the father and earliest major proponent of hyper interaction,
insists, "We must have a universal library
publishing system for the human race. Imagine it's the year 2020 and a billion people are sitting at screens around the planet. Each is able to draw documents to their
screen from the common repository of humankind. Any document, or portion of a
document, including text, graphics, music
or photographs, in digital form, with an
automatic royalty (issued) to the publisher" would be available.
According to Ted, we don't currently
quote other literature in publishing because of the difficulty in obtaining permission. He says that "the notion of transclusion cleans up this copyright problem
enormously :'
What is transclusion? Transclusion embodies the idea of utilizing something from
one document and applying it to another
document without copying. The second
document has a pointer to the first (a basic tenet behind Hypertext, commercially addressed in Apple's Hypercard program). Ted has also redefined other words
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Unleash Your Creative Power
With The AFV -500 AudioMixer.
When it comes to producing high quality audio
The freedom to capitalize on talent is just one
for video, the creativity of even the most talented reason why the AFV-500 has developed an almost
operator or producer can be stunted
instantaneous worldwide followby traditional consoles.
ing. Other important benefits
include:
The AFV-500 audio mixer gives
you microprocessor control over
Highest quality stereo imaging.
audio for video production, with
Compatibility with all leading
unmatched speed and ease. It gives
editing and switching equipyou the same "key frame" control
ment.
parameters over audio mixing that
have
you
come to expect for video
Easy installation and operation
programming.
within the video environment.
Now you have the time to concenModular expandability.
trate on developing new creative
techniques, which can only add to
the excellence of your overall proINNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
duction.

FCIR.L®

For complete information on the

remarkably affordable
AFV -500, please call the FOR.A
office nearest you.

FOR.A Corporation of America 320 Nevada Street Newton, MA 02160
Boston: (617) 244 -3223

Chicago (708) 964 -1616

Los Angeles: (714) 894 -3311
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Houston (713)

894-2668

WHAT MAKES IT A LEGEND?

in the English language: a document is an

information packet that someone creates
and literature is a system of interconnected documents. The Xanadu Docuuerse
concept consists of documents that have
links and transclusion. Everyone can mark
up the same material because of a special
interrelated pointer system. Make sense?
Ted refers to himself as a hyperdreamer, but he is also a capitalist. Next year the
Xanadu group (with funding from Auto desk) will come out with a new piece of
software called the Xanadu Hypermedia
Server. An information service, charges
for access will appear on a monthly
Xanadu bill.
FUN AND GAMES

There was also an area set aside for

other recording console in its price range
can
regardless of how prestigious
equal its sonic performance, features and
professional quality.
No

None!
Why not put us to the test. Call toll-free for free
literature and the name of the authorized
LEGEND dealer nearest to you
800 -826 -1457.
You could be working with a LEGEND too.

biompM

AMERICAN
SOUND
CRAFTSMANSHIP

14270 N.W. Science Park, Portland, OR 97229
(503) 641 -7287
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CyberArts exhibits. The virtual reality section alone was worth the $25 cost of exhibit admission. Participants were asked
to wear the famed TV- screen goggles and
sensor glove, which helped to transport
users to an interactive 3 -D computer
generated environment. The Existential
Funhouse (an experiment in interactive
multimedia) was another exhibit, which
consisted of a room containing sensors on
the floor that controlled different things,
including audio and graphics.
Some manufacturers like to believe that
given the right tools, casual users can produce their own music videos and computer movies. Does the availability of low cost
tools in the hands of untrained users yield
results? If the presentations shown at
CyberArts are any indication, George Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola have nothing to worry about.
People have grown to expect a certain
level of quality from network television,
if not from the television programming itself, at least from the on- screen computer generated graphics and flashy promos.
Conversely, it is not hard to impress an audience with a slide show because they
have such a low expectation of the medium. It's a little tougher to do MTV on a
Macintosh.
Many attendees who I spoke with were
limited to the small area set aside for exhibits, because they couldn't afford the
steep $495 price of seminar admission. I
have never believed that knowledge
should only be available to an elite few.
Information should be available to the
masses.
After all, isn't that what multimedia and
computer inter -communication is really all
about?

A few important words
about the new
A-T 40 Series:
AT4049

Tony Bongiovi
Power Station
"The 4051 is a great mike,
especially for rock. It sounds

Omnidirectional
Capacitor

fat and you can bang away at it
with a lot of level without a
pad...for a rock studio like the
Power Station that's important.
When you put it on horns it has
a nice clean sound and it holds
the dynamics well... it's just an
excellent sounding mike :'

AT4051
Cardioid
Capacitor

AT4053
Hypercardiold
Capacitor

David Cook
Dreamland Studios
"...real nice top end and a
warm bottom end...very versatile. didn't have to pile on a
lot of EQ to capture the air in
the studio...very present, very
natural sounding mikes:'
I

Milan Bogdon
Masterphonics
"The S/N ratio is superior to
some of the other mikes we
used. They're bright and clean
so we don't have to push the
EQ. Superb mike...great for
vocals, overheads, snare,
toms, electric and acoustic
guitar...it seems to work well
wherever we put it :

Jeff Baxter

Now it's your turn!

Producer /Artist
"If I'm not getting what want
from another microphone ..I've
been putting up the 4051 and it
I

nearly always does the job:'

Compare the new
Audio-Technica 40 Series against
the very best in your studio.
Contact your A-T pro sound
dealer today.

Mack Emerman
Criteria Studio
"The response is very flat... it
holds the natural tonal qualities
even at high sound pressure
levels:"

audiotechnica,
1221
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Commercy Drive. Stow, OH 44224

(216) 686 -2600

FAX (216) 688 -3752

This legendary producer,
with more than 500 releases
to his credit,
talks about producing records
and running a record label.

Keepnews is one of the most
prolific producers in history. Although he has never actually
counted, he has produced more
than 500 records in his 35 -year career.
(That works out to more than one record
every four weeks.) He was the first to record legendary artists Bill Evans and Wes
Montgomery, and has figured prominently in the careers of Cannonball Adderley,
Thelonious Monk, McCoy Tyner, Sonny
Rollins, Bobby Hutcherson and Flora
Purim. He is currently national vicechairman of NARAS and president of the
Fantasy- distributed Landmark Records.
Orrin

REP:

What is the deal that you have between Landmark Records and Fantasy?
OK: I wanted to start an independent label that would be truly mine. This is the
third time I've started a label, but in the
other cases there were other people and
other connections involved.

RE P: The other two being

Riverside and
Milestone ...
OK: Right. Bill Grauer and I were partners
in Riverside, and there were other people
and other people's money at Milestone,
and Dick Katz was closely associated with

running it.
I had worked at Fantasy between 1972
and 1980 and during that period of living
in the land of sunshine and relaxation, I
had two heart attacks and a bypass operation. I wanted to work for myself this
Dan Levitin is a contributing editor to REP and an engineer /producer based in Stanford, CA.
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THE REP
INTERVIEW:

time. I felt that I had reached
a stage in my life
and my
career that I could have a
label that would be quite self indulgent, where I didn't do
anything except what I wanted to do in the way that I
wanted to do it.
I'll give you a totally petty
example. Most of my life I
have had running feuds with
art directors about this one
thing: I have always felt that
the catalog number of an album is an important part of
its identification in the world,
so that number should be of
noticeable size. For some reason, most record companies
like to have those numbers
the tiniest size possible.
One of the things I realized
when I was putting Landmark together
was, "Wow, I can have those catalog numbers as big as I feel like having them on
the jacket:' There were, of course, more
important ways in which I wanted to express myself. For instance, if as a staff
member or independent producer, I had
gone to any of the record company heads,
such as Ralph Kaffel of Fantasy, Bruce
Lundvall at Blue Note, or whomever, and
said, "I want to produce an album of the
music of Thelonious Monk by this contemporary classical string quartet [Kronos
Quartet] and I want you to pay for it;' I
think they would have figured I had
flipped out entirely and tried to figure out
how to get me out of their office quietly
before I became violent or something.
The point is, it's not an idea I could have
sold to anybody, but the two albums are
excellent, pioneering albums, and they did
a lot for Kronos' career and for my ego.
Now when I put this label together, I
knew there were certain things that I am

-

their largest customer. The
beauty of it is that no distributor can say, "Well I think I'll
pay Fantasy this month but I

-

won't pay Landmark," because Landmark only exists
as an item on their total Fantasy bill.
I furnish Fantasy with finished masters and cover art,
which Landmark pays for,
and they manufacture it. One
of the other benefits I get is
that they can't refuse to work
with an individual album.
This deal has to be seen in
the context of my long standing relationship with Fantasy;
I was the head of their jazz
division for eight years.
I'm well aware there are
many ways for an independent label to get screwed on a P &D deal,
and I wouldn't recommend it for everyone,
but Fantasy and I came into this relationship with a history and background of reasons to trust each other's judgment.

ORRIN
KEEPNEWS
By Dan Levitin

good at, and other things I hate. The
whole distribution thing is an example of
the latter. Dealing with wholesale distributors as a very small label, dependent on
getting your money from them, is the exact equivalent to committing suicide.

REP: Because

you don't have any leverage; if they don't pay you, you can't just
say, "Well, I'm not going to ship Rolling
Stones records, then:'
OK: Right, and besides which, they are basically and rather consistently impossible
people, with a few wonderful exceptions.
I didn't want to have to deal with them
this time around, or for that matter with
suppliers. So I set out in the beginning to
do a P&D deal
pressing and distribution deal where the manufacturing and
the selling of your product are done for
a fee or a percentage by somebody else.
And Fantasy has the kind of clout necessary to collect from independent distributors, because Fantasy is in many cases

- -a

E

R P: What is a typical budget for one
of your recordings?
OK: There really is no such thing as a
"typical" budget because each record is
unique. I'll tell you though, one thing I've
always done with sidemen
it's just

--

sound creative practice
is that you
negotiate a single flat fee with a sideman,
so you're not dealing with the clock. If we
finish early, fine, the guy's ahead. If, for
some reason, we end up spending twice
as much time, I'm obviously not going to
hold them to the fee.
But the advantage of this situation is you
don't have to worry about the passage of
time and "did it take me an extra half an
hour to get that tune right ?" I've done that
for as many years as I can remember, and
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may have been the first jazz producer to
do that.
In the Riverside days, my partner did an
extensive amount of negotiating flat fee
deals with studios for evening time, when
they were lying fallow. If you get into a
situation where the studio and the musicians are not a clock that is ticking on you,
you have improved the creativity level immeasurably.
The problem about jazz, and music in
general, as it functions in a capitalist system is that it has to be an art and a business at the same time, and that's one of
the most anti -creative things imaginable.
I believe it is the function of the producer
to gain control of the environment so I
spent as much of my time and ingenuity
as I could working against all those ticking clock situations. Then all I have to worry about is getting product, good, creative,
finished music, which of course is what it's
all about anyway. The single most important ingredient in creating jazz records is
to remove all of the unnecessary tensions,
while being careful not to remove any of
the necessary tensions, and there is a distinction.
I

you lift your horn on that tune again;' but
I'm not going to let somebody say to me,
"Yeah, that was good enough, let's go on:'
if I don't believe it was.
If you are able to establish a workable,
creative relationship with the artist, you're
going to come out pretty good or better.
If you're not able to establish this, then neither of you belong in the studio.

REP: How do you

relate to the technology of recording? How involved do you
get with sounds, for instance?
OK: First of all, you have to realize that
in my production work, I go back to 1track; professionally, I'm a little older than
stereo, so I've been through a lot of technological change, and I'm a passionate believer in using technology rather than letting technology use you.

ress is a wonderful thing.
In terms of the actual engineering, I've
always been a great believer in professionalism. I'm not an engineer, and I'm not a
musician. I would no more play the date
for the musician than I would for the engineer. What I vastly prefer to do is to
work with an engineer with some regularity, to where I am familiar with the man.
I value the engineer far more than the
room.
It is my feeling that, give or take some
exceptions for rooms that you fall in love
with, the chances are most professional
studios are going to be roughly comparable or adequate. Particularly with an engineer who's good, he can make this room
sound as good as that room. l consider the
nature of the engineer far more valuable
than the nature of the room.

RE P: Could you

REP:

give me an example of

that?
OK:

I

think there are instances in which

REP: You

said in your book [ "The View
from Within," Oxford University Press,
1988] that you've tried to maintain the attitude, the perspective, that it's the artists'
album and not yours ...
OK: Oh, God, yes ...
R EP: But at the same time, it's your job
to manage the recording session, so there's
potential conflict there, with who's in
charge, and whose view is going to carry

OK: Yeah, but it's the kind of thing that
tends to be more potential than actual.

REP: Well, on the

one hand you're suggesting that you need to be subservient,
and on the other you're suggesting that
you really need to he the boss.
OK: Well, I would quarrel with both of
your choices of language there. "Subservient" is a dreadful word and I have never
been subservient in my life, and being the
boss is not at all a function of the producer. To say that the album is the artist's album and not mine does not mean that
am subservient. And to say that I am in
charge of the situation in the studio does
not mean that am the boss.
What you need to accomplish more
than anything else, is there has to be a
very real working partnership between
the artist and the producer, which means
a recognition on both sides, sometimes implicit and sometimes explicit, that each
has his areas of being the decision-maker.
I am never going to say to an artist,
"That was the take, I'm not going to let
1

1
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will believe in the validity of overdubbing and layering, but I also believe that
it can be drastically overused to undercut
and do away with the spontaneity that's
a very important part of jazz. A lot of that
comes out now that so many people are
recording live to 2 -track again with digital because multitrack digital still remains
incredibly expensive.
It gives me great pleasure to be able to
tell a bass player, "No, you can't repair that
part, it's there. Everybody else was playing great, you got a had note or two, that's
tough. We're going with this" Because a
lot of musicians, particularly musicians
who are playing instruments that can just
be plugged in and taken direct, are aware
of the fact that they don't really have a
sound in the room musicians get aware
so there are
of these things very fast
a lot of piano players, and guitarists and
bass players who for years have relied on
being able to punch in and fix notes. And
this sometimes has a very negative effect
on performance. But on the whole, progI

- -

There is a remarkable consisten-

cy of engineering in your albums in that
the balances and the sounds are all very
true. The drums always sound like drums,
the piano like a piano ... there are only
a few cases where this is not true in your
work.
OK: Well, I must confess at being a hit surprised about that. I know I've had a consistency of attitude; I didn't know I had a
consistency of sound as well. I'm not denying it, I just didn't know it. I was doing an
RCA reissue with a fabulous veteran engineer named Ray Hall a couple of years
ago, and he was trying to remember if he
had ever done a session with me back in
the old days, in the 1950s.
He was remembering one particular session which was a possibility, and he said,
"All I remember about that session is that
the producer wanted no echo" And I said,
"If the producer wanted no echo, it must
have been me:' I have a feeling about natural sounds. If anything, I can be accused
of being too dry. You talk about advantages of multitrack for me, one of them
is certainly being able to not use echo.
When I record multitrack, I record dry; I
think echo belongs to the mix and doesn't
belong anyplace else. And if the musicians
insist that they want to hear echo as they
often do now, put it in the phone mix, but
don't put it on my tape.
The most significant thing to realize in
a relationship with an engineer is that he's
a professional. He should know his job. A
good engineer will give you choices: "Do
you want the bass drum like this or like
this?"
My philosophy of sound with jazz is that
the sound is only a means to deliver the
performance. If you talk about a consistency in my recordings, it is probably as a result of my wanting to be middle of the
road with sound. I don't want extremes of
sound. The sound should be as unobtru-

-

The EX 4000 represents a complete change in how you look at
power amplifiers. Engineered to be the most advanced professional
power amplifier available, it combines massive output power, high
efficiency, and sophisticated protection features. Plus, Open Input
Architecture'" provides the abiify to interface with computers, digital
audio, and fiber optics.
The new EX 4000. Some people may
call it QSC's evolution. We call it a revolution.
And it's just begun.

SC

A
OSC AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC., 1926 PLACENTIA, COSTAMESA, CA 92627 (714) 645 -2640
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sive as possible. I don't want a kick drum
that calls attention to itself.

REP:

You say in your book

that club

owners are the last to know talent.
OK: Yes, although might want to revise
that and say that although they are the
last, they may still be a little bit ahead of
the critics. I've always been very suspicious of record reviewers and critics. As
a producer I consider most reviewers my
natural enemy. I'm aware that it's much
more attention -getting to be negative; people remember bad reviews a hell of a lot
more than they remember good reviews.
And a good review is just saying an artist
and the producer were effective, whereas in a bad review, [the reviewer] is saying "I am more discerning and I am more
clever than either the artist or the produc1

er'

Paul Goodman:

right.

Audio Restorer
In addition to working with Or-

rin Keepnews on some newly recorded records, Paul Goodman has
been at the controls as "audio resta
ration engineer" for a number of
reissues Keepnews has produced. In
many cases, the source material for
these reissues is pre-tape.
Throughout his career, Goodman
has also engineered a large number
of classical recordings for RCA Red
Seal, including performances by the
Philadelphia, Cleveland and Chicago symphonies. He has been nominated for Grammies 22 times, and
has received three for best engineered classical recordings.

RE P: What do

Selected
Discography
"Classic Jazz Piano," various
artists.

"The Cannonball Adderley Quin-

tet in San Francisco;' Cannonball
Adderley Quintet.
"Cleanhead and Cannonball;' Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson with the
Cannonball Adderley Quintet.

"Early Ellington (1927-1934);'
Duke Ellington and his Orchestra.
"New Jazz Conceptions" and
"The Complete Riverside Recordings;" Bill Evans.

"Monk Suite;' Kronos Quartet.

"Wingspan;' Mulgrew Miller.
"The Complete Riverside Recordings;' Thelonious Monk.

"Portrait of Wes," Wes Montgomery Trio.
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you use as source
material for the reissues, for example, the recent Jack Teagarden
package?
PG: The material for the reissues
usually comes from metal we dug
down to get all the metal that was
in the vaults. Do you know what I
mean by metal?

-

E P: You're talking about the
metal parts used to create 78s ...
PG: That's correct. Initially the recording was done on hot wax this
was before tape
which was
cooled and shipped out to the plant,
where it was electroplated and metal parts were struck from that. And
those are the parts that BMG
Records still have on file.
The original part is the master.
Then you have a mother, which is
a playable part, and then you have
a stamper, which is the one that was
used for the actual pressing. Orrin
and I want what is as close as possible to the original pull, whatever
we can find. Most of the time I'll use
the master, which is the inverted
one. We have these styli that are
specially made for us by Stanton,
and they can play an inverted metal master.
R

-

ment to get these things to play

-

REP: So you have what amounts
to a negative stylus?
PG: Exactly. It's actually two styli
put together by Stanton; it forms a
V. We get them in bulk because
they don't wear too well. And I have
several different sizes, a 5 mil, 4 mil,
3 mil, 31/2 mil ... you have to experi-

REP: Have you done any

recordings where you go farther back
than wax?
PG: That's as far back as you can
go.

REP:

I was thinking of Edison
cylinders.
PG: Who has those?

REP:

It's funny you ask. Just the
other day I was at a place called the
Archive of Recorded Sound at Stanford and they're working on
documenting all the recording sessions of RCA known then as the

-

-

Victor Talking Machine Company
from 1900 to 1950. They have some
Edison cylinders.
PG: That's interesting. We haven't
been using any material from back
that far. The Edison wire stuff goes
back to where there wouldn't be
enough material for a commercial
I know there are some people
working with that, but we're not.

CD.

RE P: Could you walk me through
some of the process by which you
clean stuff up.
PG: The first thing we do is get in
as much of the metal as we can on
any one selection, and we'll play
them to find the best one. Whatever isn't bent too badly, from shipping or handling, we'll try to
straighten and then we'll play it. I
have to recenter many of the things.
And we have to determine the
speed, because a lot of them weren't recorded exactly at 78 rpm. We
have several equalization curves to
give us an approximation of what
the cutting curve was in those days,
and that varied rather considerably.

E

R P: By curves, do you mean you
dial up EQ for each individual

selection?
PG: Not with an equalizer. Our
maintenance people built three
different equalization curves into

our turntables, they're predetermined, the three best average
curves, and we just choose the appropriate one. Because the stuff is
so old, it would be impossible to
find out exactly what the curves
they originally used were; nobody
knows. So at this stage, there's no
equalization, just the playback
curve, and we then transfer it.

If Michelangelo had a QUADRAVERB,
he might have mixed music instead of paint.
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true. Music and paintirg are very similar. A stroke of red, a touch of chorus. A splash of blue,
wash of revel:). Either way, its art. And every artform has is masterpieces. And its tools.

ntroducing the Alesis QUA>JRAVERB. An al -new 16 bit digita', simultaneous
multi- effects prccessor and dead -serious musical tool. With UADRAVERB,
¡our mixes wit be mirror images of the sound in your head. No letdown;.
No noise. No ionsense. No boundaries between art and creation.
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Inside, QUACRAVERB is alive with colors. Cho-us, flange,
phase shift, pitch detune and celay... all in sterec, to give
your music depth and space. or absolute tonal control
there are 5 bands of parametric and 11 bards o- graphic
e.q. And, of :ourse, there's the unmistakable c Erity
and drama o- the award -winning Alesis digital reverb

programs.
With full programmability, 100 memory slots. and 90 factory
erograms created by the best ears in the business,
JUADRAVERB gives you total artistic freedom. Plus, in
DuadMode';mfour of these f awless 20kHz bandwidth
effects occur simultaneously. Like crunching thousands
of dollars worth of studio gear into one rack space.
With very little cash, and even less effort, you can use
QUADRAVERE en your ne >t mix... plug it into your
instrument rig .. perfect yoar sound.
See
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your Alesis dealer today and hear what

state of the art really means.

Michelangelo would agree,
DUADRAVERB is a masterpiece.

STUDIO ELECTPONICS
LOS ANGELES:

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege
Avenue Los Angele;, Ca. 90016

LONDON:
Alesis Corporation
3usiness Center

E,

Letchworth

Avenue One,
_ etchworth, Hertfords iire SG62HR

Now with:

Sampling
Multi -Tap Delays
Panning
Ring Modulator
Resonators
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See Your Alesis Dealer

R E P: What brand of tape do you
like using for 1630?
PG: It changes constantly. We keep
in house whatever brand of tape is
giving us the least amount of trouble at a given time. We keep three
brands in house, and if one starts
giving a problem with more than
one or two engineers we'll shift to
another main brand and see how
that is, and ship the other stuff back
to the manufacturer. The three
we're using at the moment are Am

pex, Sony and 3M. Actually they're
serving us very well. Lately.
Then we send the 1630 out to
Sonic Solutions for de- ticking and
de- noising. I've gone out there a few

times and

they

know

our

parameters. If the music is touched,
they stop. I will take it with some
noise left rather than have the music touched.
When it comes back, I'll do a spot
check comparison with a 1630 that
I kept here in New York, and if I find

that the music has been touched for
any reason, I send it back out for
them to redo. But they've been
astonishingly good, I haven't had to
do that at all lately.

REP: So basically, to use their
phrase, you're using them as a "dry
cleaners:' You don't have your own
machine yet.
PG: That's right, although we will
be getting a machine shortly. The
Teagarden piece still has some
clicks and noise, but it is far better
than what it was, and well within
what I would call acceptable limits.
After the tape comes back from
NoNoise, we do a little EQ as necessary, but I try to avoid it whenever
possible. My whole approach is
very classical. I try not to interfere
with the sound or change it in any
way, but rather to represent it as accurately as possible. When that tape
comes back cleaned, and you hear
what was beneath the noise, it is
amazing what is really there.
If there is a piano solo, for instance, that is too far back, I'll try
to bring it up in level using EQ or
limiting if I can do so without touching any of the rest of the music. The
object is to try and not change the
sound of what is there, but to just
enhance it if possible. Some of those
old recordings sound pretty good if
you just leave them alone.

REP: How involved do you get in
the mastering?
PG: What I send out is the actual
CD master. From me it goes to the
plant, and they have no control over
equalization or sound or level.

RE P:

Telex makes it fast, easy,
and cost effective.
The 6120 series from Telex proves that a high speed audio tape duplicator
can feature easy one -button operation and an affordable modular design
that grows along with your needs. As the leader in tape duplicators, Telex
blends the quality and convenience of U.S. made products with production
speed options that meet your special requirements. For complete details,
write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis,
MN 55420.
1990 lelex communcauoos Inc

TELEX
Circle (23) on Rapid Facts Card
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You've been working with
Orrin on new recordings as well.
What's your producer/engineer
relationship like?
PG: It's very good. When you first
start out with a producer like Orrin,
you tend to step very lightly, to see
if you're hearing things the same
way he is. And we found that we
pretty much hear and feel things
alike. I stay out of the performance
area and he has just minor comments as far as sound or pickup or
whatever. And what we're doing in
the studio seems to work. Usually
we'll have sounds or balances up in
the first 15 or 20 minutes, and then
we're running.
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Not your average woofer and tweeter.
Loudspeakers are wholly manmade devices. In the evolutionary
calendar of man, the loudspeaker is
just milliseconds old. By sheer
ingenuity, man has refined a system
which is capable of mimicking
natural sounds.
The degree of realism, and
hence the quality of natural reproduction. can simply be defined as
characteristics added to the original
sound. The quantification of these
cues given to the human ear.
decipher whether the sound is real

or reproduced by a loudspeaker on
the end of an audio system.
The design and production of
high quality loudspeakers is
dependent on being able to

measure, assess and therefore, rank and quantify
these added characteristics. Having assessed the
characteristics, the next
and most important step
is to select materials and
techniques which will minimize or eliminate these

Circle (24) on Rapid Facts Card

added characteristics altogether.

Differential Material Technol-

ogy- An essential in the realization of
Advanced Reference Monitoring.
For more information on
o
Differential Material Technology call or write:

TAfNVZY
/

Tannov TGI North America Inc.
Bill Calma
300 Gage Ave.. Unit 1. Kitchener.
Ontario. Canada 52M 2C8
(519) 745 -1158. Telex 069 -55328
Fax (5191 745 -2364

c/o
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THE NEED FOR STAND -ALONE MICROPHONE PRE -AMPLIFICATION

OUTBOARD
MIC PRE -AMPS:
WHAT'S THE DEAL?

By John Hardy

would think that spending half
a million dollars on an audio con-

sole would guarantee that you

are getting the best mic pre -amps
You
that money can buy. You might also think
that the newest DAT recorders would have
a pair of equally incredible mic pre-amps
built in. Not necessarily.
True, not everyone is looking for the
most accurate reproduction. Many pros
deliberately want a not-so- perfect sound
quality that happens to be perfect for the
occasion. Like a "warm" sound for a vocalist, or just a touch of distortion for an
instrumental overdub. A blues harp player might go to the extreme of using a tubetype guitar amp for his mic pre -amp. Lots
of distortion. Perfect! Yet the engineer recording it might use the most accurate microphone he can get, to capture the sound
coming from the guitar amp as clearly as
possible.
And there at the end of the studio's mic
cable is a console pre-amp that may not
be doing its job accurately. Certainly some
console pre -amps are better than others,
but generally speaking, there is room for
John Hardy is the president of the John Hardy Co., Evanston, IL.
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improvement at most price levels.
Engineers often begin their careers with
the misconception that all mic pre-amps
are pretty much equal, and pretty much
perfect. If you don't like the sound quality, blame it on the microphone (or the
source), but never on the mic pre-amp.
Some magazines perpetuate this misconception by asking famous engineers
which microphones they used for a particular hit record, but neglecting to ask
which mic pre-amps they used. Most
know, but few remember it's a package
deal. The total sound is the result of both
devices.
You can listen to a Neumann U87
through 10 different brands of mic preamps and get 10 different sound qualities.
Just as engineers choose different microphones for different situations, they should
also be aware of the fidelity options available from different pre -amps.
THE LOST ART?

There is so much emphasis on digital circuitry these days that analog design is getting lost in the shuffle. An analog circuit
that looks great on paper can be seriously compromised by improper grounding
techniques, whether it is part of the PCB
design, or part of discrete hand -wiring design. All parts to be grounded must have
their own independent path to a central
grounding point, logically called star
grounding.
Even with massive copper ground areas
on the PCB, or heavy bus bars within a
console (or within a module of a console),
there will still be a small, but measurable,
resistance from one point to another in a
grounding system. If two or more parts

share a common ground return path, they
can interact, as the current from one part
of the circuit flows through the resistance
of the ground bus to the other.
Yet for ideal performance, each part of
the grounded circuit needs to see absolutely OV. If an audio signal is nominally 1V,
and there is lmV of error being induced
due to shared grounds, there will be some
kind of distortion or noise a mere 60dB
below the signal.
I recall a digital voltmeter circuit I pro totyped long ago using one of those plug in proto -board things, complete with two
long ground buses with many parts
grounded randomly along the buses.
When I shorted the input to ground, the
display should have read 0.0000. Instead,
it read anywhere from 0.0000 to 0.0014,
depending on which point along the
ground buses I chose to ground the input.
The 0.0014 represented 1.4mV of error
caused by shared grounds. The digital circuitry was working flawlessly because it
is generally immune to such errors. It was
no longer my digital voltmeter experiment; it became my grounding technique
demonstrator.
CHOICES AND OPTIONS

Because stand -alone outboard pre-amps
can be ideally designed, they seldom suffer from the design compromises and limitations found in many console pre-amps.
Additionally, outboard pre-amps come in
many technologies, shapes and sizes: with
and without input transformers, and having monolithic op-amps, discrete op-amps
or vacuum tubes for amplification. They
may be rack-mounted or direct plug-in replacement into existing console slots.

ScreenSound. A fully integrated
audio for video editing suite
AUDIO STORE
The hard disk store of sound clips
gives title and duration, in addition
to powerful search and sort routines.
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SCRUB EDITOR
Provides accurate edit marking and
scrub of audio waveform.

OPTICAL LIBRARY
An off-line library of sound clips

and effects can be compiled on a
Write Once Read Many (WORM)
optical disc.

Post production facilities need to take
advantage of the efficiency offered by today's
technology. Speed and creative flexibility are
essential to commercial success. Digital sound
quality is no longer a luxury.
ScreenSound is a fully integrated audio for
video editing suite. It combines digital audio
storage and editing with machine control of
multiple VTRs, Laserdisc or film reproducers.
It also interfaces with Quantel's digital video
editor, Harry.
Simple to learn and fast to use, a cordless
pen, tablet and RGB monitor provide control of
all ScreenSound functions.
Multiple sound reels enable music,

dialogue and effects to be laid back to picture
and synchronised to the exact video frame.
Edit, review, time offset, track slipping,
cross fades and many other production
techniques are available at the touch of a pen.
Gain and stereo pan controls can be automated
to timecode.
AES /EBU interfacing keeps digital audio
transfers free of analogue distortions and losses,
preserving the highest audio integrity through
to the final format.
Above all, ScreenSound is a dedicated
system - purpose -built to bring the advantages
of hard disk sound manipulation to audio
post production.

MACHINE CONTROL
For control of multiple VTRs,
laserdisc or film reproducers.
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There are those designed to be extremely accurate, while others are designed to
add a certain desirable inaccuracy. They
can cost hundreds of dollars or thousands
of dollars for a pair of channels.
Some outboard pre-amps offer continuously variable gain controls, others offer
stepped -gain switches with values of 5dBper -step or so. A variable pot allows gain
riding at the pre-amp, while a switch selectable gain control allows exact resettability, so alternate channels can be closely matched. Everyone has their
preferences, and with outboard pre -amps
you have choices.
Listing other attributes, some outboard
pre -amps can handle higher input and provide higher output levels without distortion than stock pre -amps. Many have a
higher slew rate and track high frequencies and transients better. Power -wise,
there are many condenser microphones
that require relatively high current from
the phantom supply, and not all stock supplies can provide enough power. Outboard
supplies with phantom power capabilities
usually satisfy this requirement.
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

Stepping back a moment, it's fair to ask
why mic outboard pre-amps differ so

much from stock units and each other,
performance -wise. Electrically, there are
many ways that a pre-amp can alter the
signal coming from a microphone. One basic issue is improper matching of the microphone's output impedance to the mic
pre -amp's input impedance. If all microphones had an output impedance of exactly 150Q at all frequencies, and all mic
pre -amps had an input impedance of
1,500Q at all frequencies (including frequencies far above and below the basic
20Hz -20kHz range), this critical interface
between microphone and mic pre-amp

would not cause any error in frequency
response.
The problem is that many microphones
have an output impedance that varies with
frequencies, and many mic pre -amps have
an input impedance equally variable. This
affects performance in any of several ways,
including a possible rise in high frequency response, a roll -off of high frequencies,
or a roll -off of low frequencies. There
could be a resonant peak in the high frequencies, higher distortion, reduced max imum output level, or even some microphone instability in extreme cases.
Sometimes the effect is helpful, but more
often it is not.
These impedance variations can be

caused by a poorly designed output transformer in a microphone, or a poorly designed input transformer in a mic pre -amp.
Perhaps each of those transformers is superb, but not the appropriate impedance
for each other. The same thing can hap pen with transformerless microphones
and transformerless pre -amps.
Regardless of whether a microphone or
mic pre -amp is transformer -coupled or
transformerless, there will unavoidably be
residual capacitances, inductances and
resistances present that create these impedance variations. Recall that these are
the basic components used in equalizers
and crossovers to deliberately create variations in frequency response. The best
mics and pre -amps will be designed so that
these variations occur well beyond the audio bandwidth, but the errors can start to
creep in before you know it. When you
add the capacitance of a long mic cable
to the equation, the errors are even more
pronounced.
TRANSFORMER INSIGHT

Which begs the question: which is better
a mic pre-amp with a transformer coupled input, or one that is transformer less? Much of that depends on the char-
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Go Ahead, Drive It
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ntroducing the Peavey DPM®V3. Made for the
musician who already owns a MIDI keyboard and
wants to incorporate the punch and presence of the DPM ®3
into his current system. The DPM V3 is a rack mountable module containing all the voice -producing
capabilities of the revolutionary DPM 3 synthesizer.

Re Software -based open architecture voice generation
16 -bit, studio -quality

PCM wavesamples

4 Megabyte ROM wavesample memory

Loadable wavesample RAM (expandable to
1 Megabyte)
6 individually assignable outputs

acteristics of the transformer.
All transformers have a maximum signal level they can handle before distortion
becomes excessive and the core material
begins to saturate. All else being equal, a
small transformer will saturate before a
big one will, and the lowest frequencies
will be affected first. Sometimes the distortion caused by core saturation can be
used to creative advantage, depending on
the type of sound one is looking for.
All things considered, a transformer
with a low impedance ratio will be more
linear in total performance than one with
a high ratio. A low impedance ratio transformer (typically 15052:60052) will have
flatter frequency response, flatter input impedance and more linear phase response
than one with a high impedance ratio
(typically 15052:1552 or higher). The impedance ratio is generally dictated by the
requirements of the amplifier that follows
the transformer.
Steel -core transformers are less expensive than nickel -core transformers, but the
best nickel -core transformers will clearly
outperform the best steel-core ones, assuming you are looking for the highest accuracy.

There are even differences between the
nickel-core materials. The two most corn-

mon nickel materials are the "50% nickel" material, and the "80% nickel" material (often called Mu metal, which is
actually a trade name used by one core
supplier). The 80% nickel material is best
for audio, but there are many sources for
the material, and substantial variations exist in performance, depending on the
source.
To get further insight into transformers,
let's look at three popular Jensen models,
the JE- 115-KE, the JE-13K7 -A and the JE16-fá. The JE- 115 -KE has a high impedance
ratio (15052:15k52), the JE-13K7 -A has a
medium impedance ratio (15052:3,75052)
and the JE -16 -B has a low impedance ratio (15052:60052). All three use a proprietary 80% nickel -core material. The one
that is commonly used in high -end recording consoles is the JE-115-KE.
An interesting point is that the JE -13K7A is an even better transformer than the
latter because of its lower impedance ratio, yet it is generally not used in consoles
due to numerous circuit design and cost
considerations. Even more interesting (or
disappointing) is that the JE -16-B is superior to both the JE- 115-KE and the JE-13K7A because it has the lowest impedance ratio of them all, yet the JE -16 -B is not used
in consoles either! The JE -16-B is availa-

ble in a variety of outboard pre -amps and
retrofit cards, however.
ELECTRONIC ANSWERS

Transformerless mic pre-amps are popular at least in part because they are much
cheaper to make than a mic pre -amp with
a transformer-coupled input. They are also
smaller and lighter. Instead of costing any where from $35 to more than $100 for a
premium input transformer, a few inexpensive transistors can provide the
balanced input capability, while a pair of
10-cent capacitors can be used as input
coupling capacitors to keep the 48V phantom voltage from damaging the transistors. You can see the temptation of some
designers (or accountants) to go for the
transformerless design, since it can offer
performance that in many ways rivals that
of the better transformer-coupled designs,
at a fraction of the expense.
As with most things, there are excellent
transformerless pre -amps and there are
marginal ones. One limiting factor will be
the type of capacitor that is used for the
input coupling capacitors. An input transformer will naturally block the phantom
supply voltage and keep it from reaching
and damaging the amplifier circuit, but the
capacitors must do that job in a transfor-
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the early days, vacuum tubes provided amplification. Thereafter came the solid state transistor. Discrete op -amps were
constructed using individual, or "discrete",
transistors and other parts. Then came the
"miracle in a can:' the monolithic op-amp,
where a complete op -amp circuit could be
fabricated on a single 1/16-inch square
"monolithic" chip of silicon.
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A tortuous path: by the time audio passes through a typical signal chain, the result may not be pleasing to your ears.
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Unfortunately, the entire audio signal
must pass through the capacitors in trans formerless designs, and the problem of
dielectric absorption in the capacitors will
tend to smear the sound. Capacitors with
a Teflon, polypropylene, polystyrene or
polycarbonate dielectric are preferred
since they have much lower dielectric absorption properties than others.
A clear disadvantage of transformerless
inputs is that although good low voltage
common -mode rejection ratios can be
achieved, common -mode voltage range is
extremely limited. A transformer might
have a common -mode voltage range of
typically 1,000V, which is the basic breakdown voltage of the windings. But trans formerless inputs are limited by the voltage rating of the input coupling capacitors,
as well as the voltage limits of the op -amp
that they are protecting.
If the electrical noise or interference
that is picked up by the mic cable exceeds
the power supply voltages of the op -amp
(typically bipolar 18V), you no longer have
your rejection of common -mode voltages.
Radio frequency interference and interference from solid state light dimmers can
create induced noise voltages that approach or exceed the supply rails of the
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Occasionally, discrete transistors are
added in front of the inputs of a monolithic
op-amp to provide lower noise than the
op-amp is capable of on its owns Discrete
transistors are sometimes added after the
output of a monolithic op-amp to increase
the output power of the op -amp. These are
called semi-discrete circuits (or sometimes
semi-monolithic or hybrid circuits).
Some people prefer the sound quality
of a tube pre -amp, claiming it has a warmer and smoother character than solid state
pre -amps. Tubes have the advantage of going into distortion gradually at higher signal levels, and this distortion can be pleasing in controlled amounts. On the other
hand, solid state pre-amps have very little distortion until they reach their maximum output level, where distortion rises
rapidly. This is not as pleasing.
Solid state pre-amps are sometimes
thought to be cold and harsh -sounding,
but it is important to realize that only
some solid state pre-amps are cold and
harsh. Don't condemn them all; it depends
on the individual design of the solid state
circuit. It's the same story for op-amps, although many feel the discrete op-amp has
the highest potential among the solid
states for the best possible sound quality
compared to monolithic op -amps. This is
true specifically because each transistor,
diode, resistor and capacitor in a discrete
design can be carefully and individually
chosen and optimized for its specific function within the circuit.
In a monolithic op -amp, substantial compromises must be made because there are
process limitations inherent in monolithic
construction. For example, it is difficult if
not impossible to fabricate the best possible input transistors with their unique requirements, and the best possible output

transistors with their radically different requirements, on the same tiny silicon chip.
Another disadvantage of monolithic opamps is their size. In the case of our Hardy 990 discrete op-amp, each output transistor is fabricated with a silicon chip that
is larger than an entire monolithic op -amp.
This allows the 990 to have higher output
power, which makes it possible to use lower impedance parts in the feedback loop,
all providing lower noise. The higher power also makes the 990 a better line driver
than typical common monolithic op-amps.
Additionally, there are voltage limitations to monolithic op -amps, putting a ceiling on total dynamic range. Most operate
on a bi -polar 18V power supply rail, while
a discrete design can operate with 24V
supplies or higher, providing greater

headroom.
DIRECT TO STORAGE

Many engineers use outboard mic preamps so they can completely avoid the re-

cording console and the potential degradation of sound quality it may cause from
the sheer quantity of amplification stages:
fader buffer amps, eq amps, summing
amps, channel output amps, switches, connectors and more cable.
Whenever possible, most users of outboard pre -amps go straight to the tape
deck or disc drive. If needed, a limiter can
be patched between the pre-amp and the
storage medium. The rule is: Keep It
Simple.
Additional improvement to the sound
quality can be had by putting the pre -amps
as close as possible to the microphone, allowing the use of a very short mic cable.
Low microphone voltages are very sensitive to the effects of cable capacitance.
The longer the cable, the higher the ca-

pacitance, and the greater the deterioration of sound quality.
In a typical studio the mic cable length
could easily reach 100 feet by the time it
gets to the console's mic pre -amps. In a remote recording situation or PA system, a
mic cable could reach at least several hundred feet in length. Instead of traveling
hundreds of feet at mic level, it is better
to use a 10 -foot low capacitance mic cable to an outboard mic pre-amp, with the
signal then traveling the remaining distance at line level. The higher voltage,
lower impedance line output of a pre -amp
is usually much better equipped to drive
long cables than a microphone is.
Another advantage to traveling long distances at line -level rather than at mic level is that you can achieve a much better
signal -to -noise ratio. If your microphone
signal travels a long distance at -50dBV,
and there is noise being picked up by the
long cable at a -80dBV level, you have an
S/N of only 30dB. If you first amplify the
signal with a local outboard pre -amp, you
can send the signal the entire distance at

fter auditioning various digital formats vs. analog with
Iby SR, it was obvious that Dolby SR gave us back the

line level, typically 50dB or so higher. This
increases your S/N in the above case to
80dB. Not bad!

lky top end and warm bottom end normally associated
it
log recording, along with the quietness and impact

PERSONAL RACK

Many engineers are assembling their own
personal rack of mic pre -amps and other
goodies such as limiters, digital delays, etc.
That way they can offer not just their superior talent, but also a superior rack of

specialized equipment. They realize that
no single mic pre-amp is right for all occasions, so they bring a variety of preamps with them. We know of several people who bring a rack of 12 or more channels of pre -amps with them wherever they
work.
Bottom line: Understand the benefits
and limitations of your console pre-amps.
Then try every outboard pre -amp you can
get your hands on. Get to know each one
intimately. Try every microphone in every pre-amp, under as many diverse situations as possible. But be certain that your
evaluations are done under the best possible conditions, and make sure you know
what the rest of the audio chain sounds
like. Please refer to the article "Proper Mic
Pre -amp Evaluation Methodology" [R EP,
November 1988, page 30] for more information.
I promise you, if the only pre -amps you
have ever used are stock console preamps, you may be surprised, even
shocked, at how different a particular microphone will sound through some of the
various outboard pre-amps. Whether it's
an abused SM-57, or a brand new large diaphragm ultra condenser microphone,
you will be surprised. Find new combinations and special applications. Learn. You
won't know until you try.
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digital."

Phil Bonanno:

recording engineer

"Dolby SR maintains all the best qualities of
analog with the benefit of no noise. We're
ecstatic about the sound of our album."
Dennis de Young: producer, vocals, keyboards
"Dolby SR captures the sound of my drums on tape as if
you were hearing them played live."

John Panozzo: drums, percussion

"No matter what type of material we worked on, the bass
had the edge, drive and bottom required."
Chuck Panozzo: bass guitar

"The sound of analog with Dolby SR was

a

revelation."

Glen Burtnik: vocals. guitars
"Analog with Dolby SR lets the personality and humanity
of the music shine through."

James "J.Y." Young: guitars, vocals
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Contractor magazine is
proud to be producing this
continuing educational
seminar series. We believe
this program will strengthen
the entire industry. So do
the more than 75 leading
companies listed below,
who are sponsors with us
in this effort. Their
contributions helped us
produce the manual and
other class materials.
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MASTER
AUDIO FUNDAMENTALS
IN TWO DAYS.
"The Technical
Fundamentals of Audio"
A new and innovative seminar
program. Designed to help
you acquire specific skills in
the fundamental areas of
audio.
Go home with the
knowledge and confidence to
communicate with specialists in
many related fields. "The Technical
Fundamentals of Audio" focuses on
the fundamentals of audio as they
apply to fields including: recording,
broadcasting, film sound,
reinforcement, concert sound,
musical sound, intercom and
telephony, public address and high
fidelity.
Each seminar participant
receives a detailed manual,
presenting the concepts taught
clearly and completely with real -life
examples to help illustrate the
material.
The teaching staff -Tom
Bouliane, Bob Bushnell and Ted
Uzzle -have more than 75 years of

combined professional audio
industry experience and are noted
authors and lecturers. Their
backgrounds include consulting,
manufacturing, recording,
broadcasting, film sound and
contracting.

Who should attend?
This class is for anyone who
wants to acquire the basic skills
needed to understand audio
fundamentals. Topics include:
The metric system, as it applies
to audio.

The effects of passive electronic
components (capacitors,
transformers, etc.) on audio
frequencies.
The hearing mechanism and its
psychoacoustical characteristics.
Plus, the elementary physics of
sound and architectural acoustics.
Each class begins
and works through
Friday night. Then
Saturday morning,
lunch.

on Friday morning
an evening session

begins again
and concludes after
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required. The cost for this rigorous
but complete course is just $395
and includes tuition, manual and
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refreshment breaks. Payment can
be made by cash, check or major
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Box 481, Edmond, OK 73083
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short treatise on miking speaker cabinets.

RECORDING

INSTRUMENT
AMPLIFIERS
By Mike Joseph

Figure 1. Playing the polarity and phase differences of two mics against each other.

more than one way to
mic up a speaker cabinet, although few people have the inclination, the desire to pursue
the unknown, or even the time. In the
crush of a session, the easiest and most
efficient act an engineer can do is stick
a 57 or 421 on a desk stand and aim
it right down the throat of an amplified 12 -inch. Whether guitar, bass,
miked mouth harp, Rhodes or synth,
the sound will be a fairly close approximation of what the amp is doing.
IThere's

Figure 2. Miking an open cabinet on both sides
provides infinite tonal variations.

Mike Joseph is technical editor of R.E .P.

November 1990
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But what if you're looking for something
a little different, say a fat, deep sound, big-

ger than the one amplifier cabinet alone?
Or how about achieving tonality shifts
without relying on external processors? Or
maybe discovering a sharp way to get the
sound of a multi- cabinet stack onto one
track? What then?
Here are some tried and true ideas collected over years of sessions, with no little input from other studio warriors. We
hope they contribute to the general pool
of shared technique. As always, rules and
regulations need not apply.
As background, remember that all the
traditional tonal tricks apply
cabinets
placed flat on the floor sound fuller because of coupling to the ground plane (half
space loading); or on a chair or up on a
road case, slightly thinner (closer to free
air response or full space). A second mic
or two in the room provides air, ambience
and room sound, pending distance and
balance between direct and indirect sound
fields. Closer miking provides bite and mic
proximity effect, and distance adds blend
or roundness. And, of course, stereo gives
perspective, depth, air and the all important phase difference information.

-

l::::
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BASIC INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS

On open or closed backed cabinets, put
the first mic in front of the speaker as you
normally would. Position it for a fuller or
warmer sound, often just off axis. For tonal variation, take a similar model microphone and place it about a foot in back
of the first, also aiming it straight at the
speaker (see Figure 1). Moving the second
mic further away (up to several feet) will
vary the depth of the sound, playing with
the perceived fullness or spread of the
signal.
For an acoustic phase shift (not unlike
the sound of a phase shifter or flanger
stuck in mid -sweep), flip the polarity (the
misnamed "phase reverse switch") on one
mic and place it beside and slightly in
back of the first. Slide it back and forth,
up to several feet. This usually provides

more tonal variation than any combination of on-amp tone controls.
On an open- backed cabinet, place the
primary mic as you normally would, but
place the second mic in back of the cabinet (see Figure 2). Find a position that provides a satisfactory sound, taking into consideration the myriad cabinet resonances
and colorations inside the box. Start out
with the polarity switch reversed on the
second mic's input channel. By moving
the front microphone back and forth, multiple tonal variations can be created. The
balance between the two can be manipulated on the board to arrive at a sound
much larger than one mic alone.
In addition to the obvious stacking of
cabinets or multiple mics in front of mul-
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Figure 3. Two speaker cabinets, angled together, allow great variation in perceived size, width
and depth.

0
,

O

Figure 4. Placing the mic in the middle, using two cardioids, an omni o-

a bidirectional.

tiple speakers, a greater fullness and depth
from one instrument can be added by using two speaker cabinets off one amp, or

conversely "Y "- cording the one instrument into two amplifiers (assuming a
mono source). Separate the two cabinets
by six or eight feet and angle them in
slightly, aiming both at a point 10 feet or
so away (see Figure 3). Room size will determine the exact dimensions.
Place a close microphone in front of
each speaker cabinet, varying mic brand
or distance to attain the size and depth
you are looking for. Anything from touching the grill cloth to six feet away works.
Try different positions for each cabinet.
Place a third mic at the point where the
cabinets intersect.
By varying the physical placement of
the microphones, sliding one cabinet forward or back, and /or altering the mic
channel polarity, an infinite number of tonal variations and acoustic space sizes can
be approximated. As an added variation,
try placing a gobo between the two amps
to maximize separation and control leakage into the primary mics.
A twist on this trick has two cabinets
aiming directly at each other, with two
cardioids in the middle, back -to-back, or
an omni or figure-of -eight (bidirectional)
mic in the middle (see Figure 4).

signal delayed hard left /right, adds a quality that rack boxes just can't provide.
OVERALL PERSPECTIVES

Try any of the suggestions mentioned,

or add your own variations. One may just
satisfy the timbrel need for that unique instrumental sound on your next track. Just
remember that in the final call, the larger the bag of tricks you have in your experiential possession, the more you'll have
to contribute to the project at hand. However, just in case you need overall perspec-

tive on the meaning and importance of all
this, I submit the following:
There is an anecdote about Frank Zappa from many years ago. When asked how
he got that gigantic Marshall stack sound
on one of his tracks, Frank reported that
it had been very difficult. He had placed
a battery- operated Pignose portable on its
back pointing straight up, hung a cheap
dynamic over it pointing straight down,
and plugged right in. The sound was huge
and airy, with no board tweaking necessary. Which just goes to show ...

Tç.1280/ 1380

Give us an inch...
... a foot or a meter and the new TC digital audio delays will
give you precisely calculated delay times. Of course you can
enter delay times as you would on any delay, choosing incre-

ments clear down to 5 microseconds. The group delay and
Left -Right phase linearity are absolutely outstanding.
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A number of useful sounds can be creat-

ed by placing the microphones and cabinets in unusual environments. A small,
tight box created out of gobos, cushions
or packing blankets can add a deep deadness that is ideal for source placement into
an artificial digital environment. Alternately, placing a cabinet at one end of a long
hall and a mic at the other end will add
delay, space and openness far more complex than any program patch.
Positioning hard reflective planes
around a speaker cabinet, whether glass
plate, mirrors, or shellacked plywood, can
create a highly dense sound filled with
numerous short standing waves and reflections. Aiming the mic or mics at the surfaces themselves, as opposed to the speakers, adds a midrange quality very unlike
that found in the direct field.
Aiming the speaker cabinet directly at
the control room window, with a pressure
zone boundary layer mic taped to the surface, creates a whole different flavor. Of
course, there's nothing to stop you from
folding back any sound already on tape
to a studio instrument amp.
Re- miking a pre -cut track using any of
the above techniques adds a whole new
level of organic unnatural effects. Occasionally something as simple as original
dry sound panned right and re -miked amplified sound panned left, or maybe dry
center and digitally affected, re- amplified

The TC 1280 (Stereo) and TC 1380 (3 Tap) delays are based
on the technology that made the TC 2290 the most sought
after delay unit in the recording industry. We have kept the
superb frequency response, low distortion and noise free
signal path and added the features most needed in critical
applications.

ip

TOMS STEREO

DIGITAL AUDIO DELAY

Frequency response: 20 -20 KHz +0/-0.5 dB 25 KHz -3dB,
Dynamic range: > 100 dB, THD: < 0,05 % 1 KHz, Analog
group delay: 20-20KHz (30 microS, Group delay linearity: 2020 KHz +1- 5 microS, Stereo synchronization: +/- microS
(1280), Max output: +22 dBm.
... If you are a professional in the disc mastering, broadcasting,
sound reinforcement or recording fields check out these
latest additions to the TC family. Call for the location of your
nearest
dealer.
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JAPAN: Otaritec corp.. Tokyo, 03 332 3211
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USA: T.C. Electronic USA Inc.,

GERMANY: T.C. Electronic of Denmark GmbH, Detmold 05231 32972
BELGIUM: James R International,

CANADA: T.C. Electronic USA Inc., North Hollywood, 818 5030404 FINLAND: Studiosec, Espoo, 90 592055

GREECE: Lyrikon, Athens, 3628541

ITALY: CD Videosuono SP.A., Milano, 02 50841
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DIL8220 Brabrand, Denmark, Ph. 45 86 262800, Fax 45 86 262928

UK: T.C. Electronic UK Ltd, Oswestry, 691 658 550
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FRANCE Phase Acoustic. Mar

HOLLAND: James R International,
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NORWAY: Musikk og Elektronikk A/S. Tensberg 033 26798
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SINGAPORE: Team

SWITZERLAND: Riverside Music Losone, 093 352794
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OF THE MICROPHONE
ruce Swedien is one of this industry's masters of microphone technique. Just listen to anything in
artists
his vast body of work
such as Michael Jackson, Duke Ellington,
the Chicago Symphony, several movie
soundtracks and many commercials
and it's readily apparent that his mic technique is artistic.
Because he is such a widely acknowledged mic master, RE P decided to
interview Swedien on a single topic
how he uses mics. His "sixth sense" to using mics is the result of more than 30 years
of experience.
Swedien shows no signs of slowing
down. In addition to building a home studio, he's recording most of the new
Michael Jackson record and is producing
three songs on it.

-

-

Read and learn from one of the best:
Bruce Swedien talks about how he

R E P: How do you mic drums?
BS: l've always treated drums as more of
a series of instruments, rather than as a
single instrument. Over the years I've developed a few favorite mics. For overheads, I'll either use the B &K 4006s [omnis] or a pair of Neumann U67s [cardioid].
I usually go for some kind of an X-Y configuration. The type of music dictates how
close to the sound source I might be: If it's
more rock and roll type drums, I'll move
the mics farther back, farther away from
the kit.
On the snare drum, I'll use anything
from a Shure SM57 to a Sennheiser 451
or 452. I usually go for a single microphone. l've tried miking both the top and
the bottom but I run into phasing problems, so I don't do that much.
For the hat I usually go with a 452, but
if it's jazz or be -bop, I might even go for
a ribbon mic like an RCA 77, because it's
so smooth.

REP:

Do you mic the hat at the crack
or from up above?

chooses and uses microphones.
Dan Levitin is a contributing editor to REP and an engineer /producer based in Stanford, CA.
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BS: Above, but quite close, usually three
to four inches.

REP:

Do you have a preference for a particular brand of cymbal?
BS: No. Again, that really depends on the
type of music being played more than anything else. There's no one type that's good
for everything. I built a little 12 -inch
square baffle made of plywood and lead,
and it goes in between the snare and the
hat. With that I can usually create an
acoustic shadow over the snare drum to
keep some separation between the hat
and the snare. Of course, you have to be
careful to stay out of the drummer's way.

RE P:

But it's still pretty noisy ...
BS: Yes, it is. I said it was a decent mic,
not a wonderful mic.

REP:

What about the B&Ks? Are they
the quietest mics you've used?
BS: Yes, I'd have to say so.

REP: wonder
I

why more people don't

use them.
BS: You're right, I've never understood
why. I use them a lot. They're absolutely

REP: How far in do you place the mic?
BS: Usually, not very far in. But for those
situations that demand it farther in, I had
a special kick drum cover made with a zippered hole in it, so the kick mic can sit
real close, and the cover reduces the
sound of the other drums leaking in. If you
listen to [Michael Jackson's] "Billie Jean;'
and listen to the sound of that drum set,
you'll hear the first time I used that device.
R EP: And you usually record with the
rear head off the drum?
BS: Yes, but when I use my cover, it's almost as though there were a rear head.
R

How do you try out a new mic?
BS: Well, I get new mics all the time. I just

try them out with different sound sources.
I got one a few weeks ago made from
some company back east I forget which
one and it sounded terrible. To me, microphone technology, and the art of making high -quality condenser mics, matured
about 30 years ago.. One mic that is new
that has impressed me is the Milab VIP 50. To my ear that's one of the best new
condenser mics to come along in at least
10 years.

-

REP: The

-

last one being the TLM 170?
BS: Right. The TLM is an OK mic, a pretty decent mic.

Jackson.
BS: A lot of people talk about that, but
really, that's only one of many microphones that I've used on Michael, and I
did that for a specific purpose. It was the
color of that mic that I was looking for.
For certain pieces of his music, I'll use my
Telefunken 251, which is anything but a

REP: The story I

How about the kick?
BS: My favorite is a 421, but I'll end up
using anything from a Neumann 47 FET
to an Electro -Voice RE -20, depending on
the type of music or the type of sound I'm
after.

REP:

R EP: You're famous for having brought
less- expensive mics into expensive recording with the Shure SM7 and Michael

cheap microphone.

RE P:

E P: Do you mic any differently when
you're recording a sample?
BS: Nope, exactly the same. I'm a frustrated drummer and bass player, so I spend
a lot of time playing and sampling myself.
I don't like the idea of stealing someone
else's sounds. As a result, a lot of my drum
sounds are new and fresh, because I know
how to mic the drum, and I know how to
hit 'em to produce certain sounds, and certainly to record them.

the 1073 module, and sonically, those two
blow everything right out of the water.

Pieces from the Swedien Collection (clockwise
from top): Telefunken 251; Neumann U47; Shure
SM7; and an RCA BK44.

heard through the engineer grapevine is that for "Off The Wall;'
you went out and bought 10 SM7s and
lined them all up and picked out the best
one.
BS: That's almost right; I picked out the
best three. And then in addition to that,
I have recently bought another one. They
all sound a little bit different, but overall
they're fairly consistent. The song I used
it on first was the song with all that bottle
percussion, "Don't Stop 'Till You Get
Enough:' But then on "She's Out of My
Life;' that's my 251.
You can't use one specific microphone
for everything. There's no such thing as
the vocal mic; I've never believed in that.
On "Thriller," there are probably five
different microphones in use on his solo
vocals. Between the leads and the backgrounds I definitely change microphones.
Michael's rhythm and concept is so wonderful. When I record Michael doing vocals I put him on my drum platform, which
is an 8-foot square platform of unfinished
plywood. The reason I do that is that
Michael dances and he snaps his fingers
and he claps and he moves all the time
during the recordings, and try to keep
as much of that in the vocal recording as
can. I think it takes the overall image of
our work past being a pristine studio recording and makes it feel more human.
1

one of my favorite microphones. I have a
pair of the omnis that they matched at
their factory for me, and they also made
me a special stand for X-Y technique that's
calibrated with numbers so I can recreate
a position easily.

REP:

You must have some outboard mic
pre -amps that you carry with you.
BS: I have several. I have a GML, Neve,
Studio Technologies. My all -time favorite
is the Neve, but each pre -amp sounds quite
different. The control room that I'm using
now, which Ocean Way built for me, has
a gigantic Neve 8078 console in it, and
those mic pre-amps are pretty impressive
just stock. But I have a Neve of my own,
and the module in that is the 1064, which
is a 3 -band EQ with Class A electronics,
and to my ear that's the best sounding mic
pre of all. There are two of those that are
actually in the same class: the 1064 and

1

RE P: Don't you get all kinds of shoe -onplywood noises and things like that?
BS: Absolutely, and I love it! Also, the
reflective sound of his voice off the plywood back to the microphone is a big part
of the sound that way. I'll move the mic
and angle it down a bit sometimes toward
the wood to get even more of that. I've
got a special mix of "The Way You Make
Me Feel" that I play at seminars I give, with
just the vocals in it so that people can hear
how much of that stuff I leave in; they're
always amazed.
R EP: What part of the mic do you like
to have people sing into?
BS: Straight on, right into the diaphragm.
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And I hate those damn pop screens and
wind screens, because they change the
sound of the vocals.

REP:

Do you have any special techniques for avoiding sibilance?
BS: I can't say l've encountered sibilance
very often. Usually by the time I get to
work with someone they've achieved a little bit of success, and as a result, they're
pretty well aware of, and conditioned to,
the recording process. With Michael, or
Patti Austin or Michael McDonald, they're
so used to the recording process and so
professional, they'll take care of the esses
and pops for you if you make them aware
of it. I guess l've been fortunate.

REP: Do you have any advice for engineers who might be less fortunate and
are encountering sibilance?
BS: I guess you would have to rely on a
windscreen. Also, of course, you want to
stay away from the mics that would aggravate that. For instance, a Tube 47 is the
last mic you'd want to use. You develop
a sixth sense with microphone technique.
It takes years and years to do it, but you'll
be able to hear someone speak and know
instinctively what mic to put up.
REP: Do Neumanns really sound different upside-down?
BS: I think they do. Especially the older
ones, like the U47s. I really don't know
why that is. I do know that the finish on
the capsule makes a big difference in the
sound of the mic, so maybe if you have
it up one way or hanging the other way
the reflected sound off the screen may
change. I usually use them upside -down.
My Telefunken 251 that I bought new in
1961 is the most incredible -sounding 251
I've ever heard.

REP:

How do you deal with proximity
effect and vocalists who are moving
around a lot during their performance?
BS: I try to use proximity effect as a tool.
The effect is more noticeable with certain
mics, say on ribbon mics with a large ribbon element. Large capsule condenser
mics have a great deal of proximity effect.
If you have a thin voice, by moving the
sound source closer to the mic, you can
use proximity effect to emphasize the low
end without having to use EQ.

RE P: When you

first go out into the
room to record something, what do you
listen for before you put up a mic?
BS: Spectrum, meaning the balance of
high end to low end and so on, and whatever the voice or instrument sounds like,
I try to re- create. Depending on the quality of the performer, I would feel it's my
responsibility to re-create that quality if it's
unique.
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But then, you run into other situations
where you want to help a little. I might
use a microphone then that I know would
create a certain effect and maybe improve
an area of the voice that may be a little
weak. For instance, using proximity effect
and a ribbon microphone as I said, to give
a voice some low end that it may not have
naturally.

RE P: Have you done much symphony
recording?
BS: My start in the industry was in classical music in Minneapolis, and then
worked for RCA Red Seal for a year recording the Chicago Symphony and the
Chicago Strings. [Swedien recorded the
now -classic version of "Also Sprach
Zarathustra' by Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony
Ed.]

-

REP: Do you still do classical dates?
BS: Nobody asks me. I'd love to, but no
one asks me anymore. I guess I have a
different reputation now.
RE P: What's your microphone

philosophy there?
BS: Classical music requires a totally
different approach. You would almost always rely on a single pair that would be
in an X-Y pattern above the conductor.
Then depending on the music, if there are
a lot of woodwind solos, for example,
you'd want "sweetener" mics to mix in. To
tell you the truth, it's actually a little
boring.

REP:

Why is that?
BS: Because the most that you can do in
classical, or even jazz, I'd say, is to recreate the original sound field. After a while
it makes me feel like I'm taking dictation,

and I start yawning and looking around
the studio for something to do. For the past
few years I've felt it's my responsibility to
take the sound field past reality and to put
it in terms of my own imagination; to try
to create something that couldn't appear
in nature. Of course, you're not supposed
to do that with classical. The conductor
would get all bent out of shape.
I've always viewed myself as an artist.
As such, I don't think a real artist even
tries to paint the true reality of a vision.
What I try to do is paint my concept of
reality, mixing it in with my imagination.
Do you understand what I mean?
R EP: You're describing the difference be-

tween the Renaissance painters trying to
capture reality perfectly, and the impressionists who had no desire to do that:
Cezanne, van Gogh, Monet ...
BS: Right, who would capture his own interpretation of reality and put that on canvas. To me that's where my work falls
to try to make the sonic sound field have

-

a life of its own as something that's completely different and, as I said, couldn't

possibly occur in nature. The idea of that
is so exciting to me I get excited just telling you about it
that's really what's kept
me going. And for a guy who's 56 years
old to be waking up in the middle of the
night with new ideas for building a new
studio, I think that's pretty incredible. I'm
as excited about that as I was when I was
19 and built my first studio in Minneapolis. [See the sidebar, "Bruce Swedien's
Home Studio:']

-

R EP: What would you use on a horn section for a pop album?
BS: A lot of times, I'll use ribbon mics. I
have a bunch of RCA ribbons that I bought
new. I love the sound of them on brass.
My inclination is usually to go with as few
mics as possible, miking the section as a

whole, if possible.
Generally, I try to avoid anything that's
going to introduce potential phase problems, whether it's from too many mics, or
too much EQ.

"For the past few years,
I've felt that it's my
responsibility to take the
sound field past reality
and to put it in terms of
my own imagination, to
try and create something
that couldn't appear in

nature."

R EP: Do you use Monster Cable?
BS: Absolutely. I'm a believer in Monster
Cable. There are some applications where
its effect is really dramatic. They brought
a harness down for me to go from the output of the console to the input of my 2track. I could've sworn when they hooked
that up that someone threw an equalizer
in there. It added so much top and bottom and clarity that I can't live without
it now.
We were talking about mic pre -amps
and there's something I should add to what
I said earlier. When I use an outboard mic
pre-amp, I'll usually put it out there in the
studio with the singer, and I'll use Monster wire from the mic to the pre -amp, and
then run line level into the control room.

REP:

So your shortest run is from the

mic to the pre-amp.

ing that you lose the polar response of the
sound source the minute you put it on
speakers. That's another reason that very
few people go into or understand

stereophonic microphone technique.
The polar response of a sound source
is so fragile that if you're not careful you
can lose the whole effect. And most people don't truly understand stereo to begin
with. They think that by having something
come from the left speaker and something
different come from the right speaker
that's stereo, and that's the furthest thing
from the truth. That's what I call "2it doesn't sound anychannel mono"
thing like the original music.

HEARD BY MILLIONS
BUT SELDOM SEEN

(c:LJcr-

STUDIO QUALITY CONTACT
CONDENSER MICROPHONES
SUPERB CLARITY - TRUE ACOUSTIC SOUND
COMPLETE ISOLATION
EASY TO USE
MORE THAN 10,000 USED WORLDWIDE
LOWER COST AND BETTER PERFORMANCE
THAN CONVENTIONAL MICROPHONES
SYSTEMS FROM $149

-

man and his mics: Swedien has more than
85 in his collection, dating to the 1950s.

A

BS: Yes, exactly. I think mic pre-amps all
sound different, and so there's no best mic
pre-amp. Each application is different. If
I want the pre -amp to be absolutely invisible, I'll get out my GML. But you don't always want that.

REP: How do you get some

of the 3 -D
and spatial effects you've been ex-

perimenting with?
BS: I've been playing around with binaural
for many years ...
R EP: Binaural being where you take a

dummy head and put microphones where
its ears are ...
BS: Yeah, and you reproduce the space between the human ears. As far as 3dimensional sound, that's the most startling and the most effective.

REP:

Do you use ordinary mies for that?
BS: No, usually a couple of miniature condensers. But to really reproduce that effect, it has to be heard back on headphones, which is a socially impossible
situation. It's pretty hard for a bunch of
people to be at a party and sit around sip-

ping martinis with earphones on.

REP: And yet you do have some spatial
stuff on "The Dude:'
BS: Yeah, I tried to. It's funny that you say
that very few people noticed. But the

-

Walkman had just come out, and I
thought, "Oh, boy, I've got a captive audience plugged into earphones, ready to
experience binaural sound,' and I thought,
"Man, I'm gonna kill 'em:' But very few
people noticed. I did almost all the percussion in binaural, and if you listen in earphones you can hear the percussion instruments coming from all over.

REP: The frustration, though, is that no
matter where I sat with my head between
my speakers, I couldn't replicate that.
BS: That's right, you can't, the reason be-

REP: Roger Nichols says the whole point
of stereo is to try to re- create
BS:
the original sound field. Roger is

right on the money.

-

Photos by Elizabeth J. Annas.

Bruce Swedien's
Home Studio
"I built my first studio in Minneapolis when I was 19. We bought
an old movie theater and converted it into a studio, and it's still a
world class recording facility. This
new studio I'm building is a dream
I've had for 35 years.
"My wife and I have a horse ranch
outside of Thousand Oaks, CA.
There was a tennis court there
when we bought it, but in the 11
years we've lived there, we haven't
once played tennis! So I took the
tennis court out and I'm building a
small studio.
"The studio will be really just one
room, a control room, of about
1,500 square feet. It's a combination
studio and screening room. I was
the designer and the architect. I've
hired a contractor who has worked
with me on a number of projects
around the ranch. I had quite a bit
of training in acoustics at the
University of Minnesota when I was
young
I lifted the dimensions of
this room right from the textbook.
There are no two parallel surfaces,
it has a coffered ceiling, so the ceiling isn't parallel to the floor. The
dimensions are 21' x35' x14'.
"I'm also building a garage adjacent to the studio. If it turns out I
want to do vocals in the studio, I can
just back my Bronco out of the garage and put a vocalist in there.
After Michael's album, I'm co-

-

Continued on page 56

CALL 1 -800 CT AUDIO
C -T AUDIO, 3050 SW 14 PLACE, STE 3
BOYNTON BEACH. FL. 33426

in Canada call (604) 688 -2444
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DISC MAKERS

Complete
manufacturing
for the audio
industry.
COMPLETE PACKAGES FOR:
Cassette

Duplication
Record
Pressing
Compact Disc

Replication
In -house
art department
for design, typesetting, film work.
and printing. Inhouse mastering
department for a
great sounding
product

CALL FOR OUR
FREE FULL COLOR

CATALOG.
1- 800 -468 -9353
(In PA: 215 -232 -4140(

DISC MAKERS
1650 Broadway, Suits 1010
New York, NY 10019

(212) 2654662
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inch, 3/ -inch, VHS, Beta, you name
it. I have a big project planned for
next year with Michael Jackson doing a motion picture, so I'll be able
to do a lot of that here.
"The console is a 32 -input Neve
8032. That's the 3 -band EQ, totally
Class A and there's not an IC in the
console. It has 32 inputs, 8 echo
returns, and 17 effects returns. I'm
doing some mods to it because I'm
setting the control room up so I can

Continued from page 55
producing a Danish singer named
Sanne for Virgin Records, and I'll be
able to do that here. She's a wonderful singer with a lot of Europe-

an success.
"I'm putting in a Cinemascope
screen, 9' x12' and I have a BarcoVision video projection system with
subwoofers and the whole shot. I'll
be able to accommodate every format possible, from videodisc to 1-

do film work in it as well. It has a
quad monitor system, which is left,
center, right in front and surround.
It'll even be set up so I can do stereo surround, so I can use the new
Cinema Digital Sound if I want.
"I got real lucky
when I bought
this console I got the skeleton of a
console exactly like it, so if I want
to expand it later it will be quite
simple. One might ask if 32 channels is going to be big enough for
me. I might just be building a big
hi -fi here, I don't know. Obviously,
I can't do the sort of thing on that
desk that I can do at Record One,
which is the biggest Neve in the
world. I'm doing it with the idea
that it doesn't have to pay its way
I'll be able to do a certain amount
of my work there.
"In addition, it's my home; I'm not
planning to be bringing in a bunch
of people there. I'm looking to do
more producing /engineering, not
just engineering, and this will basically be for my own projects. Record One will still be my main base
of operations.
"For tape machines I have a Mitsubishi X850 with Apogee filters
that I've had for some time. I've
heard all the other digital machines,
and I haven't heard anything else
that interests me. I also have a 16track MCI JH16 with the older electronics, which sounds marvelous.
I'm still thinking about what I would
get in a 24-track. My favorite is the
Studer A800 Mark Ill, but the

-
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Studer people were over here for
dinner the other night and they're
going to be sending me one of the
new ones to listen to, the 827.
"For 2- track, I have a Mitsubishi
X86 HS with the 96k sampling rate,
a regular X86 with 48k sampling
and two X80s. And an Ampex ATR
102. I've been going back and forth
between the HS and the ATR, and
on the ATR I use Dolby SR. I have
the Panasonic 3500 DAT machine.
"For monitors, Alan Sides is installing the Ocean Way system and
they're driven with Macintosh 2500
amps, 500W per channel.
"For effects, I have a stereo Echo plate, 8x4, custom -built for me by
Jim Cunningham; an EMT 250, four
Yamaha REV5s, two REV 7s, an
SPX1000, all the usual things.
"I think this will be the first studio in Southern California to be
wired for fiber-optic capability. The
fiber will carry 128 channels of audio, which I can utilize to interface
with the telephone lines when those
interfaces become available:'

There's no faster, easier or better
way to record incredible stereo.
When you compare Crown's new
Stereo Ambient Sampling System (SASS') and a DAT recorder with
traditional recording methods you'll
discover there's no faster or better
way to record natural, beautifully
imaged stereo.
Lightweight, durable and
extremely easy to set up, the SASS
microphone is an exciting improvement in stereo recording. Combined
with a DAT machine, it becomes a
high -quality, no- compromise recording system that goes everywhere.
Crown's SASS eliminates traditional stereo recording compromises
in sound quality, ease -of-use, and
cost. No longer do you have to settle
for weak low-end or off-axis coloration common to Midside, XY and
near-coincident pair mics. Assembly
and positioning time is also reduced

significantly compared with conventional stereo micing techniques.
The SASS is available in two
versions: the SASS -P. with switchable
battery or phantom power and
Crown's finest studio -grade PZM®

capsules; or the SASS -B, which uses
the famed Bruel & Kjaer 4003 and
4006 studio mics (not supplied).
Regardless of which you choose,
you'll enjoy full ambience without
coloration, excellent sum to mono,

and extraordinary broad frequency
response. With SASS's superb imaging capabilities, every sound is audibly reproduced in its precise position
resulting in a stereo experience of
uncanny realism.
Readily adaptable to all common
stands, the SASS includes a carrying
case and accessories.
No matter what your stereo
recording requirements are-from
sampling to electronic news gathering to remote recording of live
events -you'll find Crown's SASS
family the simple choice. See your
Crown representative or call toll -free
for information: 1- 800 -535 -6289.

crown.
Crown International, Inc. P.O. Box 1000
Elkhart, Indiana 46515- 1000.219/294 -8000
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By Mike Joseph

ASSORTED
MICROPHONIUM

FIVE

QUESTIONS:

0

Q: Who manufactures stand-alone

Why do certain microphone
designs have specific sound
qualities, such as warmth or
brightness?
A: The reasons are many. All microphones have a diaphragm of some type,
whether it is driving a coil of wire through
a magnetic field, having electricity induced into itself directly (as in a ribbon
inside a magnetic field), or being electrically charged and changing a voltage
through capacitive effect over varying
MI

distance.
All other things being equal, lighter diaphragms, such as those found in condenser mics, will respond more readily to transients and potentially track them more
accurately to higher frequencies. Additionally, their lighter mass is more sensitive
to subtle variations in sound. Larger diaphragms, with their higher mass, are less
sensitive to subtlety they move slower
and tend to "smear" higher frequencies.
It takes more to get that greater mass in
motion (regards to Newton).
Excluding the naturally bi-directional
characteristics of a ribbon mic, most microphones get their directional characteristics one of two ways: plumbing or air
paths, which route sound to the back of
the diaphragm, selectively canceling signal at certain angles via phase interaction;
or twin matching diaphragms, which have
their phase response or polarity electrically manipulated to create selective cancellation at certain angles.
Close working distances to directional
microphones additionally create a buildup of low frequencies, called proximity effect. All of these qualities alter the perceived and measured performance of microphones, giving them characteristics we
like to label as warmth, brightness, mellowness or bit.

-

Mike Joseph is technical editor of R.E.P.
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mi-

crophone pre-amps?
A: The following companies provide pre amps -only in a chassis:
GML: 7821 Burnet Ave., Van Nuys, CA
91405; 818 -781 -1022; fax 818-781 -3828.
John Hardy Co.: Box AA631, Evan-

ston,

IL

60204; 708-864 -8060; fax

708-864 -8076.

Jensen Transformers: 10735 Burbank
Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601; 213876-0059; fax 818-763 -4574.
Neve: 7 Parklawn Drive, Bershire Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 06801; 203-7446230; fax 203 -792 -7863.

Q:

For location recording, who makes
phantom power supplies, both battery operated and ac- driven? Our condenser
microphones will need to be powered and
plugged directly into a DAT recorder.
A: Before you purchase a phantom power supply, be sure to check on what your
microphones need for current. Their current draw is usually listed in the specifications. Modern electrets are fractional
compared to older condensers. Companies

supplying power supplies include:
AKG: 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415- 351 -3500; fax 415 -351-0500.
Audio Technica: 1221 Commerce
Drive, Stow, OH 44224; 216- 686-2600; fax

We know of a very interesting project
recently completed at Cal Tech by graduate students in the audio lab, soon to be
released as a CD on the Performance Recording label by James Boyk, instructor at
the lab and owner of Performance. They

set up an interesting test jig of small speakers in a line array, to present a source of
rim shot clicks in uniform predictable
progression from center to left to right to
center, in front of a number of different
stereo microphone arrays.
The results, to say the least, are ear opening. We suggest you contact Boyk at
the address below and pick up a copy of
the CD. It is the most definitive statement
on the subject we have heard.
Performance Recordings No. PR-6-CD,
available through Harmonia Mundi USA;
213-559 -0802.

Q: Who can supply high -quality,

low-ca-

pacitance mic cable? We are interested in
putting our pre -amps in the studio on short
cable runs for our digital sampling.
A: The following companies are wellknown for their low cap cable. Please contact them to get the specifics of their designs and philosophies.
Belden Wire & Cable: Box 1980, RichIN 47375; 317 -983 -5200; fax

mond,

317 -983 -5294.

216 -688-3752.

Neumann: c/o Gotham Audio, 1790
Broadway, New York, NY 10019-1412; 212765 -3410; fax 212 -265 -8459.
Shure Brothers: 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, IL 60202 -3696; 708-866 -2527;
fax 708 -866-2279.

Q:

Is there one stereo microphone recording technique that outshines the
others?
A: All of the popular stereo microphone
techniques have their proponents. No
technique works for every situation it's
a matter of what you're looking for and
what you are recording.

-

Kimber Kable: 2675 Industrial Drive,
Ogden, UT 84401; 801 -621 -5530; fax
801 -627 -6980.

Mogami: c/o Marshall Electronics, Box
2027, Culver City, CA 90230; 213 -390 -6608;
fax 213-391 -8926.
Monster Cable Products: 274 Wattis
Way, S. San Francisco, CA 94080 -6761; 415871 -6000; fax 415 -871 -6555.
Pro-Co Sound: 135 E. Kalamazoo Ave.,
Kalamazoo, MI 49007; 800 -253 -7360; fax
616 -388-9681.
Whirlwind: 100 Boxart St., Rochester,
NY 14612; 716-663-8820; fax 716 -865-8930.

MIDI Spoken Here

Fostex offers you by far the most
sophisticated MIDI control in all
of the most popular recording formats.

Choose either 16 - or 8 - track
open reel or 4 - track cassette and
Fostex lets you use MIDI commands to control the recorder via
the MTC -1.
It simply plugs into the R8 or 280
and provides a bridge between

If you own an AtariTM or Macintosh- computer, you'll make the
most of MIDI control with MidiRemoteTM -a Fostex Desk Accessory. In addition to standard tape
transport and monitoring control,
the software will let you select
tracks, locate and loop among ten
cue points, automatically punch -in/
out, set zone limits, display MIDI
time code and generate SMPTE
code (all 4 formats).

SMPTE time code and MIDI time
code. For the G -16, the MTC -1 is
on the optional Model 8330 plug in synchronizer card.
Dip switches allow you to set a
MIDI System Exclusive address
(0 -16), an address -free mode and
MIDI note information.
Thus truly sophisticated MIDI
control* with full system integration is now possible.

The Macintosh software works
with Performer and Master Tracks
Pro. The Atari software works
with Master Tracks Pro and Dr.
T's KCS.

Steinberg's Cuebase sequencer has
a device driver for the MTC -1 and
8330 built-in, so you don't need
MidiRemote software with it.
As with all computer interfacing
certain restrictions apply. So
check the details at your local
Fostex Dealer or call Fostex.
No other tape recorder company
offers a better combination of
hardware and software.

*

The 280/MTC -1 interface does not offer

all of the functions available with the open

reel interface. Atari and Macintosh are
registered trademarks.
© 1990 Fostex Corporation of America
Circle (32) on Rapid Facts Card

FOSt2X
15431 Blackburn Avenue
Norwalk, CA 90650

(213) 921-1112.

4et Nita
Random Notes
On Concert Sound
By David Scheirman

AUDIO EDUCATION

During a recent nationwide concert tour,
chanced to do some shows on some college campuses, where our stagehands
were students. This can be the case when
schools host live music concert productions. Per the show contract, the local labor force may be composed of men and
women aged 19 to 24, many of whom are
specifically interested in the entertainment
production business. Some may be part of
a special class or degree program that is
preparing them for a career that will require a strong knowledge of theater crafts
or event management.
In several instances, I noticed individuals who were intensely interested in all
aspects of the concert sound system. This
included the various components, how
they are put together, the people on the
sound crew and how they approach their
job, and the overall result of the day's efforts: the sound of the show. These highly motivated individuals would usually attempt to spend some time asking some
basic questions: Where does one learn
about working with sound as a career?
What schools or programs offer preparation in this field? How does a student know
whether an advertised learning program
is a scam or the "right stuff "? And, perhaps most important, how does an entry level person find a job?
The whole process of considering and
answering such questions on the spur of
the moment made me think more deeply
about the issue. Perhaps today's young
people have been given the notion that
the concert production business is glamorous. Perhaps it is; whether you work
with sound, lights, staging, band gear,
transportation, wardrobe, projection and
special effects, being involved with sucI

cessful live productions can be a lot of fun.
However, it takes a combination of extremely hard work and luck to actually

succeed when approaching this business
David Scheirman is REP's live performance consulting
editor and president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian,
CA.
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entry-level position. It may take a
lot of time cleaning dirty duct tape from
old snake cables, or fixing broken wheels
on touring cases, before a new person is
given a chance in a professional situation.
This is regardless of what college course
has been taken or which books have been
in an

read.
However, it is true that new opportunities are frequently opening up. Entry-level
people are needed. So where does a serious young learner go to absorb the best
that the industry can offer, in preparation
for a job search?
Several directories provide information
about public and private learning institutions that offer courses or degree programs related to sound. Although most
programs are still related almost exclusively to the recording industry, there are
some notable courses that should offer
good, realistic preparation.
In Nashville this fall, I was pleasantly
surprised when Rich Carpenter of Carlo
Sound brought a dozen or so graduate level students to the Starwood Amphitheatre, where our show was setting up.
Enrolled in a course that teaches basic
sound principles at Belmont College, these
eager and intensely focused young people were on a field trip to observe a contemporary concert sound system being set
up and operated.
Another practical program that comes
to mind is taught by Dana Roun at the Full
Sail Center for the Recording Arts in Florida. A former touring production person
who has worked with such artists as Bon
Jovi and Boston, Roun has worked diligently for several years to set up a live
sound course module, four to six times a
year, that allows students to actually learn
about and use contemporary concert
sound gear. Occasional visits from outside
manufacturers' representatives (such as
Michael MacDonald from Yamaha Pro Audio and John Meyer of Meyer Sound
Laboratories) enhance the learning opportunities.
And I'm pleased to note that Al Grundy's Institute for Audio Research in New
York set up an ongoing live sound course
program this fall. The schedule includes
basic system design theory, along with
practical learning situations in local music nightclubs and theaters.
There are many more practical learning
programs out there. If you are an instructor or educator working with this type of
material, write a letter to the editor of this
publication advising students about what
your program has to offer.

HARDWARE JUNKIES
VS. TRUE TECHNICIANS
I recently had to take a VCR unit to a
shop to be fixed. I looked at the ads in the
Yellow Pages, and stopped in at a couple
of places while doing some errands one
day. In one shop, I encountered a cocky
fellow who almost sneered at my battered
unit, and was miffed that I had not yet upgraded to the more trendy, nationally advertised brand that his shop happened to
sell. I went elsewhere.
At the next place, another fellow correctly appraised this rugged, 4 -head unit
as being "better than most of what's on
the market today at any price:' I left the
unit with him for inspection and repair.
The experience led to my thinking
about how this relates to professional audio gear. We all probably have certain favorite workhouse audio tools that are getting old and battered, but always work and
give us a good, consistent reference point
from which to do our job. Whether stereo headphones, vocal microphones,
equalizers, a mixing console or test gear,
a working professional will have and hold
onto things that work -those items of
equipment that do what they ought to and
keep on doing it.
We are all susceptible, to some extent,
to modern advertising's insidious message
that what we have now isn't "quite good
enough;' and that what they have just introduced will somehow "make things better." This has been true for some time,
whether you examine marketing techniques for new automobiles, home hi-fi
gear, or even clothing and cosmetics.
However, when a single compact plywood loudspeaker system enclosure housing two or three components with some
nice connectors and fittings can run
$4,000, it's best to stand back and be very
clear about your reasons for purchasing
such an item.
We can be "hardware junkies:' becoming addicted to new products that have a
polished marketing image. Or, we can be
true technicians, learning how to gain and
use the basic audio and sound system
skills that enable us to do the best job we
can in a variety of situations, regardless
of what specific equipment resources are
available.

WHICH BOX TO BUY
(WHICH ARRAY TO CREATE)?

The owner of a young, aggressive concert sound rental company called me recontinued on page 80

BoseProFiles
"Sound quality
and ease of use were
`no- compromise'
requirements.
We had to satisfy a

broad range of applications
for both speech and music.
With Bose equipment,
it was never a gamble."
-James G. Ritz
Peirce -Phelps, Incorporated

,udio/V`deo Systems Division

The Site: -rop1.Vorld 'CaEirc and Entelaiment
Atlantic Cii-i, New`ersey

REScr=

The Challenge: P-ovide quali'ysound installatioi for cashos, public areas, shopping
arcaces, and -estai.rants while assuring an ?,asily heard and understood paging capaoility for s3:,uri`, needs.

The Contractor: James G. Fitz Jei-ce- Phel>o, Inocrpora:ec
,

Team
ENGT

EN

ERED

The Products: 1200 Bose 102'

7-72

eers

flush- rnountlouds

32 Bose 1 C2C sys-em

cont-oller

ev9rhaotc orrjromise. Usit 3ose p-ccr.cts, was able to
overcome hE variety of accts'i3 and enkonmental roadblocks I
-aced in ar instal lion of this trap itude \Me provided a sound system
Itexibleen)ugf'to sound as food h an cper casino as it does in an
intimate m e}irg room. TheBas3 -02 loilsoeakerswere versatile
anocgh to ladle iiany difierenl Iequire'Erts while providing a simple
Y

I

and uniform .nstaltation.Wecarre up a

wires, and so did our client."

For more information on Bcs3 producte, call 1 -50B-879 -7330, or write

Ease Corp., D,pt REP, The Mccntain, Framingham, MA 01701 -91a

Bette. sound through research.

Wandering from West Berlin

through the Brandenburg
Gate and entering the Pots damer Platz would have
proved a little problematical last year, for
the simple reason that even if you'd been
able to climb the intervening Berlin Wall,
you'd have ended up in the middle of a
mine field and been shot at by East German border guards.
However, this was just what half the
population of West Berlin decided to do
in July. Instead of the guard posts and machine guns, the only sign that this had
once been one of the most densely
defended pieces of territory in the Western Hemisphere was the set for Roger
Waters' monumental production of "The
Wall." The massive structure of polystyrene blocks straddled the site of the old
Andy Benham is

a

London -based free -lance technical

writer.
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concrete construction, and the audience
and stage crew were packed onto the site
recently occupied by the aforementioned
mine field. Whatever music would be
played, the historical implications of the
site were enough to ensure that this would
be a memorable event.
The site itself did nothing to endear itself to the assembled crew. Dubbed "the
dust bowl of doom," the unseasonably
high temperatures and the East German's
lavish use of chemical defoliants conspired
to create an omnipresent red -brown dust
that liberally coated the 250,000 people
who turned up to watch the fun.
The cast for the show would have done
justice to a Cecille B. DeMille production.
As well as Waters himself, Van Morrison,
Bryan Adams, Jerry Hall, Sinead O'Conner and Albert Finney were just a few of
the assorted celebrities who turned out to
lend a hand. Part of the Red Army provided the required marching military types

and several trucks. All this and a huge
choir had to be crammed onto the massive stage set. (Waters requested a World
War I1 bomber and tanks, but was turned
down by the relevant authorities.)
The sound for the occasion was provided by Pink Floyd's old hire company,
Britannia Row, which chose the new Turbosound UHQ enclosures as the basis for
the main PA.
"The Wall" was only the third appearance for the UHQ enclosures the boxes having first seen the light of day at the
which were offiGlastonbury Festival
cially launched at September's Los Angeles AES convention.
The UHQ system consists of a top and
a bottom box, with the crossover point between the two situated at 150Hz. The bottom box consists of a 21 -inch driver with
a 6 -inch voice coil operating within a 12inch magnet it is housed in the same sized
cabinet as the 3 -way top box.

-

-
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By Andy Benham

The top box itself contains 12 -inch and
6-inch Turbo devices, and a high frequency compression driver that cuts in
at 8kHz.
These cabinets were positioned on either side of the stage, with an array of 24
top boxes on each side, flown above the
sub-bass units on the ground below. However, because of the gargantuan dimensions of the stage, 32 cabinets were used
in front of the Bailey Bridge that formed
the front of the stage. These additional
cabs were a mixture of the older TMS3 design and conventional sub-bass units.
The positioning of this in -fill cluster on
the ground proved to be the only placement option, according to Britannia Row's
Chris Hey.
"Obviously, we had to have speakers in
the middle of the stage because the main
towers were such a long way apart and we
had to fill in the dead area;" he says. "We
weren't able to put the speakers on the

complex multimedia
system at a historical
performance: Despite
the artistic success,
performing "The Wall"
at the Berlin Wall
was not without its
technical problems.
A

bridge itself for a couple of reasons. Firstly, live mics were used on the stage, and
secondly, it wouldn't have been very
desirable to have the sound bouncing off
the flat metal surface of the bridge:'
DELAY TOWERS

The sheer size of the site, some 35 acres
in all, meant that delay towers were a
must. Brit Row installed 200 Thrbosound
TMS3s, along with 50 24 -inch bass bins on
11 towers distributed around the site. The
delays used were the new BSS TCS -804s
and 803s, the former being used on the
main system, while the latter were used
for the delay towers.
Indeed, it was the 803s that contributed, through no fault of their own, to one
of the more dramatic mishaps that occurred during the concert.
The previous night, the band ran
through the entire show, which was filmed
for use in the event of an emergency dur-
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ing the live show. The PA, including the
delay towers, behaved perfectly, as indeed
they did during the sound check on the
morning of the show.
The problem occurred during the afternoon when the East Germans and the TV
station decided they wanted more lighting for the crowd. This lighting, they decided, was best positioned on the delay towers out in the audience. So in the
afternoon, before the show, they went to
the delay towers, turned the power off, installed the extra lighting and turned the
power back on. All this was done without

show and then switch over to the recorded
footage in the event of a major disaster.
The most commonly mentioned was the
so-called "burning truck scenario": one of
the trucks that raced back and forth across
the Bailey Bridge catching fire and blocking off the stage front.
Ensuring that this emergency backup
system was in place fell to Multitrack Hire's
Nigel Taylor, who spent the entire concert
locked up behind the stage in a cramped
caravan with the proud title of sync
control.
Seeing as Taylor has worked for Floyd

anyone bothering to inform
Britannia Row.
The problem was that the BSS
crossovers have an auto -mute facility to prevent damage to the
speakers in the event of power interruption. When the power went
back on, the delays automatically muted and stayed mute. In the
intervening period some 250,000
people had packed out the Pots damer Platz, making it almost impossible to get around all of the
delay towers and turn everything
back on.
It took nearly three and a half
hours for the delays to be turned
back on. Although the sound was
excellent at the front, where the
crowd was covered by the UHQ
system, the sound at the back left
a little to be desired, at least until
the towers were turned back on.
The FOH system was the province of Gary Bradshaw, who used
a pair of Yamaha PM3000 boards
to control the vast array of feeds.
Yamaha SPX90 and SPX900
processors were used for the effects along with Lexicon PCM70s, and an
impressive number of compressor/
limiters, with some 14 dbx 160Xs and an
additional 11 BSS DPR402s being required
to look after the sound.
The stage monitoring was under the
control of monitor engineer Robin Fox,
who insisted on his favorite Ramsa 40/18
monitor boards, a pair of them being
bused together at the heart of the system.
TV TIE -IN

The show was also intended for live TV
broadcast to Europe and the rest of the
world, with coverage to the United States
being recorded for broadcast at a later
date. Because the whole point of the event
was to raise money for Group Captain
Leonard Cheshire's Memorial Fund, and
the TV rights were estimated to be $3 million, the TV production had to be right.
To ensure that this happened, the idea
was to record a dry run of the show the
previous evening, transfer it to Betacam,
role the Betacams in sync with the live
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Turbosound UHQ enclosures comprised the
main house system.

for 10 years, overseeing the electronic control side of things from "Dark Side of the

Moon" onward, and also being involved
with the synchronization of the film version of "The Wall," it was only natural that
Waters should call him in when the idea
of doing "The Wall" on the site of the Wall
was first suggested.

tflf.1
COMMON TIME

Because everything had to be tied into
the TV, everything started with the sync
pulse generator in the ZDF mobile TV facility. This was then fed both to the TV network and to the main mix position, where
it was used to speed- resolve a pair of 24-

track tape machines, which carried the effects tracks and the musicians' click tracks.
Two machines were used for safeties, each
having a separate sync line in case one
machine failed. Both machines were started together and then ran throughout the
show locked to the video sync.
Meanwhile, in the TV trucks, there were
four Betacam machines, time -resolved to
the live show and carrying the recording
made the night before, as well as extra video material required for the live broadcast.
Syncing up the Betacam material with the
24 tracks at the mix position proved to
be a relatively simple undertaking. First, the 24 -track tape was
copied off onto a Fostex D20 DAT
machine, and then, using a Fostex
synchronizer to drive the DAT machine, the audio was then transferred onto the Betacam version
of the previous night's performance and matched together frame
by frame.
The time code was also used to
control the impressive array of
lighting that was assembled for
the show, and particularly the
projectors used for displaying images on the huge polystyrene
wall. Three projectors were used,
the time code being fed to an
Adams -Smith, which then controlled the projectors via an interface
box, which dropped the output
signal from the Adams -Smith down
to the required low impedance signal. The projectors were then
locked into the time code and
stopped and started as required.
The projectors' dowsers were
controlled by Fostex 4020 event
controllers, although there were
some problems with this system because
of a combination of the excessive ambient
temperature and the massive amounts of
heat generated by the projectors' 700kW
zeon lamps. In the end the dowsers proved
capable of holding back the lamps for a
mere 45 seconds before the heat threatened to melt the equipment, so the projectors had to be turned off when not required.
Another problem on the projection front
was the sheer size of the circular back
projection screen behind the stage. The
70mm projector that served this screen
needed a special lens because of the extreme projection angle needed to cover
the 16m screen from the projection position a mere 26m behind the screen. This
screen was used to carry some of the animated footage for which Waters has become famous. The whole thing was tied
together with time code, with a lot of the
work being done in Waters' home studio
with the help of a DAT copy of the 24track master.

recorded footage. After the show, monitor engineer Robin Fox explained what
happened.
"Everything was going fine after the first
number but then the monitor power
kicked out in the second number:' he says.
"It was a 63A circuit breaker which kicked
out and took out all the monitors.

House engineer Gary Fox used Yamaha PM3000
consoles with signal processors from Yamaha,
Lexicon, dbx and BSS.

On the afternoon before the show, Nigel
Taylor explained how the Betacam backup system was supposed to operate or,
hopefully, not operate.
"If we lose the show, they will switch to
yesterday's show, clear the stage, and if we
have lost sync they will continue with
yesterday's show:' he says. "If the 24 tracks
have lost power, but we haven't lost the
time code, they can be driven back in lock
from the TV time code. Then the band will
start to play again and everything will go
back live.
"Everything in the show is hanging on
time code. Run Like Hell' and 'Young Lust'
are the only wild tracks in the show. At
the end of 'Young Lust: there is a ringing
phone that can just ring and ring and is
then answered at exactly the right moment to bring the show back into time
code. Counts tell everybody when they are
to play:'
Getting these counts to the musicians on
stage proved to be something of a major
event in itself. Allocating radio frequencies in the middle of Berlin was something
of a nightmare, but in the end three were
found, with a fourth available as a backup if required. The radio headphones used
for the click tracks functioned well during rehearsals, but problems occurred just
before the show, presumably because yet

another mobile radio had been brought
on site and was operating on the same frequency. This necessitated a very rapid
change of crystals before the show, but in

the end the system worked admirably.
MAIN SYSTEM PROBLEMS

However, there were problems with the
main system, of such a magnitude that all
of the pre -planning with the Betacam
recordings was time well-spent.
Everything came to a grinding halt at

the end of the second number, with an
embarrassingly long 3- minute gap before
the TV company realized what had gone
wrong and switched over to the pre-

"We were quite well -lit; at least you
could see all the knobs and faders, and we
had just gone into the second number and
had the big change from fore stage to rear
stage. Everyone relaxed into show mode
and then it went very dark.
"All I could do was to wait for it to come
on. I also had to do a quick bit of sign language to the band because they didn't
know it had stopped because their back
line was still on. I couldn't run onto the
stage and tell everyone what had happened because the whole thing was being filmed.
"Roger came over at the end of the first
half, and I made the motion of cutting my
hands off, saying, 'They'll never work
again: Roger just pointed to the desk and
laughed. I apologized, but he said, 'At least
it came back on,' and that is all we said
on the matter :'
American TV viewers missed the gap.
At the end of the show, when the audience
had gone home, the band ran through the
offending 20 or so minutes, and this is the
footage that will be seen on American TV,
as well as forming the start of the video
that will be released in due course.
There also was an album release, and
making provisions for this complicated the
back -stage setup even further. BSS mic
splitters were used to split the signals into
two paths, one for the live sound mix, and
the other for the recording, and on to the
TV network. The mics themselves were
a veritable cornucopia of designs, although Shure SM57s and SM58s were the
most prevalent.
The split mic lines, as well as another
80 or so transformer-buffered channels,
were fed back to the Manor Mobile where
the album was mixed down onto a Sony
3348 DASH machine. Another feed was
provided by means of Calrec Soundfield
mics positioned on the mixing tower so
that there was a backup in case anything
went wrong with the more direct route.
The Manor Mobile was also used to provide the raw feed back to an SSL 4000G
used to mix the sound down for the live
TV soundtrack.

Both the American TV show and the
video of the event have had extensive
post -production work done on them, to
the extent that various contributors have
been rumored to have gone back and laid
down extra vocals or whatever, so the version that was seen in the states was slightly
different from the version shown to the European audience and didn't feature that
embarrassing 3-minute gap.
All in all, "The Wall" was not without
its problems, and the failure of the delay
towers undoubtedly accounts for some of
the more negative comments that have
been made about the show in the media.
Those who came early or were lucky
enough to be able to get close to the stage
got excellent sound, courtesy of the UHQs,
but those at the back were perhaps not
quite as well -served.
However, judging by the reaction of the
Berlin audience, there can be no doubt
that the show was a resounding success.
More than 250,000 people chanting "tear
down the wall" at the end of the show was
a very poignant moment, and the patterns
made in the sky by Theatre Projects' massive array of SkyArts and SkyTrackers was
so close to what the city must have looked
like when the sky was crisscrossed by
searchlights seeking allied bombers that
there wasn't a single person in the crowd
who could have failed to grasp the significance of what was going on.
Considering the technical complexity of
the show, it is more surprising that it
worked at all, forgive the couple of relatively minor failures that occurred.
As for "The Wall," what can Waters do
to follow Berlin? After the show, the rumor floating around was that there are
two possible sites for the next performance: the Golden Gate Bridge and the
Grand Canyon. Given Waters' preoccupation for the epic scale, who knows?

Photos by Nik Milner.
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Hands On:

RADIAN MS -8
LOUDSPEAKER
By Mike Joseph

Control room monitoring is a subject fraught with contradictions, in-

consistencies and incompatible
conflicts. The relationship between acoustic environment, transducer and
listener seldom allows seating in more than
one tightly defined pocket of balanced fidelity.
It is

the rare design that delivers an ef-

fective interplay of monitor speaker and
room, designed to provide a transparent,
high- resolution environment where the total system works as one. The ideal is hard
to come by, usually short of major ground up architectural creation involving a larger
control room and a tasty expenditure of
dollars.
Mike Joseph is technical editor of REP.
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1.

Radian MS-8 frequency response, on-axis, 0 =80dB at lm, brilliance pot set flat.

20K

180

Specs
120

and
Description
Manufacturer: Radian Audio Engineering
Model: MS-8
Price: $498 each
Version as tested: Satin Black
Lacquer
Options available: Satin Red Oak
finish
Size: 19" x12" x9.75"
Weight: 35 pounds shipping
Power Handling: 150W recommended; up to 250W broadband
tested
Sensitivity: 89.5dB stated; 86dB
1W/lm broadband noise tested
Impedance: Nominal 812
Circle (100) on Rapid Facts Card
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Figure 2. Coverage angle vs. frequency response at 3dB down-point.
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Figure 3. Coverage angle vs. frequency response at 6dB down-point.

What is the ideal? In a perfect world, the
monitoring sweet spot would be wide and
deep. All locations in the mixing area would
be afforded the same balanced coverage
and frequency response, with imaging, aural
perspective and tonal consistency. Secondary listening locations, whether for producers or artists, if not identical, would at least
be congruous.
Off-axis locations would interpolate
smoothly. Acoustical power output at any
audible (and possibly a good octave subaudible) frequency would be limited by the
dynamic range of our hearing, not by distortion caused by electronic power limitations or mechanical excursion limits of the
paper, plastic or metal alloy diaphragms.
But alas, it is not a perfect world. Even
daring to imagine the unlimited performance of a theoretically perfect electroacoustic device, rooms with walls and ceilings impose strict limitations on performance. Reflections cause colorations. Acoustic noise and power handling limit dynamic
range. Standing waves exist, no matter to
what degree damped, absorbed or trapped.
It's simply physics
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20kHz
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J
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minimizable, modifiable, sometimes even controllable, but ever present. What's a mixer to do?
Many solutions have recommended

Figure 4. NEE E1L' measurement shows high -frequency reflections from woofer edge (A) and cabinet (B).
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themselves to the engineer searching for
ever-greater listening accuracy in the
workplace. Every flavor of speaker big,
small and indifferent
has claimed the
title of ideal solution. Lately, bookshelf
speakers have again sprung to the forefront. This time they carry the mantle of
close-field monitor, yet truthfully they are
larger than most meter bridges can

-

-

handle.
Perspective: The appearance of close field monitors originally sprang from the
need to emulate or approximate actual
consumer end-use applications (cars, portable hi-fi's and TVs). They began with
home -built car stereo speakers in a shoe
box, growing through Auratones, Radio
Shack Minimus speakers and finally settled on the all-pervasive Yamaha NS -10s.
As consumer tastes grew up to better
home stereo and TV fidelity, so, too, did
(mixing) desktop monitoring improve in
its selection of speakers.
Ever -curious engineers introduced esoteric home stereo devices into the control
room. Much British Bextrene product appeared, as well as other Euro and East
Coast brands, among them KEF, IMF.
Rogers, ADS, Braun and Visonik. Most
sounded great, but barely reached SPLs
capable of satisfying general playback requirements.
Reliability stank at tracking levels. Burnt
coils were common. Acoustically, it was
a 1- person game. Generally, the sweet spot
was tiny, the imaging was limited to one
location and the small diaphragms didn't
move much air. In short, the consumer
meter bridge solution wasn't effective for
higher power, wider coverage applications.
Pro board -top monitors fair better, but
not greatly, especially in competitive price
ranges. What this might suggest is the
need for a speaker with all the advantages
of an on- the -wall bohemoth power output, excursion, efficiency, frequency range,
coverage
in the package of a meter
bridge top -sized (or slightly larger) device,
with its improved imaging, freedom from
room reflection- caused coloration, improved transparency and low price. Enter
the Radian Monitor Standards.

-

-

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Although many major manufacturers
provide small boxes with big performance,
few seem to do so as effectively as Radian has in such an economical price range.
The model MS -8, based on the Radian designed and -built 5008-8 coaxial driver,
lists at $498 per unit.
A baby brother version, designated the
MM -8, uses the same driver in a smaller
cabinet, with minor compromises in low
end response. The latter is clearly designed to compete head-to -head with the
NS -10s, while the larger MS-8 fills an in-
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teresting slot between the Yamahas and
larger bookshelf -sized 2- or 3 -way, 12 -inch,
woofer -based enclosures.
The speakers delivered to REP and
tested at our affiliated technical engineering facility were enclosed in a black lacquer finish (stained oak is optional) and
constructed of solid oak and high- density
pressboard, identified by Radian as Flake core. The 1 -piece driver unit consists of a
1.75 -inch diameter HF compression driver mounted piggyback on an 8-inch cast
aluminum frame woofer.
The high frequency exit is milled out of
the center -pole piece of the low frequency device, without benefit of an external
horn, like the Altec 604 might have. Because the 8 -inch woofer extends to an
1,800Hz crossover frequency, the lack of
a longer horn to extend the lower range
of the high frequency device is not much
of an issue. What is lost to a greater extent is directional pattern control at its
lower extreme (shown clearly in coverage
angle response curves we shot).
The high driver's aluminum diaphragm

180°
10kHz
20kHz
"restart" at top of the graph.

is suspended using a Mylar surround,
somewhat unusual in a world of crinkleformed and diamond- shaped 1- material di-

aphragm /edge surrounds. The woofer
cone is equally unusual in its choice of
graphite-filled polypropylene, which is
stiffer and lighter but more expensive than
paper. The hefty woofer magnet weighs
28.5 ounces, and the entire enclosure with
transducer weighs 35 pounds.
The rear connection panel consists of
two typical 5 -way binding posts and two
crossover equalization controls. One EQ
switch allows 3- position presence /brilliance shelving, ±3dB starting at 1.5kHz
and rising. The second is a brilliance or
sizzle pot, providing a peaking adjustment
of 16dB total centered at 15kHz. Nominal
flat is at the middle of the pot's travel
range.
The 3- position switch is cryptically labeled "normal;' "mellow" and "bright;' although "mellow" sounded normal and
"bright" melted glass. "Normal" provided
a forward and prominant midrange sound,
something we might describe as bright.
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Full bandwidth sweep, comparing signal decay over time.

Got it? The proported purpose of these settings as stated in the literature is to "permit operation in a wide range of acoustic
environments, and for variations in personal taste :'
HOW THEY DO IT

Thanks to an innovative passive crossover approach, the high frequency range
is more extended than is typical for a compression driver's relatively large aluminum
diaphragm. As is known, large diaphragms
lose the highs in a natural rolloff, or
6dB /octave (the Newman Criteria). Instead
of pulling down the total level to the corn pression driver to match the lower efficiency of the woofer, Radian manipulates
the crossover to equalize the midrange out
of the high section smoothly, exactly complementing the rolloff slope of the driver
itself.
The net result is an extended frequency response, matching the level of the 8inch low frequency driver at crossover.
This design has an added advantage: You
will never have to worry about overdriving the high section, because decades of
headroom exist. No more burnt tweeter

coils. In fact, Radian claims no returned
drivers to date for coil burnout.
A long, tuned L- shaped PVC pipe provides porting. (It's literally shoehorned into
the box with a 90° angle joint, contributing quite extended low frequencies from
the relatively compact 19 "x12 "x9.75"
box.) The devices themselves incorporate
every small trick that current speaker design allows, including milled backplates for

longer excursion before bottoming, the
aforementioned Mylar surround on the
compression driver diaphragm, and graphite impregnation in a polyprop cone for
stiffness, lightness and freedom from humidity.
MEASUREMENTS

The speaker /mic separation was three
meters (10 feet) far-field on -axis, in a true
anechoic environment good to below
100Hz. Numbers stated were normalized
to one meter mathematically. We measured energy frequency curves (EFC) at
several different coverage angles, energy
time curves (ETC), 3 -D decays (waterfalls),
as well as phase response. Very low frequency speaker output was measured

close -field (because of wavelength limitations in the measuring environment) and
spliced in below 150.
Measuring equipment included a 1/2inch diaphragm B &K 4133 mic driving a
Techron TEF System 12 with TEF 2.0B
software. Additional equipment included
a B &K 4135 1/4 -inch mic, a HewlettPackard 3325A function generator, a UREI
model 200 analog chart recorder, a B &K
2610 instrument grade measuring amplifier and an HP 5300B frequency counter.
The sensitivity of the MS-8 measured
86dB 1W/lm, or 2.83V into the rated impedance, with a broadband noise source.
The EFC shows the compiled frequency
response, with the 0 line calibrated to
80dB at 1kHz (see Figure 1). The effects
of the presence /brilliance switch can be
seen, accurately offsetting 3dB, with the
greatest effect occurring in the 2kHz to
4kHz range.
Other than the rise at 1kHz (because of
the wavelength- related narrowing or
beaming of the 8 -inch driver), the response is extremely smooth and extended from the mid -band down to 65Hz, the
6dB down -point. Not bad for a box less
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than 1.3 cubic feet in volume.
The higher frequencies measured more
erratically, with woofer beaming and
crossover transition to the short horn
resulting in the 1,500Hz to 1,800Hz dip.
Horn or phase plug anomalies, or coupling
problems to the "soft" wall of the extended horn that the woofer cone represents
(remember, it's constantly moving), caused
measurable deviations in the 3kHz to
10kHz band.
Although not out of line for a larger diaphragm compression driver and horn
combo, the steepness of the slope in the
4.5kHz trough, and the 6kHz and 9kHz
ranges, guarantees some audible artifacts.
Note that the largest swing is ±5dB over
a 1kHz band area. Not great, but not out
of line with other "professional" horn loaded compression drivers, either.
The noticeable hole from 15kHz to
18kHz is probably response falloff because
of the relatively large diaphragm (for the
wavelength) and horn flare rate. The response is back up at 20kHz, extending
roughly on to 30kHz, although the latter
range consists mostly of higher distortion
from modal diaphragm breakup.
Figures 2 and 3 represent coverage angle vs. frequency response for the 3dB and
6dB down points, respectively. This should
provide a good idea of how smooth the
response is, with coverage angle off-axis
indicated on the vertical scale, and frequency range from 200Hz through 20kHz
indicated on the horizontal. A straight diagonal line from the top left corner to the
lower right would indicate a smoothly collapsing pattern as you go up in frequency.
A flat horizontal line would be perfect,

indicating uniform frequency response at
the given angle off -axis. Note that Figure
2 shows an average and fairly uniform 3dB
down -point around 60° off -axis, or 120°
coverage throughout the midrange.
Figure 3's midband average is approximately 90° off -axis, or 180° coverage.
Also note in both cases that problems exist around the 1,800Hz crossover frequency, probably because of the previously
mentioned short pole -piece horn losing
pattern control, as well as wavelength related beaming or narrowing of the woofer. The passive crossover /equalizer and its
phase- related delays are also suspect.
The ETC measurements (see Figure 4)
show reflections of 0.3ms delay eminating from the front of the baffle. This
represents the equivalent of about four
inches, suggesting high frequency reflection /refraction at the edge of the 8 -inch
woofer. The signal here is approximately
10dB down. At 15dB down, a second
reflection is indicated by a third ETC arrival time. This may well be the cabinet
edge.
All in all, curves similar to this are normal for a 2 -way coaxial system, and in

most cases better than multiple driver systems. Because of the equal energy per frequency nature of ETCs, it was difficult to
gauge device space offset clearly. Generally, however, no glaring problems should
exist for a coaxial design.
Figure 5 shows the phase response of
the entire system, linearly indicated. Note
that 0° offset is the middle horizontal line,
where the phase curve crosses at 6kHz,
8kHz and 9.5kHz. Also note that the vertical line in the center merely represents
the "starting over" of the curve from the
top, or at 180° offset. The "confusion" in
the very high frequencies occurs because
of signal wavelengths approaching or becoming smaller than the phase plug slot
size.
Finally, Figure 6 represents the 3dimensional waterfall, comparing signal
decay of a full bandwidth sweep over time,
to frequency response. Of interest here is
the relatively fast decay (read: tight damping) of the low frequency section, compared to the ringing or overhang of several
noticeable points in the high frequency
section. The worst occurs in the crossover region. Secondary harmonically related resonances occur at 4kHz and 8kHz,
contributing to audible effects as noted
below.
LISTENING TESTS

In pre-recorded playback tests

and during sessions, the speakers generally performed admirably. They are not shy about
using or presenting power. In a long conversation with Radian's personnel in marketing and engineering, they indicated
that the small size of the speaker should
not fool you. A total of 250W per channel represents a fine, if not slightly conservative, power match to these devices.
A Crown D -75 won't do it.
Although they aren't the most efficient
speakers around, they need a large power supply with lots of current to sound the
best and provide the tightest damping factor. The dynamic capabilities of these
speakers put all but the largest soffitmounted monsters to shame. Clearly few
small speakers can provide the fullness,
clarity and projection of these speakers.
Their weak point is clearly in the area
of response smoothness. Although the extreme high range didn't suffer from the
brittle or harsh qualities not uncommon
in metallic diaphragms, the midrange was
less than perfect in smoothness. As noted
in the frequency response and time decay
measurements, the upper range suffers
from raggedness, adding a forward edge
to voices, strings and sibilant program material that isn't present in original sources.
Surprisingly enough, the effect is
minimized even slightly off -axis, and even
at its worst, is not heavily audible as a
negative characteristic. Good ears will

hear the roughness in response as exactly that
slight harshness or bite, keying off sibilance or distortion. Some vocal program material may suggest a nasal
quality, although subtly so. This is, no
doubt, fallout from the 3kHz to 7kHz
region's roller coaster response.
For perspective, note that NS-10s are
equally mountainous, as are many other
pro speakers we have learned to live with.
That said, although the roughness is
noticeable, it is not totally objectionable.
Drums, guitars, electric bass and synthesizers sound big and powerful, up front and
present.
The very worst that can be said is that
these speakers sound like a very good
compression driver on a properly designed horn. They don't have the smoothness of a soft dome, but then soft domes
can't hit 110dB SPLs in your face and hold
it there. Soft domes don't let drums sound
like drums, or vocal shouts cut the air.
Sometimes these things are good.
In the realm of total fidelity, the imaging is great, something most coaxial designs are noted for. The perspective is pinpoint accurate, and off-axis listening is true
and smoother. Tonal balance changes only
slightly and maintains uniformity as you
listen progressively at angles. The speakers are not as "open window" transparent
as some flatter home stereo speakers
(which have had studio popularity from
time to time), but few, if any, consumer
speakers excel at power handling, extended diaphragm excursion and dynamics the
way these do.
To cut to the chase, you won't believe
you're listening to an 8 -inch speaker. Put
250W behind these, prop them on the
(large) meter bridge, or use an Ultimate
Support Stand right in front of the board,
and serious acoustic power will walk right
up and kiss you on the cheek. They'll do
it without hitting the excursion limits.
Leave the room for a plumbing break and
the speakers will still be cooking along
happily, not burning to a crisp. Generally
we're talking real bass and effortless highs
from a small box and a large diaphragm
high-power compression driver, and you
shouldn't take that lightly.

-a

REAL USE

the process of recording and mixing
a live 24 -track soundstage recording of a
high-power 5 -piece R &B band this past
summer, these little speakers provided the
R EP staff with all of the primary
monitoring functions required. In two of
the mixdown and sweetening facilities involved later on in the project, the MS-8's
were compared to and chosen over the
permanent, soffit -mounted, equalized
main monitors by everyone involved. The
Radians were more transparent, more predictable and easier to live with for extend-

on a meter bridge, or boxed into a corner.
Only the low bass wandered because of
coupling variations. In short, when noting

ed periods at higher levels than the highpriced spread. The resulting mixes translated more predictably. And that's what it's
all about.
The slightly elevated midrange noted
earlier was audible in the sessions, but
considered a plus, providing a final tape
with smoother (but not muted) mids and
a seemingly extended high and low end
when played on a range of consumer
speakers. Playing with the various mid and
high equalization switch settings allowed
flexibility enough to fit into any placement
scheme, whether free-standing in the air,

the characteristics of the speakers, they
translated very well into real -world music
product creation. That's as close to an endorsement as we'll get.

Editor's note: The manufacturer has notified us that by the
time this review hits the press, updated versions exhibiting smoother total frequency responses will have replaced
the units we tested, addressing the one reservation we have
about these speakers.
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SAMPLE THE FUTURE

By Laurel Cash-Jones

Now that the curtain has closed on the
AES for yet another year, it leaves us to

savor all the new and exciting(?) products
that were introduced (or re- introduced in
new packages) during this show. Despite
promises to the contrary, there were not
many "earth-shaking" new concepts at this
show. However, there were some clever
advancements in existing products.
An interesting side note: Most of the
manufacturers showing innovative products have been primarily involved in the
musical instrument business.
Laurel Cash-Jones is REP's editorial consultant and a Los
Angeles -based free-lance writer.

One of the things that impressed me was
the very quiet introduction of the Akai
S1100 stereo digital sampler. While it is
based on the popular S1000, it goes well
beyond it in some very significant ways.
How? First, aside from being a great sounding sampler (44.1kHz or 22.05kHz
selectable sampling rate) with 16-bit true
phase -locked stereo sampling (internal
processing is 24 -bit), it has an on -board
digital signal processor with various
reverbs, echo, chorus /flanger, and pitch
shifter.
Add to this a built -in SMPTE reader /generator with cue list programming,
a SCSI port for storing data to a hard disk
or magneto optical drive, a digital output
(XLR /EBU type II) and a standard memory of 2Mbytes (23.76 seconds of stereo
sampling time at 44.1kHz) and the capability to expand the memory up to
32Mbytes, which gives you more than

three minutes of stereo sampling time at
44.1kHz on- board.
Promised shortly (isn't it always ?), the
upcoming optional version 2.0 software release will even allow the 51100 to record
direct-to- optical disk in conjunction with
a 650 magneto optical disk drive. I am told
that 51000, S950 and S900 discs will play
back just fine on the 51100.
If this is true, I must heartily congratulate Akai, especially because obsolescence
is so rampant in this industry. (However,
I am surprised someone hasn't called this
a "Complete Digital Audio Workstation"!)
Circle

(101) on Rapid Facts Card

SPEAKING OF WORKSTATIONS

A new catch -phrase was coined at the

show: the "Personal Workstation." Watch
for it. This one will be more overused than
"Digital Audio Workstation" ever was.
Trust me. I hope whoever coined it gets
a royalty.
WHAT'S ALL THE NOISE ABOUT?

"The Hollywood Edge ...
the best sound effects library,
without a doubt!"
Oliver Stone, Director
(Born on the Fourth ofJuly, Platoon)
TION

Coming to quiet all the nasty noises in
the world is the CEDAR Sound Restoration System from Cedar Audio Ltd., Cambridge, U.K. An acronym for Computer Enhanced Digital Audio Restoration, CEDAR
was designed to work on various types of
signal degradation, such as broadband
noise, scratches, pops, thumps, buzzes and
hums.
CEDAR is said to be an easy -to -use system that extracts only the signal from the
program material and allows extremely
accurate control at each stage of the noise
reduction process and all in real time.
Don't you wish they made something to
quiet down the neighbor's lousy stereo
system?
Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card
NOW YOU CAN
MASTER TIME AND SPACE

Roland became a master of the spacetime continuum with the debut of its
Three-D Sound Localization System. I
have to say that this one really wowed the
crowd at the show.
Scheduled for a Spring 1991 release, the
Roland Sound Space (RSS) system is cornposed of two processors
binaural and
transaural. (If you need an explanation of
these terms, do some research; it is an important and impressive type of recording.)
The binaural processor converts the input
signal into signals resembling the L/R signals of typical binaural recording.

-

Listen for yourself-If you buy sound effects for your company,
Call us for a free Premiere Edition demo disc.
Call 800 -292-3155

I

n CA 213 -466 -6123

1060 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 700, Hollywood,

Circle (35) on Rapid Facts Card
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This allows the RSS to manipulate the
sound source in a 3 -D fashion as desired
by the engineer. However, when binaural ly recorded sound is reproduced through
a regular 2- speaker stereo system, the
right-channel sound, which should only be
heard by the right ear, will reach the left
ear as well; the left -channel sound will also
reach the right ear.
This is known as L/R aural crosstalk.
(This is why headphones are the most
common form of playback of binaural
recordings.) In order to eliminate this L/R
crosstalk, Roland included a separate
transaural processor in the RSS unit.
The basic components of the Roland
Sound Space Processing System include
the controller, the processor and two
A /D /A converters. This system incorporates four 24 -bit internal processing circuits in order for it to process up to four
sound sources simultaneously. The A/D
converter offers selectable sampling rates
of either 44.1kHz or 48kHz, and has selectable emphasis. It also features the use
of optical input /output terminals using the
AES /EBU (CP -340 Type 2) data format,
thus allowing connection to other signal
processing gear using this format.
The controller has two rotary knobs on
each of its four inputs. Most important,
they are used together to place the position of the sound source where you want
it to go. The first knob (called azimuth) allows you to move the sound from left to
right, and from front to rear. The second
knob (called elevation) allows you to move
the sound from front to rear, and from top
to bottom.
This is a truly remarkable system. You
must hear it to understand what it can do
for a standard 2- channel system, without
adding a surround sound decoder and
more speakers and amplifiers. It may become as common on CDs as Dolby
processing has for film.
Or it may become the Edsel of the sound
business. No one ever said that life was fair
or that the best technology wins. If it were
true, we would all be using Beta instead
of VHS to tape "Monday Night Football"
while we slave away in the studio.
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THE BES- JENSEN INPUT TRANSFORMER: THE JE -16 -B.
THE BES- OP -AF: THE 990 DISCRETE OP -AMP.
DC-SERVO

ELIMINATES ALL COUPLING CAPACITORS.

THE BES- JENSEN OUTPUT TFANSFORMER OPTION:

ILLUMINATED SWITCH SUTTON3.

JE- 11 -BM.

TFE

XLR CONNECTORS. GOLD OPTIONAL.
TWO METER OPTIONS. VU -1 SHOWN.
CUSTOM KNOB & PUSH BUTTONS.

TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER.
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY.

THE JUl-N HARDY COMPANY
P.O. Box AA631
Evanston. IL 60204

Telex: 910 -380 -4670

(708) 864 -E060

(JOHN HARDY CO)
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The $100,000 digital recording and
editing you want... for under $10,000
The MTU MicroSoundtm gives you multitrack digital audio -

to -disk recording with the editing power you have dreamed of.
Install it on your PC/AT computer, or purchase complete,
ready to use workstations. Graphically edit with precision,
moving instantly thru uncompressed multi -track files up to
..,.,
..,.1ñfl.;
.
!IOW, 11.111
94 stereo track minutes. Mix
entire files or segments, selected from up to 30 files.
+ETE110738011inta:taW trrte7rwvaIrnmm
The studio quality 16 -bit A/D
WINDOWS 3.0 BASED
and 18 -bit D /A, 64x and 8x
converters with linear phase filters and -110db noise floor
gives you true sonic purity for professional mastering.
.

,

61iVA/üriY,iV'
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Multitrack Audio on your PC/AT... Now!
Call, write or fax today
for your free brochure.

Micro Technology Unlimited
156 Wind Chime Court Raleigh, NC 27619

(919) 870 -0344

fax: (919) 870 -7163
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Harrison SeriesTen B console
The fully automated SeriesTen B can store
and retrieve all console settings in less
than two seconds, including the complete
reconfiguration of all operational
parameters. The console interfaces with
a Macintosh 1I-based hard disk automation
system, which offers save and recall, snapshot and dynamic automation of all major functions, including headphone and
monitor mixes. A new mix editor features
improved mix-merge utilities. The graphics system displays a 20Hz -20kHz graphic EQ curve, fader levels, compressor and
gate curve, panning and all bus assignments. Functions can be updated dynamically with a trackball or mouse.
Circle (104) on Rapid Facts Card

Martin America
Fl Series speakers
The Fl Series compact 2 -box system is a
smaller version of the F2 and is suitable
for venues that do not require the interchangeable rackmount facility of the F2
top box. The Fl top box features a potent
mid horn with a proprietary 12 -inch driver. High frequencies are reproduced by a
1.4 -inch exit titanium diagram compression driver, which combines low distortion
with enhanced high frequency clarity; the
combination has a nominal 65° horizontal coverage pattern. The dual driver low
end is housed in a ported enclosure the
same size as the top box to provide a compact system.
Circle (105) on Rapid Facts Card

Sennheiser MKH 60 P48
condenser mic

frequencies for accurate sound pickup at
a distance from the sound source. The
humidity-resistant mic is made of lightweight metal alloy construction and features 48V phantom powering.
Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Analog Devices
SSM-2125

decoder

The Dolby Pro -Logic Surround Sound
Decoder fully integrates an auto-balance
function, which provides dynamic correction of left -right input signal -level imbalances. The decoder combines all of the
core functions of a complete Pro-Logic system on a single chip, including active
decoding matrix, center mode control,
noise generator and auto -balance. The
SSM -2125 integrates up to 30 op -amps, 10
VCAs, a proprietary operational conveyor
amp, two dual- output rectifiers, two logdifference amps, comparators, random
logic and a digital noise source. The
decoder features a dynamic range of more
than 100dB and 0.015% total harmonic
distortion.
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WaveFrame CyberFrame -M

editing system

Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

Bec Technologies

Audioplex Elite
The 2 -way fiber optic snake system features 128 full bandwidth audio channels
each way, transformerless direct active inputs and outputs, high level oversampling
A/D and D/A converters, unlimited splits
and unlimited run lengths with no signal
degradation. Outputs can drive 10 volts
into a 6000 load. The fiber optic snake can
be run in sections, with armored cable required only in areas where crush protection is needed. Its modular design allows
it to be expanded in blocks of eight channels, up to 128 on a single fiber.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card

The MKH 60 P48's symmetrical push-pull
transducer with optimum resistive loading
results in an ultralinear frequency response. The capsule's low impedance allows it to drive a low- noise, Class A trans formerless output amp, which delivers a
1.3V balanced audio signal. The mic also
features frequency tailoring switches to
roll off low frequencies for eliminating
rumble and wind noise or to boost high

Neve DTC -2 console
Designed for CD master tape prep, the
DTC -2 Digital Transfer Console offers flexible and musical EQ and filtering sections.
A comprehensive automation system allows storage of all console settings so a
master can be remade with new settings
at any time. High and low pass filters offer a range of Q values, while the A/B
store allows comparisons between two settings. The D/A and A/D section with
matched anti-aliasing, anti -imaging filters,
allows remastering of analog tapes with
high resolution.

BSS DPR -901 EQ
The DPR-901 integrates parametric equalization with dynamic expansion and compression to provide four fully parametric
bands of frequency-selective expansion
and compression. A below- threshold control allows low -level expansion and lowlevel compression with downward expansion. Features include level- dependent
equalization, dynamic loudness contouring, mix enhancement, noise reduction
and broadcast limiting. Other capabilities
include transfer sweetening, souring,
softening and hardening, de-essing and deeffing. List price is $1,350.
Circle

(111)

on Rapid Facts Card

An economical version of the
CyberFrame -E, the M- version is an expandable multitrack disk recorder designed for music, radio and audio for video markets. Features include an edit
controller, EGA Monitor/Graphics adapter and modular disk recorder. If slaved to
a VTR, it provides internal digital ping ponging, intuitive scrub, locate and mark
editing, visual waveform display and synchronized virtual track management. Options include software packages for machine control and CMX- compatible list
management, printing of cue sheets,
editorial tools and a digital module with
10x6 -channel mixing, signal processing
and multi-format I/O.
Circle (110) on Rapid Facts Card

API 55OS EQ
Based on the original API 440 EQ circuit, the 550S features an extra band and
11 new frequencies, extending 28 over
four bands. All filter circuits feature a filter that is wider at minimum boost or cut
and then narrows to one octave at full
boost or cut to allow subtle tone adjustments over 30Hz to 20kHz. The LF and
HF bands can be switched from peaking
to shelving; the two mid bands are peaking only. The 5505 uses two API 2510 discrete op amps for input and output
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devices, allowing output levels in excess
of +27dBm.
Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card

3M 996

mastering tape

The 996 tape records at operating level +9
with little distortion and features a S/N ratio of 79.5dB. It also offers higher MOL and
improved signal-to -print characteristics.
The 996 is 100% laser- scanned for consistent end -to-end quality and is packaged in
a new TapeCare Library Box, which seals
out dust and humidity. Available in all

roll-off switch, pre -fader listening button
and full metering. Monitoring is achieved
through headphones or a headphone /mic
combination. Mixed output can be hardwired to a recorder and /or transmitted
wireless to the EM 20031TV or EK 2012 TV RF receivers. Body pacs or handheld

Community RS220

loudspeaker system

Circle (114) on Rapid Facts Card

Genelec 1033A studio monitor
The 1033A active monitor is designed for
use in small- and medium -sized control
rooms. A Directivity Control Waveguide
decreases the system's overall directivity
while optimizing its free field and reverberant characteristics. Driver protection is
included. Peak SPLs of 124dB /pair at 2m
can be produced. The 1033A uses 2x10 inch long -throw woofers, a 120mm midrange high- sensitivity cone driver and a
25mm metal dome tweeter. Overall frequency response extends from 37Hz to
22kHz, ±2dB in half space. Modules consist of two speaker enclosures and an amp
unit.

II multitrack, the
Series III can shuttle tape at speeds of up
to 2,400 feet in 82 seconds and is available in 24- and 16- channel /2 -inch versions.
An automatic shut -off function detects
tape load errors and an automatic sensing function prevents tape damage at the
end of reels. The Series Ill electronically
conforms its tensioning and ballistics to
reel sizes from 14 -inch metal to 7 -inch
plastic reels. The EC-101 internal chase
synchronizer allows the system to servo lock to a master source in forward and reverse at playspeeds from 0.2 -times to 2.5times normal playback.

An update of the MTR 90

Circle (116) on Rapid Facts Card

Sennheiser WM1 wireless mixer
The WM1 wireless mixer system consists
of a compact, battery- operated unit that
features one conventional hard-wired input for a dynamic or phantom -powered
condenser mic and four wireless UHF
receivers. Each channel includes a volume
control, bass and treble adjustments, bass
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try products.

Otani MTR 90 Series III

track and 1/4 -inch 2 -track formats. The
compact design is suitable for rack mounting or floor stand console configuration
with meter bridge. An optional chase synchronizer is available.

transmitters are available.

standard widths, the tape is bias compatible with 3M 226 and other indus-

Circle (115) on Rapid Facts Card

SMPTE /EBU time code. A plug-in assembly allows conversion between '/2-inch 2-

Harrison ARS -9 routing
switcher
The ARS-9 Audio Routing Switcher is a
transformerless, differential unit on inputs
and outputs. It may be fitted with up to
256 inputs and 256 outputs, which allows
a maximum of 65,536 switches; these
crosspoints are addressed using an 80C31
microcontroller running at 12MHz. Input,
output and switch cards plug into a 16 -slot
card cage with internal motherboard and
system power supply support for two input, four output and eight switch cards.
The card cage is fitted with standard 19inch rack -mount ears. The ARS-9 is suitable for stand-alone applications or integration as a subsystem with the Harrison
SeriesTen B Console.
Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card

The RS220 Series system consists of the
3 -way RS220 loudspeaker, VBS210 sub woofer and 220 System Controller. The
trapezoid-shaped loudspeaker enclosure is
141/4 x263/4x141/4 inches. Each speaker
weighs 77 pounds and is outfitted with
steel edges to accommodate flying attachments using cables or bolts. The RS220
operates from 100Hz to 18kHz and posts
power handling figures of 200W pink
noise /500W program; maximum output
is greater than 127dB at 1m. The subwoofer contains a pair of 10 -inch dual-spider
drivers that operate between 60Hz and
150Hz when used with the 220 System
Controller.

SSL SoundNet
The SoundNet Digital Audio Network system works in conjunction with Solid State
Logic's ScreenSound system to allow up
to seven operators to share and copy work
on multiple working disks, without the
need to download and upload projects.
SoundNet also provides central mass storage of audio and a database of all sound
clips, including those on optical discs not
currently in the drives. All operators have
immediate access to the central database
of clips using key word searches. All backup and restoration is performed as an off line function. Other features include 48
hours of hard disk storage and 56 channels of digital or analog audio playback.
Circle (126) on Rapid Facts Card

Panasonic SV-3900
DAT

recorder

Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card

Otani MTR-15 2 -track recorder
The MTR -15 has extensive microprocessor
computer control and automatic alignment of the record and reproduce
parameters. As an updated version of the
MTR-10, the MTR-15 is faster, more streamlined and comes with 12.5 -inch reels. A
'/4 -inch center track time code version of

the MTR-15 records and reproduces

0

sir

IMMI

The SV-3900 features a fully implemented
serial control interface for external remote

operation of all transport and programming modes that require few front -panel
controls. The standard 9 -pin serial port can
be switched to follow ES-Bus or P2 protocols. The recorder comes with a fullfunction remote control, which features a
standard keypad for entering PNO and
Start IDs, all transport controls and a shuttie wheel with a speed range from halftime to 15 -times play speed. Other features
include program, absolute and timeremaining displays and selectable
44.1kHz /48kHz sampling rates.
Circle

band parametric EQ with high pass, low
pass, shelving and automated level control; 32-bit data path with 24 -bit audio resolution; multi-channel digital I /Os and
sample rate conversion.
Circle (121) on Rapid Facts Card

DAR DASS 10
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Sonic Solutions Version 1.0
_

"-"

;`

1

Version 1.0 of the Sonic CD PreMastering
System combines 24 -bit recording, editing
and mixing into a single workstation. The
system uses a Macintosh II computer, Sonis Solutions' proprietary signal processing
hardware and magnetic computer disk

rl
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New England Digital
DSP Option
The DSP Option, designed as an add -on
mixing and digital signal processing module for PostPro and PostPro SD digital audio workstations, incorporates NED's MultiArc technology, which provides a
pathway for future multitasking and multiuser capabilities. The option offers onboard mixing capabilities, including 5-
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Digital Audio Research's DASS 100 Digital Audio Synchronizing System is a multifunction digital audio synchronizer., interface and processor. It performs sampling
frequency and digital audio format conversions, digital audio sample synchronization, DC removal, gain adjustment, digital audio mixing, time delay and digital

drives. Features include recording,
processing and playback of digital audio
at any word size between 16 and 24 bits,
the ability to record up to two channels
and play back up to four channels from
an optional erasable optical hard disk
drive with removable media, a vari -speed
function that permits time and pitch
changes in real time as sound is loaded
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onto the hard disk and an archiving program that allows for backup of work in
progress to 3/4-inch cassette, DAT tape or
recordable CD.

Hardware and
Software Updates

Circle (128) on Rapid Facts Card

NED EditView

Neumann TLM 50 pressure mic

update

New England Digital's Macintosh -based
EditView audio editing software now features direct lock machine control and new
display options such as the ability to view
program material on either side of the
head or tail of a cue, and cue in-and -out
points that can be adjusted on the fly. Precise cut /copy /paste edits can be performed from the EditView window. Editing on the NED PostPro workstations now
uses a point- and -click process.
Circle (130) on Rapid Facts Card

Otani Diskmix update

An update of the classic M 50 mic, the
TLM 50 uses transformerless electronic

circuitry that provides directional properties in the upper frequency range that are
comparable to a pressure gradient mic. In
the lower frequency range it operates as
a pressure transducer with a linear response. The aluminum diaphragm is
12mm in diameter and is mounted on a
40mm diameter Lucite sphere, which provides smooth transition into the pressure
buildup region for frequencies above
1000Hz and an even rise in the directional index as the frequency increases. Addressed from the side, the TLM 50 features
a -10dB switch and a switchable filter for
damping frequencies below 100Hz.
Circle (127) on Rapid Facts Card

Crown macro- Reference amp
The macro -Reference amp incorporates a
20 -bit digital range, multiple plug-in input
configuration, protection circuitry, LED
displays for input /output and a Signal
Process Indicator. Other features are front panel level controls and settings for two

Circle (133) on Rapid Facts Card

The new Diskmix 3 Film Moving Fader
Automation System displays cinematic
increments of feet and frames, which allows a sound mixer to work directly from
a film cue sheet or edit decision list. A conforming mode allows the mixer to adjust
entrance /exit points on audio sources/
tape machines while making additions or
deletions to the film during the post production process. The system provides the
speed of SMPTE-based tape transports
while preserving the system's ability to
perform in terms of full coat mag.

Hybrid Arts ADAP II Portable
The ADAP II Portable digital audio recorder/editor is coupled with a 4Mbyte laptop
computer that includes a backlit LCD display. Disk storage capacities of 210Mbytes
or 420Mbytes are available, allowing about
12 and 24 minutes of stereo recording
time, respectively. The system supports
AES /EBU and S/PDIF interfaces and has
SMPTE read /write capabilities. Optional
software packages include MIDI Performer and TimePage, an audio time -scaling
tool.

Circle (131) on Rapid Facts Card
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3M

archive package

The new TapeCard Library Box is designed to store the new 996 Analog
Mastering Tape, 3M's 275 digital audio
tape, 800 series mastering tapes and logging tapes. The box features a blowmolded, impact- resistant, double -wall,
lightweight plastic construction that seals
out dust and humidity. Four raised interlocking stacking buttons prevent slipping
and a built -in compact carrying handle
enables easy transportation. A hub support system allows upright storage and
eliminates cinches by letting the reel rotate freely in the case. Twin latches prevent accidental opening and a large spine
label area provides space for identification.

Audio Processing Technology

apt -X 100 update
Enhancements to the apt -X 100 Music
Coding System include the Auto -Sync
Mode, which now locks encoder and
decoder units in a satellite or transmission
link within an inaudible 50ms, without the
need for a dedicated Word Sync signal; an
automatic decoder that detects auxiliary
data within the digital information; and an
eight-channel De-multiplexer Mode, which
allows up to eight coder channels to be
multiplexed together for transmission over
a satellite, microwave or hardwire link.
Circle (138) on Rapid Facts Card

its bandwidth lies between 3Hz and
100kHz; ultimate damping capabilities are
rated in excess of 20,000 at 852. Convection cooling is assisted by on- demand
proportional -speed forced air. Suggested
retail price is $3,500.

QSC's model 1200 and 1400 power amps
have received UL listing. According to the
company, UL approvals will be a routine
part of new product design.

SSL G Series options
The G Series console can now be fit with
either the classic Bell EQ or the G Series
EQ. According to the company, some console users had been requesting a combination of both EQs, most notably Hugh
Padgham and Fran Filipetti. [See the August Letters for more information on this
issue
Ed.]

Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card
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input

sensitivities.

Operable in
bridged /mono or parallel /mono modes,

78

TAC consoles expansions
The Bullet recording version is now available in a 24/8/2 + 16 format; the ES8
serial interface works with the Bullet
10/4/2 AFV. The Magnum 24 -bus in -line
recording console includes a 4-band EQ
that may be split for simultaneous operation on channel and monitor signal paths,
an in-place solo with solo/Pfl operation
that is controlled by Master Status switching, fader reverse and discrete tape monitor input trim. The Scorpion II now features 35 standard configurations available
in four chassis sizes ranging from 16/8/2
to 32/16/2. The Scorpion II has an improved EQ section, including the addition
of switched midrange "Q's," a high pass
filter and a 15- segment LED meter.
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QSC UL listings

-

& Kjaer portable
R -DAT system

Bruel

and

S/PDIF

digital audio interfaces,

SMPTE time code and MIDI connectors for

synchronization and control capabilities;
and the SoundStage 2 track editing software, which has an onboard 4-band parametric equalizer with assignable bandwidths and center frequencies. Other
features include a realtime level meter and
spectral analysis for recording, a varispeed playback function for scrubbing and
SMPTE and MIDI triggering. Retail price
is $2,689.
Circle (129) on Rapid Facts Card

QSC EX 4000 power amp

The portable R-DAT recording /archiving
system, which comes in a lightweight
Zero/Halliburton flightcase, is built upon
two Bruel & Kjaer Type 4006 omnidirectional mics and the Panasonic SV255 portable R -DAT recorder. Accessories include
stereo mount, 2- channel P -48 power supply, UA-0777 nosecones, battery and battery charger. The system meets FAA airline size regulations for carry -on luggage.
List price is $6,200.
Circle (124) on Rapid Facts Card

Agfa R -DAT cassettes
designed for
archiving studio and field applications. A
dark gray carrier features non -slip bubbling and a retractable hook for storage.
Two cassettes fit into the tension -grip casing inside the carrier. The smooth base foil
has been coated with pure metal particle
pigments to provide high packing density. Tapes are available in 60- , 90- , and
120- minute lengths.
R-DAT Digital Audio Tape is

Circle (125) on Rapid Facts Card

Turtle Beach Systems
mastering system

Previously known as the MX 4000, the EX
4000 is a 3 -rack space amp that features
input connectors mounted on a removable module, which allows for interface
with control systems as they develop. The
rear panel features 5 -way binding posts
outputs, XLR /barrier strip inputs and
three Neutrik Speakon jacks. List price is
$1,998.
Circle (137) on Rapid Facts Card

Publications
Lexicon newsletter
Lexicon has just published the first issue
of Digital Domain Digest, a four -page
newsletter covering a variety of topics on
digital audio technology. The newsletter
will include application articles, technical
discussions and current news about recent
developments at Lexicon. The newsletter
is published quarterly and is mailed free
upon request.
Circle (140) on Rapid Facts Card

Digidesign textbook
"Random Access Audio," by Dave Huber,
is a textbook covering the basics of digital audio recording. It is available directly from Digidesign for $4.95.
Circle (139) on Rapid Facts Card
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Lexicon application notes
The 56K Digital Recording System consists
of the 56K -PC Digital Signal Processor
card, which provides access to the computer's hard disk for recording and playback; the 56 -D Digital Audio Interface,
which provides connections to AES /EBU

Lexicon is offering eight, free application
notes for owners of Lexicon PCM -70 and
LXP -5 digital effects systems and the MRC
MIDI Remote Controller. The notes feature
discussions about technique and step -bystep procedures to explain how Lexicon
systems can be used more effectively.

process your
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Continued from page 60
cently to solicit my opinions regarding
modular, boxed loudspeaker systems. He
was reticent to spend his capital on re-

shelf, that the concert sound business
could only dream about 10 years ago. The
modular, roadworthy enclosures can provide a certain level of sound quality and

search and development time besides the
cost of plywood and transducers. He was
hoping to be able to buy multiples of a full range speaker system from a manufacturer, have instant gratification and somehow
know his decision was right.
"It's hard to decide;" he noted. "There
are nearly half a dozen options for boxes
that fit my needs ... that are trapezoidal,
have hanging hardware, are pre- fitted with
multipin connectors and offer roughly the
same coverage pattern. How can I tell
which is the best value for the dollar?"
Personally, I think that the development
of a variety of speaker system products
from such manufacturers as Apogee, Eastern Acoustic Works, Electro- Voice, JBL,
Martin, Meyer, Renkus -Heinz and others
is fantastic. These companies are offering
pre -built products, ready to be used off -the-

ease of transportation that is very important.
However, perhaps the most overlooked
aspect of purchasing and using multiple
full -range speaker system enclosures has
to do with the arraying aspects of the boxes when combined. How do the lows, mids
and highs in each smaller box combine
as a larger array to present a coherent
whole- system wavefront? What sort of
coverage pattern control exists as the
identical boxes are combined in different
numbers and arrangements?
Most of us audition speaker systems singly or in pairs. Sometimes, we have a
chance to compare Brand A and B to
Brand C in the same place at the same
time. But rarely do we get a chance to
compare arrays of one type of enclosure
with another. The logistics and schedul-

INTRODUCING THE NEW

30-

ing difficulties make this type of learning
experience all too rare.
To their credit, some speaker system
manufacturers have undertaken extensive
measurement and testing projects in an attempt to provide meaningful data for their
end -users. Apogee has made a 3 -ring bind-

er available to designers and consultants,
which gives actual 2- and 3 -box interactive array data on the company's modular speaker enclosures. Both JBL and Meyer presented AES papers last year on array
measurement projects. Renkus-Heinz
offers proprietary software that will predict coverage patterns of its boxes when
used in combination.
The system assembler or purchaser who
is considering using multiples of today's
modular full-range speaker enclosures will
want to take full advantage of any such
resources, and learn to interpret them, if
the overall performance and efficiency of
a large system is of concern.
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TIME CODE
GENERATOR
CHARACTER
INSERTER
READER

Store your DAT tapes in a

EBU
MIDI
SMPTE
24 FRAME

beautiful, contemporary
wall/table mountable unit
that holds up to 60 tapes.

Converts between any
format.

AVAILABLE IN SOLID OAK

AND DESIGNER FINISHES

"Window Dubs" time
code on video
Regenerates and Jam Syncs to
existing code

ALSO AVAILABLE:

DAT Custom

RS -422 Serial Control
GPI Output (General Purpose Interface)

User Bits
XLR and RCA Connectors
Color Frame

FAST
FORWARD

For information or to order 1r

$1495

Call your local dealer or contact us at:

Irvine,, CaliforniaC927 4

Flight Cases

TEL:

Fax:

818.783.9133
818.783.9318

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 13444 Moorpark St.,

Suite 23, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

tt (714) 852 -8404
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FOR SALE

"The Very Best In Used Equipment"
MCI 556C-LM/AF 48 Inputs $39,500
VU /PK/DC Reading Light Meters
4 Band EQ, 6 Sends, 32 Buss
Spectra -Vue, 8 Returns (4 Automated)
8 VCA Groups, 2 Independent Sides
Configuration: 16 Inputs, 8 Blanks, Mastersection 32 Inputs

EXCELLENT CONDITION

BLEVINS

AUDIO
EXCHANGE

INC.
Nashville's Only Full Service
Professional Brokerage Company

Just One Example of the Quality Equipment We Have In Stock...
Call for more listings!
615- 242 -0596 /FAX 615- 242 -0599

Ask for Randy Blevins, John McClure, or Marty McClantoc
Circle (50) on Rapid Facts Card

Stamp Out SCR
Buzz. Forever.
COMPLETE TAPE
RECORDER REPAIR
OVERHAULING,
ALIGNMENT, &
RESTORATION
FOR OTARI, AMPEX,
TEAC, SCULLY, REVOX,
FOSTEX, & NAKAMICHI
MR -1 & MR -2
OVER 10 YEARS

EXPERIENCE
LARGE PARTS
DEPARTMENT
SPECIALIST IN OTARI
CAPSTAN MOTOR
REBUILDING &
RESURFACING

(215) 426 -6700
1020 N.Delaware Ave.

Philadelphia PA

*WILLIAM STARR*

-

DISTRIBUTORS

when far from SCR
Diff amps may work
dimmers and RFtransmitters. When you're up
close, you'll need a good transformer.

Wholesale Prices To
Retail Stores For...
Atlas
Shure
Audiotechnica
West Penn Wire
Teac
Many others

jensen transformers
I

N C O R P O R A T E D

CALL THE "STARR"

10735 Burbank Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 91601
FAX (818) 763 -4574 Phone (213) 876 -0059
TELEX 6502919207 MCI UW

*800-247-0040*

(Mon -Thurs, 9am -5pm Pacific time)
Circle (51) on Rapid Facts Card
Classified Advertising is available by the column inch (Classified Display): $35 per inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1" minimum, billed at 1/4" increments thereafter. 10" maximum per ad. Blind ads (replies sent to REP for forwarding) $25 additional. Reader Service number
$25 additional. Ads 4" and larger will receive a free reader service number and your company's
name listed in the Advertiser's Index. Spot color (determined by magazine) $150 additional. No agency
discounts are allowed for classified advertising.
Contact Renée Hambleton, 913-8884664, for information on frequency and pre -payment discounts,
or to place your classified ad. Or send your order and materials to:
Renée Hambleton

REP
9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.

FOR SALE
214 Lincoln St.
Suite 103C
ENGINEERING Boston, MA 02134

db

WE NEED YOUR CLEAN
USED 24 TRACK !!!

The oldest broker on the East Coast

American Pro Audio

Otani & Tascam authorized service

!

24+ Tracks; Studer A800, $34K; A80, $19K; MCI JH24, $20K; JH16/24, $14K; Mitsubishi X-850, call; Otani
MX -80, MTR90, call. SSL 4040E /G w/32, $125K; 4048E/G & more, CALL. NEVE 8128, 48 in w/Necam, CALL;
8048, $75K. CALL for prices on Amek, API, Trident. Otani 5050B $1.5K; Pultecs, CALL; Adams -Smith 2600
system, $5K; Zeta Ill, $2.2K; Neumann U89, $1.4K; KM84, $275; TUBES: TELE 251, call; AKG C12, call; AKG
C12A, $1.5K; Neumann M49, call; C-414EB/BULS from $500. New specials on Summit Audio tube EC) &
compressors, Eventide, Aphex, Tannoy, Milab, AKG & Adams -Smith. dbx noise reduction in stock.

(617)

782 -4838

List Your For -Sale Items Free !!

fax (617)

782 -4935

The Studio POP Filter
fi

ÍIì Ltsuc,!

A Great Improvement on a Good Idea!
Open up the sound of your vocals
and voice avers without annoying
"POPS" ruining your best take!

Audio CJ ransformers

Standard mic stand
adaptor with threaded
brass insert

Reichenbach Engineering Co., Inc.

One piece plastic rims,

5" diameter -in sky blue

Only

$2400
With optional
Clamp and
Gooseneck

or black
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

54495
plus shipping

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612 -481 -9715

6887 Farmdale Avenue - Building 10

North Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 765 -6040

Circle (58) on Rapid Facts Card

Highly Modified Harrison

"I am the inferior of any man whose rights
I trizmpk under foot." Horace Greeley

MR -2 Console.
Used by many top artists.
HARRISON MR -2

Sony /MCI Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
Beyer Roland Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

Mini Lease Program
New or used, trade-ins 24 -60
months with buyout option
$5K -25K no financials
required min. 2 yrs in business.

1- 800 -333 -2172

Attack

Noise Now!
MARKERFOAM r "ACOUSTIC FOAM

GIANT

SPECIFICATIONS:

R IiabIQ

1.

2.
3.

No Fancy Ads

Just Good Service & Prices
AIE Major Lines

4.
5.

6.

704 375 8662 Ext 737

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Portable Sound Panels

12.

Isolate specific areas
Many sizes and options
Panels start at $19.95/ea
Complete w /foam

IslandLincoln
Cases
Ave., Holbrook, N.Y.

13.

MODIFICATIONS:

Write for free catalog

=------ 1m-- - - - - -a
1121 -I

800-343-1433

11.

11741

INLINE 56INPUT/56 MONITOR
48 BUSS
CAPABLE OF 166 INPUTS TO THE MIX
BUSS (56 with EO and aux send, 110 with
level and pan)
8 AUX SENDS PER I/O
1 STEREO CUE SEND PER I/O
2 STEREO FOLDBACK SENDS
4 2TRK RETURNS
4 AUXILIARY RETURNS
4 EFFECTS RETURNS
LED BAR GRAPH METERS
FULL PATCH BAY
56 CHANNEL MASTER MIX VCA DISC
BASED AUTOMATION SYSTEM
PRODUCERS DESK

Mix secton is non VCA Jensen Twin Servo custom design from the summing amps to the final balanced output stage.

Please Contact Steve Burdick at
(213) 851 -9800

54 "x54"

$19.99
Per Sheet!!

Blue
or
Grey
KILL NOISE QUICK! Soundproof studios, rehearsal spaces,
vans, rooms with super -effective, E -Z mount, 2" thick studio
gray or natural blue (specify color). Markerfoam offers outstanding sound absorption qualities. Immediate shipping. Add $3.50:
sheet shipping. NYS residents add 7% tax. MCIVisa /Amex/
COD /Check /Terms. 3 -Inch sheets also available at $29.99.

MARKERTEK BLADE TILESHIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW, LOW COST!
$2.99 per tile, 16x16x2"

America's best acoustic tile
value, only from Markertek!
Charcoal. Also available 16x
16x3" as shown $3.99 each.

MARKERSTIK'

foam adhesive

Works with any standard
caulking gun. Mounts up to
50 square ff. $3.80 per tube.

ENDLESS WORDADVERTISING PROMOTIONS
O.E.M., DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS WANTED
ENDLESS CASSETTES & TELEPHONE ON -HOLD SYSTEMS

MADE IN U.S.A.- -OUR 14th YEAR
Clear case allows visual inspection of tape & splice
Call and hear the audio
clarity of our new On -Hold telephone line adapter in combination with our HoldA- Cal' Endless cassette player, also inquire about our new volume distributor
pricing on endless cassettes and On -Hold equipment.

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
P. O. Box 1347
San Francisco, CA 94101
Fax: (415) 387 -2425
(415) 221.2000

aismemmemlalreillIM
4011111111Mereserner908111P

Get our FREE 150 -page catalog of
over 3,000 exclusive and hard -tofind supplies for audio & video.

800- 522-2025
(In NY 914 -246 -3036)

America's most unique
catalog for audio & video!

MARKERTEK
17
Sau

NewUYork 1247

USA

VIDEO SUPPLY

Circle (52) on Rapid Facts Card
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FOR SALE, con't.

THINKING ABOUT A
DIGITAL WORKSTATION
WITH UP TO 64 TRACKS ??

Lync LN1000ILN4 Jan Hammer, world class strap on MIDI controllers.
Lync software/hardware customizing, Factory Authorized Earthwide Lyric
Dealer, DAw/WS7,VSR/T1/2/3/S3, 070/S770/MV30/PC200, 1577/3077/55/22,
VOCE /DMI -6411, Proteus2/XR/PRO1 +, DPM3/DPMV3, EPS16 +/VFXSDII1S01.
XR10 /S1000 /PB/KB. BullitPruf keybags. Dals, All Brands

GET YOUR CA
TOGETHER

Automated Vintage Hotline 9PMBAM EST
BUY/SELL/TRADE, IMPORT/EXPORT/DISTRIBUTION
CANADA /JAPAN /WORLDWIDE SALES/DELIVERY.

db now offers digital workstations and hard -disk
recording. Digital Dynamics PRO -DISK 464
for 4 -64 channels. The Spectral 16 with 8 or 16
tracks & true DIGITAL MIXDOWN I!! Or start
under $10k w/ 2 track DigiDesign SoundTools for
the Apple Macintosh computer. Used Macs, too

CHARLIE SOLAK KEYS /TOUR /STUDIO
133 MYRTLE AVENUE, JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790

607-770 -9542
Custom
Cases

Acoustic
Foam

Custom
Stands

Studio
Furniture

!

db ENGINEERING
Phone

(617) 782 -4838

Fax

(617)782-49 35

PINED AUDIO
Label Size 3 -1/2"

x

1

PACKAGESOF3,10& 100

5) 861-6011

CASSEITE LABELS

FAX: (415) 334-9511

1NIEL

1002 Labels per package

All rights reserved.

TUBE DIRECT
Walter Becker, George Massenberg,
Hugh Padgum, Stanley Clarke, Niko
Bolas, Ocean Way Recorders A &M
Records, Clint Black, Bonnie Raitt,
Lyle Lovett, Brian Ahern, Jackson
Browne, Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young, Val Garay, Chet Atkins, Pete
Anderson, The Complex, Ry Cooder
Eddie Van Halan, Sting, & The Who

WHY NOT YOU?
THE TUBE DIRECT IS SIMPLY THE
BEST SOUNDING DIRECT BOX MADE!
ALSO NOW AVAILABLE THE

cellent condition, $4200, Stereo Nagra top condition $6500, KAT 15-2 $125, Schoeps CMC4 amplifiers $300, Schoeps capsules: Bi- directional,
cardioid, omni -card, switchable, omni, speech
cardioid; Tobin 59.94 crystal $125, AEA M -S box
$275, T-feed power supplies, Sony TCD -5 w/60 htz
crystal $800, Neuman KM86 $500.
718 -387 -4238

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE
FOR ANYTHING AUDIO...

aurico chicago,

7206 W Grand Ave

WHO USES THE

Patent #4700432

Circle (54) on Rapid Facts Card

of

Elmwood Park, IL 60635
708/456 -0003

Nagra 4.2 cosmetic problem, $3300, Nagra 4.2 ex-

O. Box 77394
Nan Francisco, CA 94107

-5/8"

Colors Available
Matte White
Assorted Colors
& Parchment

T
1

Request Catalogue 800 -343 -1433, 516 -563 -0633
Island Cases, 1121 -20 Lincoln Ave., Holbrook NY 11741

...when we carry a full range of professional audio and
video equipment to match every application and budget.
With a focus on personal service, and competitive pricing
we can help you get the job done easily S cost-effectively.
Put our team to work for you and start saving time and
money today!
Take a look at some of our high quality lines...
AIWA -RDAT

ALPHA AUDIO AKG AMPEX TAPE APHEX
ART AUDIO -KINETICS BSS BRUEL & KJAER
COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND DDA DIC DAT
DRAWMER EAW EVENTIDE GEPCO HAFLER HARDY
HILL AUDIO JOSEPHSONS ENGINEERING JUICE GOOSE
KLARK -TEKNIK MACKIE DESIGNS MILAB MOGAMI
MRL NEOTEK PINC LINC RANE SENNHEISER
SONY SUMMIT AUDIO
SOUNDMASTER SOUNDTRACS
SYMETRIX TANNOY T.C. ELECTRONICS TUBE -TECH
TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS VALLEY WHITE
CALL FOR PRICES ON OUR NEW

USED EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

DRAWMER M500
DRAWMER DS201 GATES $ 759
DRAWMER 1960 STEREO TUBE MIC PRE /COMP $ 2450
DYNAMICS CONTROLLER $2K -DEMO TUBE -TECH PET B, MIA, NOW IN- STOCK! SOUNDTRACS MRX
28x8x16 w /PB SOUNDTRACS PC MIDI 24 NEOTEK ELAN 32x24x32 w /PB $33,975
USED SPECIALS NEVE 806832x24 -Col
(2) NEVE 2254 /A COMPRESSORS-CALL NEOTEK44x24 w/PB $48K
TRIDENT TSM 48x24W/ MOVING FADERS S80K (2) TAC SCORPIAN 32x8x16 w /bays 5 12.5k TAC SCORPIAN
NEOTEK SERIES 16x8x16 54K TASCAM M600 32x16x32 wbays $12.5k (3)TASCAM
36x12x24 w/bays $16K
MS-16 PKGS START to $5K FOSTEX B16D $4K TASCAM 38 w /dbx S1 .7k (2)OTARI MX- 8024 -TRK S234( &(Unused)
526K SONY APR 5003 (200 HRS.)58K (2)AMPEX ATR -102 55 -7K TASCAM ATR-60 /16(LOW HRS.) -S11K STUDER
A80 24TRK 522K AMS AUDIOFILE(LOADED) $55K DOLBY SR-24 CHNL 521 K (2) U47 TUBE 5 CALL AKG TUBE
CALL FOR USTINGS Ill
S1 9k(new)
1

TUBE MIC PRE -AMP
See Hugh Padgum interview
June 1990 issue REP

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION/
INNOVATIVE AUDIO SYSTEMS

(213) 470 -6426
Circle (53) on Rapid Facts Card

THE DIGITAL AUDIO SOURCE

anything audio
professional audio and video systems
Equipment Sales
LIST

System Design

Installation

YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT WITH US TREE,"

617 -426 -2875
FAX 617-426 -2763

CALL,

63 MELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA 02210

Circle (55) on Rapid Facts Card
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FOR SALE
NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT

WORLD "S LARGEST SELECTION
OF USED EQUIPMENT

LARGEST SELECTION OF MULTITRACK
RECORDERS AND CONSOLES

TRIDENT, AMEK /TAC MAGNUM, AND
SCORPION H, SOUNDTRACKS, AKAI,
ADAM, TASCAM M3500, DIGIDESIGN
SOUND IDOLS, PANASONIC SV3700
DAT, OPCODE, VIDEO TIMEPIECE, TASCAM DA-30 DAT, STUDER-DYAXIS,
EVENTIDE H3000SE, ADAMS SMITH
ZETA3, ROLAND /AKAI SAMPLERS

OCEAN AUDIO'S DATA BASE LIST'S OVER 310

CONSOLES,15.32T'S, 73- 24T'S, 97 -2T'S AND
THOUSANDS OF PIECES OF OUTBOARD GEAR,
VIDEO ,P.A AND FILM EQUIPMENT.
.

-

YOU REALLY MUST CALL US, IF
YOU ARE EVEN THINKING OF
BUYING USED GEAR!

STUDIO PACKAGE SPECIALISTS
EXPERIENCED STAFF/UNEQUALED SERVICE

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO

(602) 267-0600

PHONE OCEAN AUDIO INC.
(213) 459 -2742 OR FAX (213)454 -6043

OPUS
CALL OPUS FOR ... MICS
AKG C- 4148/ULS,
NEUMANN U87aZ
BEYER M -740C
and used microphone listing

CALL OPUS FOR ... SPEAKERS
JBL 4400 Series Monitors
TANNOY Control Room Monitors
UREI 800 Series Studio Monitors

CALL OPUS FOR ... AKAI
A -DAM 12 Track

..®

Digital Recorder

DD1000 4 Channel Optical Disk
S-1000 Samplers

DEMO

Cal-

CALL OPUS FOR ...
SHARP XV -100 Video Projection
PANASONIC Pro -Video
SOUNDCRAFT Consoles

More from Blevins Audio Exchange Inc.
Neumann U87/Z- $1,300, AKG 414 DB -$650,
Neumann Used 67 Tube- $2.5K, API 550
EQ's-$600, Studer A-80 2 &4 TKs, Custom API
32 Input Console, Studer A-80 24 TK, Steinway
6'8" Grand, Steinway 9' Concert D, AKG CA24
Tube Mic. Lots More Equipment in Studio
Packages.
Call Randy or Marty- 615/242 -0596

SPECIAL
PRICES
MONTH
ALL

USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT

CALL FOR THE NEW TAPE CATALOG

OPUS

MILAM AUDIO

4262 Grand Avenue, Gurnee, IL 60031
1-800-522-6787 For Orders
1- 708 -336 -6787 Information

THE SOURCE"
SINCE 1967

///%/% i/IdiII

Ask for

The "DATAFILE"
Equipment reviews, buying guide, new & used
deals. Chicago's source for Otan multitracks & consoles, AKAI DD 1000, Lexicon 300, Meyer monitors & processing, PRODISK Eventide H3000KS,
Summit, Tannoy, Neumann, API, Soundcraft, Sony
& Panasonic DAIS, J.L. Cooper, Adams -Smith, &
Timeline.

Chicago's Leading
Pro -Audio Dealer

CONSOLES
MULTI -TRACKS
MONITORS

D.A.T.
AMPS
EFFECTS
MICS
USED EQUIPMENT
1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554

(309) 346 -3161
800 -334 -8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431

"World Class"

Tapes
Duplicating

.&

Agla

708 -339 -8014
Digital Audio Tape (D.A.T.) In Stock
Analog Tape, Audio Accessories
Phnna In ( briar Chin Ca ma flau
Great Quality

-

Great Price

On -Shell Printing

Call us at

(800) 365 -0669
...to

TUCSON, ARIZONA

-

COME

CLOSER

magnificent mountains, manicured gardens and luxurious Mediterranean Living. RECORD in your own state -of -the art 830 S/F, 24 tk studio. RELAX
in over 3500 S/F of living space: 4 BR, 4B 2 Yr -old house on its own fully- fenced,
VERY PRIVATE acre w/self -cleaning and solar heated pool and spa.

PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE SALE. ..ONLY $425,000!!!
For Video and Brochure Call: Dick Kidder (Broker) 602 -795 -4200 or 602 -622 -1456.
Arlette or Pierre (owners) 602 -749 -3944 or 749 -8477

for prices on tapes & duplicating

World Class Tapes
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators
670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669 (within Michigan)
Circle (57) on Rapid Facts Card
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FOR SALE, con't.

FINANCING
No

Smooth texture

Non -glare

ridges

Black finish

Standard microphone threads

'((
A

K.TM

MODEL

LENGTH

SUGGESTED LIST

R -10
R -16

10"
16"

R -20

20"

$12.95
$16.95
$18.95

Product of

STUDIOWORKS
Rccordini4 & Broadcast Equipment

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE
AKG

JUL /UREI

RAMSA

ALLEN &
HEATI1

LEXICON
NEUMANN

IOSTEX

OTARI

SENNIIEISER
SOUNDTRACS
VALLEY INT'L

Over 70 Professional Lines!

SONY
Professional Audio
(800)438 -5921
(704)375 -1053
Sony used & demo sale
tiony 3036 loaded 32/twit-auto. $52K to /ttarranly.
Amy 3036 funded 116 tckwtu 6, hard drive. 475K.

AC- CETERA, INC.
3120 Banksville Rd., P.O. Box 8070, Pittsburgh, PA 15216
1- 800 -537-3491 Fax 412- 344 -0818

YOUR BEST BUY IS USED

Ex -Oscar Peterson, 16 x 8 recording, 8 PRO5, 8 PROS w /updated
amps, Remix option, 6 LED option,
NTP peak meter, patch bay, flight

22301 CASS AVE.

WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 348-4977
FAX: (818) 704.7031

PCP
FILTERS
An absolute necessity
for every studio
$49.95 includes screen,
clamp, gooseneck and shipping

TO APPLY OR REQUEST

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON
IOW

case. $9,000.

"

(800) 342 -2093

EXCHANGE

cov'ó so

FAX: (214) 235 -5452

Hank (916) 284 -6929

LFCI

EQUIPMENT WANTED
BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS
AND CONSOLES

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO
(602) 267-0600

tr,''

VIDEO /AUDIO /BF

Buy

Sell

Consign
STDRE,INC

Service

Over 3000 items
in

Burbank.

inventory
CA

818.845 -7000

Equipment Leasing
o
o

$50,000 with credit app. only

Provides:
Off- balance sheet financing
Tax benefits
C All types of equipment
o Nationwide
o Dealers welcome
We specialize in A/V equipment
Call

:

(216) 882 -6503

New York. N.Y. 212.268 -8800

Circle (59) on Rapid Facts Card

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
SYE MITCHELL SOUND

NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL

CUSTOM MIDAS CONSOLE

BROADCAST

FOR OVER 10 YEARS

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED FOR
TRANSACTIONS UNDER $35,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2,000 TO $200,000

(Custom sizes
available)

"No Creak" Gooseneck

Ac-cetera

EQUIPMENT FINANCING
"LOANS BY PHONE"

AVAILABLE AT
REDUCED PRICES
Audio + Design Research; Audio Kinetics 0- locks, Pacers, & var. interfaces; B
& O; BGW; Calrec mics; Cipher Digital;
Dolby 365F; Dynex; Eventide H969; Harrison Pro 7; Hill amps; HME wireless;
Dyaxis; KRK; MDB; Micmix; Orban; Sony
wireless, MXP2000; Soundcraft 200 BNE;
SMPL; Valley 610; White x- overs; & lots
of used gear.
WESTLAKE AUDIO / (213)851 -9800

FOR RENT OR SALE
Soundcraft 800B 40x8x8x2
Will Deliver
Call Greg Flynn
Ray Pro Sound
1902 Wharton Rd.
Jenkintown, PA 19046
215-885 -8885

EQUIPMENT WANTED
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
3M79 24 track as new, with 3M modes and new
heads, $13.5K. Amek matchless 40.36x24
with 40 channel MEGA Mix automation, 11/2
yrs. old.

Call for current list:

Bob Yauger (315) 733 -7237

WANTED
NEVE- SSL- APITELEFUNKEN-SONY
NEUMANN-OTARI- MCI -PULTEC -URIE -AMS
OR ANY USED CONSOLE, TAPE MACHINE,
VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT
TO SELL-CALL ANYTHING AUDIO

617- 426 -2875

Call or Write for Free Brochure

rum

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635

POPPER STOPPERS
P.O. Box

6010 -658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Brand New 19" ADC
tt Patchbay Panels
Balanced /normalled, 144 points each.
Cost $300-Sell $175 each, 2 for $300 or

3 for $400.

Call Roger Cordell
(818) 763 -8301

Wanted: Dead or alive

Pultec, ITI, Lang, Sontec EQs. Telefunken,
Neumann, AKG or RCA mics. UREI, dbx, UA,
Teletronix, Fairchild limiters and other gear.
Boxes or tubes; API or Neve consoles and old
guitars.

Dan Alexander

5935 Market St.

415 -644 -2363

Oakland, CA 94608

Fax 415 -644 -1848

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

SERVICES

DISC MAKERS
f
Cassette
1

Duplication
Record Pressing
CD Replication
Video Duplication

ALIGNED AUDIO INC.
S

ìPER QUALITY
Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication

911

Real Time and High Speed

Complete

Cassette Duplication
Direct On-Shell Imprint in Colors

pct

Packages

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1-800-468-9353 (In PA: 215-232-4140)

DISC MAKERS
1326 North 4th Street
Philadelphia, PA 10019

COMPLETE PACKAGES

ú
onFAX

Call Today for your Free Catalogue

1
1

1

á3O0 -669-6561
718-7 88-6 9 6 9

718-4 9 9-0 4 21

Circle (60) on Rapid Facts Card

LOUDSPEAKERS -EXCLUSIVE

JBL

Factory Authorized Center
Professional -High Fidelity
Warranty /Non Warranty Repair. Four
Day Turnaround For Stocked Kits. All
Work Done By Factory Trained
Technicians.

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Broad Run Rd.. Dowingtown, PA 19335 (215) 383 -1083

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST!
For all your duplication needs
C-Zeros. V- Zeros.
Norelco Box & Library Cases.

Audio & Video Pancakes.
Bulk Leaded Audio & Video Tape.
Box 23462, Oakland CA 94623

.C.

sew
Includes
remote
patchbay.

T.C. 1210 spatial ex.

Publison Infernal 90
AMS S-DMX

24 hr.
service

AMS RMX-16

Eventide SP 2016
Lexicon 480L
&

7

days

a

week

Manuals

STUDER

REVOX

for$300 a day
or $1200 a week!
All

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing all open reel and
cassette tape recorders, CD players, and other
Studer /ReVox equipment. Over 12,000 units
serviced Nationwide since 1978. Fast 48 -72
hour service w /90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing & head
relapping service. New & used machines
available w /warranty. Visa /MC.
STUDIO -SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr., #100

(That's $171.43

a

day!)

Call for advance bookings today

(818)345 -4404
Encino. CA

Schaumburg, II 60173
Phone: (708) 843 -7400

Circle (61) on Rapid Facts Card

FAX: (708) 843 -7493

415 451 -3772

MAGNETIC

RECORDING

HEADS- RELAP /REPLACERCA MICROPHONES -Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
35 yrs. experience with RCA.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ
08071. (609) 589 -6186.

<New

Eventide H -3000 SE
2290 (32
T.C. 2290 (32 sec.)

480L Larc

V.S. INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O.

TOTAL EFFECT

A

MENT for Audio, Video, Time
Code, Duplication. 29 years of
head design experience. IEM,
350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, IL
60067; tel (708)358 -4622.

The Nation's #1 Co. for
Live Console Rentals:
ATI Paragon -* *NEW!!!
Gamble EX56, HC40, SC32

Ramsa 852, 840
Scorpion & II

TAC

I

Yamaha 3000. 1800
Yamaha 2800, 2408M
Soundcraft 800, TOA RX -7

+ other console models!

`MacPherson LPM monitor rigs /'R -DATs

'Intersonics SDL-5 subs / 'various

EFXs

HI TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS
Long & short term 415 -726 -2428

DUPLICATION SERVICES
EUROPADISK!L°TD.
MASTERING

/

MANUFACTURING

Cassettes
Compact Disc
Printed Graphics
Vinyl Records
Digital Mastering Studios
The U.S. most complete facility with a
20 -year reputation for the finest quality.
Call for our information -packed brochure.

EUROPADISK, LTD.
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
(212) 226 -4401 FAX (212) 966 -0456

ADVANCED
AUDIO

CASSETTE TEK, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN PROMOTIONAL
CASSETTES FOR

ARTISTS-PRODUCERS-AGENCIES
Highest quality custom blanks audio and
video VHS cassettes
Duplication of audio and video
EMBOSSED on- cassette printing using
the PRINT RITE system
Direct mail services
Reasonable pricing
Fast service

1605 THOMASTON AVE.
WATERBURY, CT 06704
TEL. (203) 757 -4848
FAX (203) 756-8585

As,
Pro Audio Rentals
Digital Recorders
Analog Recorders
Dolby Noise Reduction
Outboard Processing Gear

Competitive Rates
Well- Maintained EgJipment
Exceptional Service & Support

(818) 985 -6882
11120

Weddington St.,

IN

Hollywood. CA 91601

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

Cassettes

AS EASY AS

..

.

REAL TIME DUPLICATION

© HIGH

SPEED (DUPLICATION

CUSTOM BLANKS

INTRODUCING:
Full Service Digital Editing

and CD Compilation

The Professional Edge in

Cassette Duplication
Each order
custom personalized
to fit your budget
and your total needs
- Realtime
Replication

DAT

for large mid -west Jingle and Audio
Post House. Must have wide variety
of contemporary styles. Two years

experience in

High speed
&

Looking for HOT! Creative
Synthesist /Songwriter

advertising music

necessary. Send your Hottest Audio
and Video postscore cassettes with
complete description of your role in
each project to: REP, Dept. 102, P.O.
Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212

ESP Means Quality Full Service

Printing and Packaging, Friendly
Professional Service, Competitive
Prices, Fast Turn-Around and
Highest Quality Raw Materials.
EASTERN STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
26 BAXTER STREE1
BUFFALO, NY 14207
1- 716 -876 -1454

LORAN

rr
N/IRIJ

AUDIO ENGINEER
-a

Caboose Productions

1- 800 -633 -0455
Call For
Free Sample

1-800 -527 -9225

THE MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF

All

finials

*had*

cassettes

YOU

READY TO
IMPROVE YOUR
RECORDING

SKILLS?

Write or phone for free catalog

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY. 'INC.
26120 Eden Landing Road #5, Hayward, CA 34545

14151786 -3548
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,AUDIO

1MC IT

STUDIO EQUIP. FOR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 a.m. - - a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines.
Synclav e'- Systems,
Effects Prooessors, Revcrbs
1213) 871 -1104
(818) 98C -4006
Ask or Mark

Studio Manager, P.O. Box 55191,
Indianapolis, IN 46205

DID

TRAINING

ALII'l['T TEST
TAPES

major commercial recording
studio in Indianapolis -is seeking an experienced audio engineer for commercial and a/v production. Must
be capable of directing, recording, editing, mixing and
dubbing. Positive, pleasant interaction with client is
a must! Fulltime position. Send resume to:

THEN SIT NEXT TO A TOP FLIGHT
ENGINEER AS HE DEMONSTRATES
ALL THE ELEMENTS THAT GO
INTO GREAT RECORDING
The SHAPING YOUR SOUND series is
five indispensable new videotapes covering multi -track recording, mixing, signal
processing and microphones. They bring
better studio technique to life using the
power of video to do "WHAT NO BOOK
ON THE SUBJECT HAS EVER BEEN

ABLE

TO

ACCOMPLISH!"

KNOW:'
Print advertising
attracts
OVER TWICE
the new customers as
direct mail! *
nearly 50,000
potential customers for a fraction
of a cent each by placing your
ad in the Classifieds.
You can reach

(Mix

Magazine)
Every tape is packed with demonstrations
and examples that cut through time consuming book study and get you down to

better recordings.
CALL FREE TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT SHAPING YOUR SOUND,
THE PROFESSIONALS' TRAINING
PROGRAM.

1- 800 -777-1576
FIRST LIGHT VIDEO PUBLISHING
374 N. Ridgewood Place, L.A., CA 90004

FAX your ad to 913/541 -6697
or send it to

;Fi;;,
R E P

9221 Quivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.

Attn: Renée Hambleton
`Source: Cahners Advertising
Research Report
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Alesis Corp.
Aligned Audio, Inc
Ampex Recording Media
Anything Audio
Audio Visual Assistance
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc
Biamp Systems, Inc.
Blevins Audio Exchange
Bose Corporation
Bryco Products
C -T Audio
Countryman Associates
Crown International
The DAT Store
Demeter Amplification/
Innovative Audio
Disc Makers
Dolby
East West Communications
Electro- Voice, Inc
Fast Forward Video
First Light Video Publishing
For.A Corporation of America
Fostex Corp. of America
Full Compass
Hardy Co.
Hollywood Edge
JBL Professional
Jensen Transformers
JVC Professional
Products Co
KABA Research &
Development
Lexicon, Inc

MTU
Markertek
Otani Corp
Peavey Electronics Corp
Peavey Electronics Corp.
QSC Audio Products
Seam Tech
Shure Brothers Inc.
Solid State Logic
Sonic Solutions
Sony Pro Audio
Standard Tape
Laboratory, Inc.
Switchcraft, Inc.
T.C. Electronic U.S.A.
Tannoy North America Inc.
Tascam Div./Teac Corp
TDK Electronic Corporation
Technical Audio Devices
Telex Communications, Inc
The Broadcast Store, Inc.
World Class Tapes
Yamaha Intl. Corp.
3M /Magnetic Media Division

88
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Rapid
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Number

86
39
86

61

12-13

11

22
60

83
82
33
32

55
58
20

81

50
33
40
28
38

61

74

55
77
57
77
83
55
47
56
IFC

19

31

38
53
29
26
30
1

74

41

87

62

Advertiser
Hotline
818/345 -4404

800/869-6561
415/367 -3809
617/426 -2875
612/481 -9715
216/686 -2600
503/641 -7287
615/242 -0596
508/872 -6541
818/783 -9133
800/CTA -UDIO
415/364 -9988
219/294 -8000
213/828 -6487
213/470 -6426
212/265 -6662
415/558 -0200
213/659 -2928
613/382 -2141
714/852 -8404
800/777-1576
617/244 -3223
213/921 -1112

31

18

59

32

10

9

73
72
BC

42
35

81

51

213/876-0059

23

14

800/JVC -5825

71

34

415/883 -5041
617/736-0300
919/870-0344
800/522-2025
415/341 -5900
601/483 -5365
601/483-5365
714/645 -2540
415/861 -6011
708/866 -2553

800/356 -5844
708/864 -8060
800/292 -3755

3

CLASSIFIEDS
Renee Hambleton
913 -888 -4664
9221 Quivira Road

Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
Telefax: 913- 541 -6697

SANTA MONICA, CA
Herbert A. Schiff
213- 393 -9285

Jason Perlman
213-458 -9987

Kelly Daugherty
213-451 -8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Telefax: 213-393-2381

CHICAGO, IL
David Ruttenberg
312 -435 -2360
55 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60604
Telefax: 312 -922 -1408

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine
212 -332 -0634

38th Floor
888 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10106
Telefax: 212-332 -0663

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House
New Street

Deddington, Oxford
1

4

73
82
28 -29
IBC,5

36
52

44 -45

25

17

2,6

37
83

21

19

12

54

43
6

7

17

87

55

11

10

51

27

41

24

20-21

13

9

8

2 -3

5

40
85
84
25
27

23
59
57
15
16

415/394 -8100
800/635-SONY
415/786 -3546
312/792 -2700
519/745 -1158
213/726 -0303
800/752 -9835
213/816 -0415
612/887 -5531
818/845 -7000
800/365 -0669

OX5 45P England
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telephone: (0869) 38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.
Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063
South Australia
Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101

Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi -Cho, 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03-235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT

Q",
E7 WHEN YOU CROSS A
RFORMAN CE 16-BIT SAMPLER WITH
WORKSTATION?-

..tft

THE NEW PEAVEY DPM°3SE
aybe a better question
would be, "How much
does it cost?" A powerful

high performance keyboard, with
16 -bit sampling capability, a 20,000
note sequencer, a sampling drum
machine, two multi -effects processors, and a 3.5" disk drive.
What if we said wider $2300?
Combining the capability of creating your own custom sample
library with the flexibility and
convenience of a user -friendly

workstation environment, the
Peavey DPM 3 SE offers every
capability you've ever dreamed of,
at a price you can afford.
Compare these features to keyboards costing two to three
times as much.

A full complement of sampling and

sample editing features including
rate, length, looping, trimming, and
multi -sample mapping
Up to 1 megabyte of custom user
samples
4 megabytes of internal factory

i. Four

16- instrument multitimbral locations

MIDI controller features including multi-channel send and
receive
MIDI sample dump send and
receive

samples
On -board 3.5" floppy disk drive
32- oscillator, 16 -voice polyphony
with dynamic voice allocation
Two programmable 24 -bit dual

effects processors
9 -track 20,000 note sequencer

independent track looping

with

And with the addition of an
affordably priced sample interface,
the DPM 3 SE becomes a high
performance 16 -bit sampler.
It's New and it's Hot!
The DPM 3 SE-Everything you
want in a keyboard and much more.
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P M® 3

REMEMBER... YOUR DPM 3 WILL NEVER BE OBSOLETE! UPDATE YOUR

W N E RS

AUTHORIZED PEAVEY DEALER FOR DETAILS OR CALL 601- 483 -5365

DPM 3 TO THE NEW DPM 3 SE FOR ONLY $49.95. CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

vev Electronics Corporation / 711 A Street / Meridian. MS 39302 -2898

/

U.S.A.

i

Telephone (601)- 483 -5365 / Telex: 504115

C 1990

It Takes
Real Guts
To Face
A Crowd

Concert Series
They want it all. They expect it.
They deserve it. And, frankly, you
wouldn't have made it this far
if you had delivered anything
but your absolute best. Night
after night, show after show.

Like This.

At JBL we share your dedication

and desire to take
your music to
the top. That's
precisely why we
invested the time
and energy we
did into the development of
Concert Series
loudspeaker systems. Just as every
note and word
must work together in perfect
harmony, every
component in a professional
sound system must integrate and
function perfectly with each other.
.

Concert Series has the "guts" to
face the most demanding audiences. This fact is underscored
by the major tours and concert
venues that have selected Concert
Series. From reggae and rock to solo and sym
phonic performances, Concert Series is helping
artists the world over to give their fans the calibre
of performance they demand and deserve, night
after night, show after show.
-

We encourage you to audition Concert Series. Do
it for your fans. Do it for yourself. Visit your JBL

Professional dealer and discover for yourself why
Concert Series is hanging around with some of
the biggest names in the music business.

JBL
JBL Professional

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
H

A Harman International Company
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